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ABSTRACT

Research interests expressed in previous publications (Lauter 1982, 1983, 1984;
Lauter & Hlh 1985) and supported under earlier gran (AFOSR 84-0335) were
continued and expanded during this three-year grant period. infastruciure requirements
for the Iroposed research necessitated establishing laboratory faciites at the University of
Aft= unique to fts campus. While original plans called for a single prychoacoustic
laboratory, during this project period we have organized and equipped five laboratorie 1)
tmo yioacwustic laboratories, 2) one sound-recording laboratory, 3) one facility for
electrophysiological research in humans [both evoked potentials and quanttative EEG-
shared with the Department of Neurologyl, and 4) a mini-computer-based laboratory
currently dedicated to image processming and analysis of PET data files. [See details below
under Facilities established.']

Research activities during this period include: 1) design and implementation of
microcomputer-based software to allow signal recording, generation, analysis, and
automated experimental control for psychoacoustic teting; 2) data collection related to die
interface between complex-sound production and perception, specifically, stidies on
speech ausics, inc n two experiments on voace-onset-time variablity in productions
by speakers of several languages, and a series on acoustical characteristics of emotional
expression; 3) data collection regarding individual differences in the effect of stimulus
characterisics on relative ear advantages [#s 1-3 are described in detail below under
Progres on proposed and spinoff activities']; 4) continuing data analysis and new

collectiom documenting individual differe in auditory evoked potenta, with details
related to auditory-system asymmeles; 5) preliminay too regarding the match between
behavioral measures of relative ear advantages and quantiatve-elecroencepbalogai
(qEEG) asymmeties observed during auditory stimulation; 6) pilot testing using a
cof Nuclear Magnetic Reoance's (NMR) aatomical-imaging and chemical-
spect:-analyals capabIte to study physiological activation in the human brain; and 7)
data analysis of Positnm Emnsion Tomography (PEI) files collected at SL Louis during
1981-1985, for evidence of individual differences in brain activation asymmetries under
res conditions, and during monaural and binaural stimulation with a variety of complex
sonds [fs 4-7 ate described in detail below under 'Additional experiments']. For1

FACILITIES ESTABUSHED ,

. Office and research facilities for our project are distributed in four different
locao around the University of Adna campus. In the Speech Building, one of the
od*ginal UA btngs md recently awarded Hitorical stas, ae the main Spech &
Hearing departwt offices, with secretarial support and mall service. Also in this building
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is one of our two Psychoacoustic Laboratories, consisting of an 8' x 8' single-walled
sound booth, computer desk and instrument rack, all housed within a large ground-floor
laboratory room that contains other sound rooms used for department clinical testing and
research.

Space for the Pi's office and working areas for assistants are located in a smal house
just north of campus, within the University Expansion Area, where the University assign
housing on a temporary basis, pending purchases datwill eventuay lead to the clearing of
existing structures to make room for new University construction. This office-house is
technically off-campus, but within 5 minutes by bicycle of the Speech Building.

The Psychology Building houses three additional laboratories: the recording laboratory
with an anechoic chamber, on the fourth floor, and a second psychoacoustic laboratory,
and the PET miicmputer lab, housed together in a large laboratory room in the basement.
Finally, the computer and subject room for elctrysiological testing are located at the
University Medical Center, in the Department of Neurology. The PI assisted the Neurology
department in selection of this equipment, while both equipment and space for this facility
am overeen by Neurology, acess for our projects is guaranteed by a new appointment for
the PI to the Neurogenic Institute for Comnunication Disorders, directed jointly by the
heads of the Speech & Hearing and Neurology departments.

Q0 fiiie. Office support such as secretarial help, copier, package receiving, and
mailboxes are located in the Speech & Hearing main offlie Work areas for PI and
assistants are provided in the small house north of campus, available to the project since fall
of 1986, offering approximately 800 sq. ft. of usable space. The Speech & Hearing
department has helped furnish ie house, with desks, chairs, file cabinets, and a
typewriter, and throughout the grant period has paid for two phone lines to the house, one
a UA line with WATS service, and the second a residential line, which we use for modem-
based telecommunicatins.

Two microcomputers owned by the project are housed here for office work, a
Macintosh SE with an Imagewriter 11 printer, and an AT&T 6300 with an IBM Propriner.

Space in this howe will support moderate expanstio in terms of personnel and
activities for the CNS Project (AFOSR 88-0352).

Efombei m Labotor (Speech Building; Psychology Building). The Speed-
Building laboratory consists of an 8' x 8' single-walled IAC sound booth, with a desk
outside for a computer and fles storage, and an inbmunut rack. The laboratory system,
state-of-the-art when purdased in 1985, is based on an AT&T 6300 mic ocomputer, with
20MB intrnal hard disk, 640K RAM, an 8087 math coprocsor, and a Data Translation
2801-A A/D board. The 12-bit board provides user-selectable gain, with a maximum of +/-
10 volts, and user-selectable sampling rate, with a maximum of 22 kHz. The interface to
the board is a Data Traslation smew terminal panel housed togehr with three anti-alsi n
filters inside a box designed and built at Centna Institute for the Deaf. The filters are set at

- ---- - m ' m ........... ..... iti.
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10 kHz 1owpass, and serve me input channel and two output channels. When both output
chmmels are used simukanecusy, as in dichotic presentation, the available effective per-
channel bandwidth is approximately 8 kHz.

Peripherals to the system include a dot matrix printer (Hewlett-Packard Thinkjet), two
Crown amplifiers and three Hewlett-Packard 350D attenuators (provided by the Speech &
Hearing department), and a pulse-code modulator (Nakamichi DMP- 100) and video
cmeft recorder (se 405A) for tandering live recordings (prepared on a sister system
in the Psydlogy-Bulding recording lab) into the computer for processg and testing.
The control computer is located on a desk outside the sound room; iside the sound room
is a single-subject listening station consisting of a Zenith Z-29 terminal and AKG 141
sereo earphoe.

The Psychoecoustic Laboratory in the Psychology Building has two single-walled
sound booths (6' x 6' and 8' x 8'), and an AT&T 6300-based system similar to the one
described above. Currently in this laboratory, subjects are tested in a 'local' mode on the
cointrlling compute-s keyboard and monitor; plans are to purchase a smart terminal
analogous to the Zenith Z-29 for this system, in order to separate the subject and
experimenter stato

One of the goals of the grant period was development of a software package (now
called SONOS). Thi software serves both laboratory systems, and represents a range of
functions from signa generation to automated testng. Component programs are: SERIES
(generation of pure and complex tones using either Fourier or cosine specification formats,
with adjustable amplitude, frequency, and phase for a maximum of 72 components);
RECORD (for recording external sounds into the system); EDIT (capabllities for a variety
of waveform display, replay, editing, and sequencing fundcion); LIST (ability to gather
sounds edited and labelled in EDIT into lsts which can be called by the experimental
program, with each list identified by name, key-coding per sound, and masker for dichotic
presentation); and TRIAL (automated experimental control, with user-selectable sound
sets, testing intervals, presentation mode [right, left, dichotic], ear scored, and number of
trials per block; the program formats each block, times all intervals, scores responses, and
presents feedback after each trial and after each block).

Capabilities provided by these laboratories have made posible our research projects on
speech acmo (sound analyis) and diclhotic listening (sound synthesis, recording,
exp e tald conUol), to be described latr in this report. In te future, the laboratories will
provide facilties for a variety of psychoacoustical tests, Including those required for the
CNS Projet

I___ng L-x . eThiboratory makes use of an anedioic chamber (12' x 12)
which was designed Into the original 1965 blueprints for the UA Psychology Bulding, but
which had not been used except for storage before our project arrived on campus n 1985.
Inside the chamber the subject station Includes a comfortable chair, an AKG 451E
microphon a mike stand, and a General Radio 1562-Z sound-level meter (SLM

mlI
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provided by the Speech & Hearing department). Outside the chamber, the expermenter
station consists of a chir and desk, with a PCM/VCR system (Sony PCM and Mitfubshi
4-head VHS VCR) providing low-cost high-restion digital recording. Sig analysis of
sounds recorded in this laboratory is accomplished using our AT&T 6300 machines
running our SONOS software, and/or a Kay 7800 digital sonograph. owned by the UA
LUguistics Departmens Phmetcs Laboratory.

The Recording Laboratory provided facilities used in our research projects on speech
acousts, incuding speech-wze variability and emotional expression, and for collecting
real-speech tokens for dichotic testing.

PET Da-Anaydi Laxmmt. Equipment for this laboratory was purchased under
AFOSR 87-0003, and includes: a Perkin-Elmer 3205 minicomputer, a Ramtek MC68000
Color Display Controller and 19' RGB monitor, and a Matrix 3000 film recorder.
Although this is a general-purpose laboratory, it is currently dedicated to analyzing data
collected by the Pl during 1981-1985 at the Washington University Mallinckrodt Institute
of Radiology's PET-sca laboratory in St. Louis. Our data library consists of complete
fies representing a 3 1-study series involving auditory stimulation in 17 normal young
adult and is being analyzed using programs included in a software package developed at
St Louis and provided free to our UA laboratory.

Work is currenly in progress on this system directed to examining the degree of
hemispheric asymmetry observed in PET scans of brains both at rest and under stimulation
conditions with a variety of presentation and stimulus designs (see below).

Human E=ltrhyi-mQQgYJXab ty. The P1 acted as a consultant to the Departanent
of Neurology during the selection prove. for equipping this laboratory. The system
Purchased is a Brain Imager made by Neuroscience, and offers a variety of testing options,
including evoked-potential testing sampling several levels of the CNS via several sensory
modalities, as well as mulfi-hannel brain mapping based on ongoing EEG. This machine
has just been installed, for the experiments an qEEG and auditory braiunstem responses
(ABRs) described below, we arranged for use of a Cadwell Spectrum 32 in a private-
practice office in Tucso (for qEEG), and a Nicolet 2000 owned by the University Medical
Center's Department of Otolaryngology (for ABRs).

PROGRESS ON PROPOSED AND SPINOFF ACTIVrIES

ImuzM. Icuded in the original proposal for this grant were plans to: 1) Establish a
labora!y for dichotic testing, including development of software with a variety of
capabUite; 2) Collect real-speech samples of stop-conscnant-vowel (CV) productions
from a number of languages, analyze then to determine timing chara'is~s, and prepare
token for d otc testing; 3) Test individuals from each of the language backgruds
ampled in #2 to detemnine relative ear advantages for the stop CV token; 4) Prepr a

tS
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series Of complex-sound sets for use in a group of experiments on the effect of stimulus

characteriss on ear advantages evoked from English-speaking listeners; and 5) Test a
group of subjects on these sound sets.

Goal #1 ( ca laboratoy) has been comple0d; hardware detags are given
above under Facilities.' The software developed for this project, comprising our package

called SONOS, is also described above.
Goal #2 (collection, analysis, and processing of real speech CVs) has been completed.

Data collection made use of the Recording Laboratoy, and analysis and processing were

accomplished via our SONOS software. In addition, the analysis stage of this project
genrated a spitnoff study of VOT variability, which has resulted im hree meeting
presentations, one MS in review, and one MS in preparation. Also, interest in segmental
speech Umng led to a complementary project regarding the acoustcal charadat cs of
suprasegmental aspects of speech, specifically, emotional expression. Descriptions

cuding sample data from all of these original and spinoff studies are given below.
Goal #3 (dichotic testing of muld-language stop CVs) could not be pursued. After

token were edited from the original recording and prepared for esting (both functions

accomplished using our SONOS prograis), pilot listening (also via SONOS) by four
subjects indicated that these real-speech tokens were 'too easy' to be useful for dichotic
testing: i.e., even with dichotic presentation, subjects could quickly achieve ceiling
perforimnce attending to either ear. Mult-language testing of listeners fromn other-than-

English language backgrounds will have to wait on appropriate stimulus design.
Goal #4 (preparation c complex-sound sets for dichotic testing with English-speaking

listeners) has been completed, using our SONOS software. Included in our sound library
c-rrently are sets of pure-tone three-note melodies, with a variety of inter-onset-timings and
pitch steps, sets of melodies made with complex tones where melody is determined by
spectral changes in highlighted harmonics, and sets of melodies made with noise bands.
Descriptimos are given below.

Goal #5 (tesing with sounds from #4) is in progress. Due to delays in programming,
dichotic testing on the sets of complex sounds was not started before late summer of 1988.
Results of testing to date are given below

"Sveeeh d ar oe It was decided that as a context for the proposed
collection of stop-CV productiom from four languages (American English, Japanese,
Mexican Spanish, Navajo), complete sets cf the phonemic 'syllabic building blocks' from
each language would be collected from each subject; and, in addition, that we would collect
these sets in a repeated format, to build a database documenting intra-individual as well as
inter-individual variability in phoneme producdon.
Te building block elements to be collected were: 1) syllable-initial consonants, 2)

syllable-final c sonants, and 3) syllabic nuclei. For the first three languages named
above, members of each set of elements were included in an appropriate context (e.g, 'm-
Ca' for syllable-nitialcosonant, 'haC' for syllable-finals, and 'hVd' for syllabic

-- = .. = m, m m m a s s ms l tm lllt 
= = - i a

"= I
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nuclei), to be repeated six times by each talker. For Navajo, we were restricted to the use
of real Navajo words due to subjects' lack of familiarity with written Navajo. As a result
of vocabulary limitations regarding consistent phoneme combinatons (e.g., each of the
syllable-initial consonants followed by a low back vowel), we were unable to collect a
complete phoneme library for Navajo, and prepared only lists of real Navajo words
reprsting each of five Navajo stops in initial position followed by a low back voweL

Separale lists of sylable-iitial sWp-consoant tokens were prepared for each of the
languages except Navajo, so tlat acoustical .hracwisca of the stops produced in the
context of only stops could be compared with diaracUris of stops produced in the
context of all other phonemes of the language. These isolated stop-consonant sets were
also to be read six times by each talker.

Three female speakers of each of the four languages served as subjects. As data
colleiproceeded, another graduate students interest in the project resulted in the
addition o Mandarin Chinese to the library. The Mandarin Chinese collections were more
extensive than those from the other languages: I) productions by three female and three
male talkers were recorded; 2) for the isolated stop-CV tokens, each Chinese talker began
by pronouncing the six stops English sounds, reading them from a list cued with
English words, and then went on to do the Mandarin stop series; 3) for the Mandarin
versions of the stops, each talker produced one complete repeated series (six repetitions) of
the set of stops produced "th each of the five Mandarin tones.

After rcordings were complete, one set of productions from one talker from each of
the five languages was used to produce a -speech dictionary- of spectrograms llm ng
the phonemes of that language, with sections for syllable-iniial and syllable-final
consonants, and a section for syllabic nuclei. Talkers were offered cop of these
dictionaries as compensation for their participation in the project. Sample spectrograms for

six English stop-CV syllables and five Navajo stop-initia words are reproduced in the
TAt & Pearl (1986) presentation text included in the Appendix.

Y yral . The productions of Isolated stops,' where the lists of syllable-initial
slops were repeated six times served as a database for analysis of intra-individual variability
in VOT timing. Using the SONOS software, each production of a stop was recorded into
the computer, its waveform displayed, and curson set to select the VOT portion of the
syllable, which wa then prfnted out onto a dot matrix printer. These printout, showing
the VOT portion of the six repetdtions of each stop produced by each talker were combined
onto a sigle page, and used to measme VOTs.

Figm 1 presents a set of six such waveforms for one talker's productions of 'ga,'
with VOT offset marked with an arrow. All talkers showed a variation in the relative
duratuom of VOTs for the six stops, from set to set ure 2 presents absolute VOT
durations for all tokew for all six repettions by another talkr. Note the fluctuaU in
relatve duraton, such that no repettion comprism the regular seri of VOT hieming

I
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from bilabial to velar, voiced to voiceless, that would be predicted based on the synthetic-

Speech litera-e.
Cakulatkm of mean VOTs for all talmrs revealed a language-specific d'a.eristic

American English, Mandarin Chinese, and Navajo make a distinction between two groups
of stops based on VOT, while Japanese and Mexican Spanish do not (examples of mean
VOTs for one talkw from each language shown in g. 3, Panel A). Our mean VOT values
for English and Mexican Spanish agree with those previotl reporte ou meements
for Japanese, Mandarin, and Navajo ae originaL

Standard deviations varied from taner to talker, with no apparent pattern or language
specifict (see Fig. 3, Panel B for VOT s.d.'s for the same five talkers of Panel A).
Finally, a ratio of these two meamm (s.d./mean), the Coefficient of Variation (V),
revealed not only individual differences (Fig. 3, Panel C), but for all talkers studied,
indicated that there may only be a restricted number of such patterns, which seemed to be
language-indepenent (Fig. 4 shows the patterns observed thus far).

The relative variability patterns (i.e., values of V: Fig. 4) may prove to be informative
regarding production constraints and/or 'styles,' which are context-sensitive. This
condusion was suggested by the extended Mandarin Chinese study, where we were able to
observe VOT var;abi as a function of a change in context namely, the fundamental
frequency pattern of the pronounced token. Although all of the tokens intended as
Mandarin stops were produced with different FO patterns, it happened that the female
Mandarin speakers produced their tokens intended as English st ops with the same FO
contour in their Mandarin tone-4 tokens. This made it possible for us to compare the
variability patterns for two sets of stops produced in the same context (twe-4-type falling
F0 cntour, used for Mandarin tone4 and the English tokens) and variability patterns for
stops produced in different contexts (Mandarin tones 1, 2, 3, 4/English, and 5).

Figure 5 presents schematics of the F0 contours used by one Mandarin Chinese female
talker for tokens produced with the five different Mandarin tones, and English. Note the
similarity between her tone4- and English contours All three female Mandarin speakers
showed very good matches between tone-4 and English VOT V patterns (Fig. 6, Panel A),
and frequency-ontour t (Fg. 6, Panel B). Analysis of the male talkers' F0

contours is currently in progress, to determine whether there are also instances of context-
sentvty in their VOT variabity pattrns.

These results may have implications for studies of speech production, in that they
suggest a potentally useful new means of studying lnterstions between different
arilt , and the ways hn which such interactions bear on issues related to speech-
planning stages and mechanism. For example, for any one talker, are there patterns of
complementary speech-cue variability? For example, does a talker who is very inconsistent
about VOT timing for N shm a high conistency in another cue for N, such as burst
onplotude? Are there predictable trade-offs in cue varIabft, such &ta cosstency in one

cue 'allow' inconsstency in one or more other cues? Are the rules governing which cues

:I
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may interact in this way related to the phonology of different languages? For example, for
our Mandarin talkers, VOT and F0 in these tokens were both segmental cues--would
Els speakers show the same degree of match between VOT variability pattern and FO
contour, even though VOT for them is a segmental aspect, and FO contour a
suprMegmenta aspect, of speech?

The resubs regarding speech acoustis are also deary important for considering how
the auditry system functions in speech perception. Our spefic interest is in the temporal
aspects of this paricuar situation, where a short-time-base characteristic (VOT, with
distinctions often based on a few resec) seems to be interacting with a long-time-base
chaacteristic (FO contour, with diminciom based on patterns that are articulated over many
tens of insec). Eventually our serendipitous observation of a possible VOT/FO interaction
may lead to hypotheses regarding brain mechanism for speech perception, and their
relation to mednism for the perception of complex sounds in general. Although
differing cerebral organizations for 'phonetic perception' vs. "emotional perception' have
long been posited, the idea that such distinctions could be based on physical characteristics
of test stimuli has yetto be generally accepted. In future stages of our CNS Project, it
might be possible to view brains during stimulation with sounds which tap the different
posited mechanism: real speech and music with different acoustical characmtescs and
emotional associations, synthetic complex sounds deigned to mimic these various aspects
of actual sounds. Of course, there are also implications for asymmetries of cerebral
organization, with regard to variables of emotion vs. non-emotion, positive vL negative
emotion, and rapid vs. slow sequential timing.

Thisresearch has been reported in three meeting presentations (Lauter & Pearl. 1986;
Lauter & Lu 1987 a,b), and is described in one MS currently in review (Lauter et al,
submitted to JASA) and one MS in preparation (Lauter & Lu). (See Appendix for some
texts.)

Aoumi of motionaeo The importance of emotional expression as an
interface between acoustical chrteristics of speech on the one hand and brain perceptual
organization on the other served a the motivation for our second spinoff project on real-
speech amxoustc phonetics comprising a Ph.D. dissertation by C. Baldwin co-directed by
the PI and M. Wetzel of te UA Dept. of Psychology.

Allhough there is a growing literature regarding brain asymmetries for the identification
of emotions, there are few systematic studies on the acoutics of emotional expremon in
speech. For our study, six professional actors, aid six speaker with no training (three
females and thee males in each group) produced each of two sentences, "Of cours I love
you' and The hore tries one food, ' with a series of emotional coloration: neutral,
angry, ad, afraid, surprise, happy, disgusted. Digital recordings of all pouctions were
made In our Recording Laboratory, and tokm were analyzed uing the Kay 7800 digital
soograph, and our SONOS wftware.

I
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Sample waveforms with superimposed amplitude contours of the sentence 'Of course I

love you" spoken in a neutral, happy, and sad tone of voice by a male actor are presented in

Fig. 7. Measurements to date on the library of productions include: 1) amplitude profiles,

describing the amplitude contur of the sentences in terms of five points, at peak amplitude

of each of the five syllabic nuclei (f Fig. 8, Panel A); 2) amplitude mean, range, and

standard deviation IcracIei ing each emotion produced by eah group of talkr; 3)

rhythm profiles, describing the sequence of syllable durations for the five syllables; and 4)

syllable-duration mean, range, and standard deviation for each emotion produced by each

group of talkers (of. Fig. 8, Panel B).

Continuing analyses of the same limry include: 1) complete fundamental-frequency

(FO) contours, with descriptions in terms of maximum and minimum and rate of change;

2) fundamental-frequency profiles, based on the F0 value at peak amplitude of each of the

five syllabic nuclei; 3) F0 mean, range, and standard deviation for each emotion produced

by each group; and 4) segmental and sub-segmental analysis, examining how

characteristics of amplitude, duration, and specrum for each acoustical event in the

sentence change from emotion to emotion. A more complete picture of how emotional

expression is cued in speech will help us design sounds for psychoacoustc and

physiological testing, to explore the importance of different types of complex-sound cues

for perception and for determining the organization of CNS response.

Ths work has been reported at two meetings (Baldwin et al 1988ab), and results to

date are described in two MSS in preparation (Baldwin & Lauter, and Lauter & Baldwin).

D o. Sound libraries created with our resources including the Recording

Laboratory and the SONOS software conssts of:

1. American English stops (ba,da,ga,pa,ta,ka spoken by

female talker, approx. 250 ms/token)
2. Japanese stops (similar set)
3. Mexican Spanish stops (')
4. Mandarin Chinese stops (')

5. Navajo stops (ba, da, ga, Va, k'a spoken by female talker)

6. synthetic versions (Haskins-Lab-type) of English stops
with/a/

7. WT200, 100, 50: three-pure-tone melodies made with

whole-tone steps, centered at 1480 Hz; the hree

sets are timed at 200, 100, and 50 ms inter-onset-
interval (101)

8. HT 200, 100, 50: same as #7, but with half-tone steps

9. H/QT200, 100,50: sameas#7, but with a frequency

te halfway between quarter and haf
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10. QT200, 100, 50: same as #7, but with quarter-tone

steps
11. ET 200: same as #7, but with "eighth-tone' steps (20

Hz at this frequency)
12. BB noises 200, 50: three-noise melodies made with

1000-Hz-wide ('BroadBand') noise bands created
using SoundEdit running on a Macintosh SE; bandpass

values for the low noise - 500-1500 Hz, for the mid
noise - 1000-2000 Hz, for the high noise 1500-2500
Hz; noise onsets are timed at 200 ms 101 for one set
and 50 ms 101 for the second

13. NB noises 200, 50: three-noise melodies made with
500-Hz-wide ('NarrowBand') noise bands created
using SoundEdit running on a Macantosh SE; bandpass
values for the low noise - 1000-1500 Hz; for the mid
noise - 1500-2000 Hz; for the high noise - 2000-2500
Hz; noise onsets are timed at 200 ms 101 for one set
and 50 ms 101 for the second.

All of these sounds have been created and stored on disk both as single sounds, and
grouped into sets with the indicated names. For testing, sound sets can be called via their

group name (e.g., 'English stops,' 'WT200'), a call which also provides the TRIAL
program with the response keys encoded for each sound in the set.

In preparation are melodies made with complex tones, to be created with the SERIES
program of our SONOS software.

As noted above, the real-speech stop-CV sets were shown in pilot testing to be too easy

for use in dichotic listening tests even with dichoic presentation, these real-talker sounds

are so rich with redundant cues to stop identity that listmenrs can achieve ceiling
performance attending to either ear. Thus the originally proposed experiments testing
listeners from variomus language backgrounds on their own and each other's stops will have
to be postponed until we can design more useful stimulus sets.

Testing has begun on the other test sounds. Data for the hypothetical 'extremes,' the
synthetic stops and the 200-nm pure-tone patterns are now available for a total of five

English-speaking listeners, and for two native speakers of other languages: one Japanese
male and one Mexican-Spanish female. Results for the seven subjects are displayed in Fig.
9, in the form of a Relative Ear Advantage (RelEA) plot (cf. Lauter 1982, 1983, 1984),
with one row for each listener, and ear-advantage scores indicated for each listener tested
on each sound, EAs for '2001" indicated by filled circles, and EAs for the synthetic CVs
("s"V') by open squares. Some of the listeners have been tested on a third set, o 50-ms
tone patterns; EA are indicated by the open drl. Procedures used in this testing are the
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same as those described in our earlier publications, except accomplished on our AT&T
6300 microcomputers runing the SONOS software; the EA values plotted are based on
216 trials per ear of report.

Sound-set series to be used in continuing testing will enable us to observe changes in
EAs as a function of: 1) timing alone (200, 100, and 50-ms pure-tone patterns); 2) pattern
bandwidth alone (I 00-ms-timed tone patterns differing from set to set only by the pitch-
step used in the pattern, whether within one whole tone, between whole tone and octave,
and larger than octave); 3) element bandwidth alone (I 00-m-timed patterns made with
pure tones, complex tones, or noises); 4) interactions between these dimensions,
combined in pairs (two combinations to be tested) or three at a time.

Extension of these data in the CNS Project will involve testing Project subjecs on three
of the library's sound sets which should evoke a triad of distinctive EAs: synthetic stop-
CV syllables (for a hypothesized extreme rightward EA), 200-ms-timed pure-tone patterns
(for a hypothesized extreme leftward EA), and 50-ms-timed pure-tone patterns (for a
hypothesized mid-position EA). Subsequent to determination of the EAs using behavioral
testing, each subject will then be examined using a number of physiological brain-scanning
methods (Positron Emission Tomography PET, Magnetoencephalography MEG,
quantitative Electroencephalography qEEG, etc.) while being stimulated with the same sets
of test sounds, to enable us to observe the relation between physiological brain
asymmetries derived for each subject and the EAs measured using behavioral methods.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

S!=ny. In parallel with the proposed and spinoff activities, we have been able to
make use of previously-collected data, as well as to establish collaborative arrangements for
access to equipment for collecting new data, regarding aspects of brain physology that may
underlie the phenomena observed in our behavioral tests of asymmetries in complex-sound
perception. These experiments represent extensions of earlier research by the PI (e.g.,
brain electrophysiology: Lauter & Loomis 1985; PET: Lauter et al 1983 ab, 1984,1985
a,b).

Evoked potentl. Our observations of individual differences in auditory asymmetries
an expressed in dichotic tests led us to look for physiological correlates. Initial interest
focused on evoked potentials (BPs), tested under a repeated-measures experimental design.
Although a number of researchem had studied between-subject variability (see Lauter &
Loomis 1986a for a review), there was very little information regarding within-subject
variability for EPs at any level of the CNS.

, Our activities related to EPs during the grant period induded: 1) continuizg analysis of
a repeated-measures auditory EPs data collection on 7 adults, conducted during 1983/84
under a collaborative arrangement with the Wadington University Departmeat of

I
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Otolaryngology; and 2) new data collection and iniial analysis of test series also using

cOllaborative arrangements, for three new groups of subjects eight more young adults, 5-
year-olds, and 10-year olds. F'mdings from all of these studies are described below.

Analysis of old data: During 1983/84, in a oollaborative arrangement with the
Washington University Dept. Of Otolaryngology in St. Louis, data collection was
completed on a group of 7 audiologicafy and neurologicafty normal young adults, tested
for both brainstem and cortical auditory EPs under two monaural as well as binmral
stimulation conditions. Each subject was tested in a series of eight weekly sessions, on the
same day of the week and same time of day for each subject. Analysis of the latency
varitbity in those data, for both branstem. and cortex, was reported in a meeting
presentation (Lauter & Loomis 1985). During the project period, the brainstem latency
findings were published (Lauter & Loomis 1986a: see Appendix).

These analyses of repeated-measures EP data suggest that the variability of EP
parameters such as peak latency may provide a much more sensitive index of subject
characteristics as well as of determinants of sensory-system response such as ear-of-

presentation than do absolute values of EP parameters, the conventional means of
descibing BPs. The difference in the amount of information contained in absolute EP
latency values vs. measures of EP variability is illustrated in Fig. 10, Panel A. On the left
are plotted mean latency values for each of five ABR peaks, averaged aross seven listeners
and eight sessions per subject. Note that, as is well known, the mean-latency functions for

all three ear conditions are virtually identical. On the right are plotted values for an index of
the variability of these peak latencies (the index is the reciprocal of Pearson's Coefficient of
Variation-in this form. mean/s.d.), calculated separately for within- and between-subject
comparisons of responses under the three stimulation conditions: right-ear, left-ear, and
binaural. Note that, unlike the mean absolute values on the left, the variability data in the

right panel show distinction based on within- vs. between-subject comparisons, as well as
differences due to ear-of-presentation.

Similar 'stability profile.' can also be calculated for individual subpt, comparing
responses to different ears, or response patterns during the two halves of the experiment
(frst 4 weeks vs. wcond 4 weeks). Figure 10 Panel B presents such profile comparisons
for four subjects. Note that for these ears tested in theme subjects, there is good

repicaMty of the stability profe.
The next phase at analysis of the data colxtd in the 1984 series, analysis conducted

during the grant period, focused on amplitude of the five ABR peaks. Although it is well
known that EP peak amplitudes are much more variable than EP peak latencis our
analysis of the repeated-measurm data indicated that even so, calculation of ABR peak-
amplitude vaibtty reveals unsuspected patterns. For example, Fig. 11, Panel A pt
a parallel to Fig. 10, with absolute mean amplitudes plotted on the left, contrasted with
amplitide variav ty displayed on the dht The asute-value panel shows the well-
known differnme between EP amplitudes for binaural vs. monaural stimulation the
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variability panel also shows tis difference, along with a distinction based on within- vs.

between-subject comparisons.
Amplitude stabty profiles can as wen be calculated for individual subjects. Figure 11

Panel B presents some examples, including an instance of a characteristic observed in both
the latency and amplitude data--at times, a given subject's stablity profile may require the
second 4 weeks of tsting to acquire the shape which another subject's profile show.
consistently in both months (cf. KP's <Bmaural-Right> profile which takes two months to
resemble SA's consistent <Binaural-Right> profile).

Amplitude stability profiles may also reveal asymmetries in ABRs, perhaps related to
findings obtained with other methods, such as the version of the Binaural Interaction
Component (BIC) described by Berlin and colleagues (e.g. Berlin et al 1984), based on
waveform addition and subtraction. For example, Fig. 12 compares an ABR amplitude-
sMbity profile set indicating a clear asymmetry favoring right-ear input (top panel, from
our ABR data) with a derived waveform illustrating a right-ear BIC (lower panel; the BIC
is the interpetation of the positive-going peak at 5 ms-adapted from Berlin et al 1984).

The ampliaue-variabflity data have been reported in a meeting presentation (Lauter &
Loomis 1986b) andinapublication (Lauter & Loomis 1988).

New data series #1: During 1985/86, a colaborative arrangement with the Pediatric
Audiology section of St. Louis Children's Hospital resulted in data collection on an
additional group of 8 audiologically and neurologically normal young adults. These
subjec were tested for ABRs and middle-latency responses (MLRs) to monaural and
binaural stimulation, collected in eight weekly sessions per subject. Besides providing a
replication of our earlier observations on ABR variability, these data allowed us to compare
patterns of ABR and MLR variability. Figure 13 Panel A presents a graph parallel to that
shown in Fig. 10 Panel A, comparing absolute mean latencies for five MLR peaks (three
vertex-negative and two vertex-postive, on the left) with MLR latency variability for the
same five peaks (on the right). Note that the variability funcions show distinctions
between comparisons (within- vs. between-subjects) awell as between earns, that are not
visible in the absolute data. As with individual subjects' ABR latency-variability profiles
(cf. Fig 10 Panel B), individual MLR latency-variablty profiles can also show good
replication from month one to month two (Fig. 13 Panel B).

This new database makesit posml to compare ABR and MLR variability. Figure 14
Pana A presents a sumniry of the variability calculadow for this new group of eight
young adulb, with ABR cuwves on the left and MLRs on the right. The striking difference

betwem Ore within-subject stabilt of MLR peak No and the later MLR peaks led us to a
pomparison 1 varia blity data for ABR, MLR, and cortical responses. Figure
14 Panel B iluats this compaison, based on ABR and cortical data for our first group
of adults, and MLR data from the second group. Note that the variability of MLR peaks Po
through Nb wre in the wn range 1he cortical value% whfie MLR peak No variability is
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intermediate between that of ABR (more consistent) and later MLR peaks (more variable).

This distincion between MLR peak No and other MLR peaks has been noted by other

researer using other methods, and it has been speculated that the observed
diaracteri indicate that the generators of MLR peak No are located in the bralnstm

while nudei important for later MLR peaks are located in the thalamus and above.
The latency findings for this second group of adults, with comparisons between ABR,

MLR, and cortex, were reported in a meeting presentation (Lauter & Karzon 1987), and

two MSS based on data from all 15 subjects are in preparation (Lauter & Karzon, In prep.

a,b).
New data series #2: A PhD dissertation project by J. Lord-Maes, co-directed by the PI

and S. Mishra of the Educational Psychology Department at UA, represented the first
extension of our repeated-measures EP testing, to another age group. Seven children
between 5 and 7 years old, four females and three males, were tested in a design similar to

that used with the young adults: eight weekly sessions per subject, with monaural and

binaural stimulation. Only ABRs were collected, and monaural responses were stored

using both ipsilateral and contralateral references, to enable us to study the variability of
derived-waveform BICs, as well.

FIgure 15 Panel A presents our basic calculations for this new group of subjects,
contrasting absolute ABR latencies (on the left) and ABR latency vanabilities (on the right).
Note that the variability profies reveal the same types of distinctions between comparisons,

and ears, as observed in the 15 adults. Although in these younger subjects, replicability of

individual proffes was rarer than in the adults, some ears in some subjects did show good

consistency from month to month (Fig. 15 Panel B).
Analysis of these data is continuing, with plans to study in more detail the patterns of

individual differences, amplitude variability, and variability in BICs generated by adding

and subtracling waveforms according to the method described by Berlin et al (1984). We
also intend to compare values and patterns observed in this group of subjects with those

seen in our adults, a well as from the subjects from the next experiment, described below.
A summary of these findings will be presented to the Acoustical Society meeting in spring

1989 (Lord-Mae & Lauter 1989).
Now data series #3: A PhD dissertation project by R. Oyler, co-directed by the PI and

N. Matkin o the UA Speech & Hearing Sciences Department, focused on repeated-

measures ABR in an oider group of children. The nine subj were between 10 and 11
years old, and were all males. This experiment involved a slight change in the design used
previosly, reducing the overall time of the test series from two months to one, but
colectg six waveforms per ear of Presentation friom each subject during each of the four

weelry sessions.
Compas of the mean absolute latencies and the latency variability is presented in

Fig. 16 Panel A (calculatios baed on values for peaks in the first ABR waveform

collected in each of the 4 weekly sessions, to be most comparable with Figs. 10 and 15).
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Data dcumenting profile replicability witn subjects comparing month one and month two

re of course not available in this experiment. However, profiles calculated for the ax
waveforms of the first session and the six waveforms from the final session show good

replicability for some ears in some subjects (Fig. 16 Panel B).

With these three sets of experiments, with each focusing on a different age group, we

ae able to compare the degree of within- and between-subject cosistency seen for 5-6-
year-oids, 10- 1 -year-olds, and young adults. Figure 16 Panel A makes such a
comparison; these graphs suggest that although there is little change in between-subject
conistncy from age group to age group, there are clear changes in the within-subject
conistency-note that twe 5-6-year-okls are almost as unlike themselves (WS curves) as
they are unlike each other (BS curves). These distinctions provide yet another indication of
the greater sensitivity of ABR variability measures as compared with absolute parameter
values: ABR absolute peak latencies for all three groups are the same (clinically, it is said

that a 3-year-old's ABR is the same as an adults)--but the stability curves dearly suggest
that ABR variability may be sensiive to developmental changes that go on long after the

ABR absolute peak latacies reach their 'adul values
Another interesting copaison provided by the design of the experiment with the 10-

year-olds is between the degree of variability seen in repeated ABRs collected within the

same hourly session, and ABRs collected on a weekly basis. Figure 17 Panel B presents
such a comparison, showing within-subject profiles calculated either: (on the left) for the
first waveform collected on each of the four weekly sessions (most parallel to the design
used for the other two age groups), or (on the right) for all five waveforms collected on
each of the four test days. Note dat there is a clear distinction in the degree of variability

based on whether waveforms were collected sequentially in the same session, or are taken
at weekly intervals: within-session measures yield much higher within-subject consistency

values.
These differences have implications for future use of repeated-measures BPs. The

comparons shown in Fig. 17 Panel B suggest that for ig=tudies multiple ABRs
collected during the same session may be very useful for illudrating differences between
esaz--d, the dearer ear differences shown here in the 5 runs/day vs. the I rm/day graph.
However, individual prcilles as represented in Fig. 16 Panel B suggest that for ivduals
multiple ABRs collected during the sam session may be 'too consistent,' Le., our
variability index reaches wiling levels, and thus may not be wefal for studying
caaarist o EPS such as individual duaradtP i'fics, maurational changes, or
asymmetrie, on a subject-by-subject basis. More extensive tests, comparing ABR
variability boed m different collection schedules in the some subjects, are planned for the

Further analysis at the 1 0-year-old data will indude more detailed examination of
Idlvidu diffeen , especiany comparing the two tea schedules, amplitude variabity,

at....-
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and ocrnce and variability of asymmeines, measured usng both amplitude-variability
comparison and derived-waveform BICs.

Presentation of these data is planned for the fall 1989 Acoustical Society meeting (Oyler
& Later 1989).

All of the work on repeated-measres EPs will provide a background for our use of
EPs in the CNS Project, where subjects will be tested to determine ABR asymmetries (in
responses to the same types of stimulation used in the experiments described above, I l/sec
filtered dicks), and asymmetries will be quantifed in terms of direction and magnitude,
based on amplitude variability as well as BIC calculations

q=. Interest in identifying physiological correlates of behavioral relative ear
advantages led us to explore the possibility of monitoring ongoing EEG collected from
subjects while they were being stimulated with the same types of sound presentation used
in our dichotic-listening experiments: monaural vs. dichotic with directed attention,
complex-sound A vs. complex-sound B, etc. A collaboamtive arrangement with the Brain
Mapping Laboratory in Tucson allowed us to test a pilot series of four subjects.

Subjects were pre-tested using behavioral methods, to familiari them with monaural
and dichotic identification of two sound sets I) six synthetic stop consonant-vowel
syllables (coded as 'S' in the figures below), and 2) six three-note patterns made with three
pure tones set at 1440, 1480, and 1520 Hz, with the 25-mset tones set at 200 ms between
owt (coded as 'T'). Procedures standard in our laboratory for dichotic testing were
used.

For two of our subjects, who were trained listeners, complete test series were collected
for both sound sets (Subjects JL and CB). The other two subjects (DW and JM) found
didotic identification of the tone patterns quite difflailt, and were unable to remain in the
experiment long enough to achieve better-tan-chance performance with dichotic

After behavioral testing, individuals were scheduled for a qEEG session. Preparation
incliued fitting of an dectrode cap, with leads connected to a Cadwell Spectumn 32 qEEG
system, with capabilities for multi-channel data collection and spectral analysis. Electrodes
wee placed at 8 locations over each hemisphere, and 5 locations along midline, according
to the 10-20 system; potentials at all locatios were referenced to linked earlobes. When
impedance for each of the leads was les then 8 ohms, testing was begun.

The schedule of conditions is shown below. A time base similar to that used in the
behavioral testing is used, with 5 min of EEG collected during each test condition. Note
that each qEEG test session condudes with a brief met of blocks nvolving motor activation.
Throughout, the subject reclines in a cmfortable chair in a quiet, darkened room. Test
sounds ae played via a stereo caett recder through deo earphon . During
monmral stimulus cnditions, subjects are told to attend to the ear of input; during dichotic
c0021s, they are told to attend to the ear targeted for that condition in the same way done
for the behMvioral tests prvimdy. We do not ask for score-able identification performnce
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during the EEG testing, in order to avoid movement artifacts. Trained subjects report that it
is easy to perform this 'mock' dichotic listening. The qEEG results suggest that the two
trained listeners here were in fact succesfuilly replicaing processing patterns used in the
behavio teg.

qEEG conditions tested per session:

I. Control (no activation)
2. Synthetic syllables in left ear
3. Synthetic sylables in right ear
4. Synthetic syllables dichotically, attend to right ear
5. Syllables dichotically, attend to left ear
6. Control
7. Tone patterns in right ear
8. Tone pattens in left ear
9. Tone patterns dichotically, attend to left ear
10. Tone patterns dichoticaly, attend to right ear
11. Control
12. Preferred hand flexion, I/sec
13. Opposite hand flexion, I/sec
14. Bilateral hand flexion, I/sec

15. Control

Data were analyzed off-line. From each 5-min EEG record, 36 2.5-sec ardfact-free

epochs were selected by eye. The Cadwell Spectrum 32 then averaged the selected epochs,
performed spectral analysis according to 4 EEG bandwidths, and displayed the results in
terms of a number of parameters (power, power asymmetry, coherence, etc.). From each
such set of values representing each subject tested on each condition, a single number was
chosen for analysis 1) for the auditory conditions, the beta power asymmetry comparing
temporal-lobe electrode locations T3 and T4 was selected; and 2) for the hand-movement
condtioM, the beta power asymetry comparing F7 vs. F8.

Figure 18 presents qEEG results for the m= activation conditions tested on subject
JL, with beta power asymmetry at electrode locations F7/F8 plotted on a 'relative
hemisphere advantage' g'rap analmg to our relative ear advantage graph (d1. F , 9).
Note that the results far this subject: 1) show a clear contralatal activation pattern for
unilateral movement, with a left-hemisphere advantage for right-hand movement ('-R'),
and vice vema; and 2) may provide evidence of a higher-order priciple c asymmetry,

perhaps lated to ishe ic coordination, as the bot-hand movement evoked on
symmetry almost identical with rlght-hand movement (the preferred hand for this subject).
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Two other motor conditions were tested on this subject tongue-tip movement (in the
vertical plane), and respiration during silent speech (no laryngeal or upper-articulator
movement). Note that these two speech-related motor conditions evoked very different
power asymmetries, with respiratory control ('Resp') showing no asymmetry at F7/8, and
tongue-tip movement ('Tongue') evoking the largest left-hemisphere dominance seen in
this subject for any condition tested.

Two of the four subjects tested showed similar resemblances between bilateral hand
movement and movement of one of the other hands (R for JL L for CB). Failure of the
other two Ss to show such a match may be due to the high levels of artifact present
throughout their records during these conditions, which were tested late in each session. In
the future, we plan to test the somewhat fatiguing hand-flexion conditions first, while the
subjects are fresh.

Results for all ixUza conditions as tested on subject JL are presented in Fig. 19. The
T3/r4 beta-asymmetry values representing control, monaural, and dichotic conditions are
plotted on separate rows. The qEEG results for JL and the other three subjects indicate
evidence of two types of auditory-response asymmetry: 1) one based on 'side of space' in
that attention to right vs. left ear results in opposite asymmetries; and 2) an asymmetry
based on type of sound, in that attention to syllables vs. tones results in opposite
asymmetries. There are also interactions between the two types of asymmetry, such that
right-er syllables tend to evoke one extreme of asymmetry and left-ear tones the opposite
extreme. Note, however, that none of the auditory conditions evoked an asymmetry
favoring the left hemisphere in this subject-changes in asymmetry from condition to
condition are articulated in terms of modulations of RHA.

This observation is in contrast to the behavioral results for subject JL, as shown in Fig.
20, where comparisons between the EAs tested behaviorally and 'hemisphere advantages'
(HAs) calculated for the qEEG results, for each of the four subjects, are plotted. An
example of the procedure used to calculate the qEEG HAs is given below the figure.
Behavioral testing of subject JL resulted in the syllables evoking a 20% right-ear
advantage, and the tones a 20% left-ear advantage. The qEEG asymmetries suggest that
JL's behavioral results may indeed reflect changes in relatin hemisphere activation but
these seem to be changes which occur in the context of a continuing processing
Predo iawe favoring the right hemisphe.

The omparisn presnted in Fig. 20 between relative Es and relative HAs for all four
subject indicats that although there may be incnistendes in the absolute dominance for
any one sound (e.g., JL and CB show right-hemisphere qEEG advantages for the syllabls
although their behavioral REAs would predict left-hemisphere dominance for these
sounds), there Is good agreement in the relative patterns of asymmetries comparing the two
sound sets under the two measures. Note also that subjects JL and CB show the predicted
"right-hander' pattern of syllabls evoking EAs that are to-the-right of those for the tone

I
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sequences, and HAs that are to-the-left, while the results for subjects JM and DW (the
only left-hander in the group) suggest a reversal of this pattern. A more complete
description of data for all subjects is presented in Lauter (1988a), included in the Appendix.

Several questions are generated by these preliminary data; however, we believe that the
results are encouraging regarding the potential usefulness of qEEG as a tool for studying
cerebral responses to fairly simple stimulus and task combinations, and indicate that
"cognitive' process are not the only phenomena that might be usefully studied using
qEEG. The degree of individual differences seen in all of these results suggests that more
subjects need to be tested, particularly if we are to understand the significance of the
reversed patterns of activation shown by some of the subjects. Future qEEG experimental
designs will also require all subjects to complete behavioral testing on all sounds before

physiological testing.
These results will assist us in designing the qEEG test series to be included in the CNS

Project. Testing for this project will be conducted using the Dept of Neurology's
Neuroscience Brain Mapper in the University Medical Center's Human Electrophysiology
Laboratomy.

The results of our qEEG wor as outined above were reported to the Acoustical
Society meeting in Honolulu (Lauter 1988a).

MIN/MR. Although within the last few years, anatomical-imaging applications of
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) have gained wide acceptance as tools in dinical
medicine, the physiological-imaging capabilities of NMR are just beginning to be
developed. During the summer of 1988, we attempted a pilot study using a combination of
Magnetic Resonance anatomical Imaging (MRI) and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
(MRS) to explore the potential of these applications of NMR technology for noninvasive
study of human brains during rest and activation. Problems related to stimulus delivery
and time constraints led us to choose a simple motor activation paradigm, similar to those

used previously with qEEG (see above) and PET (more below).
Tests were conducted in the MRI Laboratory at the Waisman Center in Madison WI,

using methods developed by William Perman and John Sandstmm Dr. Perman acted as
the experimental subject. Conditions tested during separate I 0-min scans were:

1) baeline control: no movement, subject resting quietly with
eyes clmed

2) right-hand flexion at approximately 60/mnn; eyes dosed
3) corol condti subject. quiet
4) second control cnditiomt subject quiet
4) right-hand flexion at 64/min.

Testing was conducted uldng the General Electric 1. 5T SIGNA MR scanner in the
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Laboratory of the Waiuman Center in Madison WI. The

I
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subject reclined with eyes closed on the testing table, with a light cover for warmth. A 20
cm x 15 cm plastic bag fIlled with acetone and water, designed to serve as an external
phantom to assist in normalizing brain signals with regard to the drift of the scanner, was
placed on his forehead. Then the table was rolled into the scanner, the room darkened, and
the magetically-shielded door cosed.

Data-collection methods for both the initial MRI anatomical series and the subsequent
MRS scans taken during each test condition were modelled on those described in detail in
Sandstron et al (Submitted) and Partington et al (Sulnitted).

Data for the MRI anatomical scan were collected using the standard 17 am extremity rf
coil, and partial saturation spin echo (PS) pulse sequence with TR - 600 ms, TE 55 ms,
128 phase encoding steps (1.8 mm spatial resolution), 256 readout points (0.9 mm spatial
resolution), and two rf excitations. Once the MRI scan was completed, yielding a series of
horizontal slices of the subject's brain, the file was examined to determine which slice
would provide the best target for MRS analysis. Slice selection was guided by: 1)
published information regarding location of the 'hand area' of the motor cortex; 2) our
own previous results on hand-movement studies using qEEG (approximate position of
electrode location F7/8, cited above); and 3) our previous results on hand-movement
monitored with PET (Fig. 21 panel A: white area of response shown in a horizontal section
on the left, and in a coronal section on the right). Based on these guidelines, a slice 10mm
rostral to the slice representing the most rostral appearance of the ventricles was selected.
Within this slice, a 2 cm3 region was selected as the RO. In the anterior-posterior
dimension, this region was centered on the central sulcus, in order to maximize
contribution from both motor and somatensoy primary cortex (cf. Fig. 21 panel B for
the MRI slice with the ROI indicated by a white box).

The MRS data were colected using broadband proton spectroscopy enhanced via
volume selection and water suppression. Volume selection was accomplished using a
vohin selective pulse sequence, applying three 90-degrees rf pulses, each one selective on
a different gradient axis. Water suppression was effected by substituting a binomial 1-3-3-
11 80-degrees if pulse for the standard 180-degrees if refocussing pulse, and also applying
a narrow band (0.5 ppm) presatuating 90-degrem rf pulse having a sine waveform,
centered on the water resonance, preceding the sequence.

Data collecdos were taken under the five test conditions listed above, each requiring
appruo-y 10 mnutes. PofntprocM.lg of the data lnchuded- 1)magnitudecalculation
of the Foui; transformed spin echo data, 2) n Innalizon using the external phantom,
and 3) subtaction of the baseline spectrum (condition 1) from the spectra collected during
conditions 2 though 4.

Figure 22 illustate the normalized but umaubracted spectra (the form of the spectra
Yielded by Step 2 above), showing amplitude as a function of Parts Per Mifion (PPM).
This k a spectral dimenmon dua Is independent f magnet magnitude, along which the

I
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resonances of various chemicals are expressed relative to tetramethylsilane (lMS),

normally assigned a value of 0 ppm. In this figure, spectra for the five data collections are

placed serially, one above the other, along an implied third dimension of time; the test

condition is indicated for each.
Identification of the molecules represented by each of the peaks here is difficult, even

in the invasive dog experiments described by Perman and colleagues (op at), in which
known substances were introduced directly into the ROI during scanning, ambiguities arise

due to interactive resonance properies of target and context. However, a number of

molecules represented in this PPM range can be defined, and represent substances involved
in neural activity.

The subtracted spectra are displayed in Fig. 23, in this case showing Uztlitudeof
difference from baselin as a function of PPM. Panel A shows positive changes, panel B

shows negative changes. As in Fig. 22, in each panel, results for each of the four test

conditons are displayed above one another along an implied third dimension of bme;

conditions are indicated. In these subtracted spectra, there appear to be changes

systematically related to test condition. The most dramatic positive change (Panel A) is in

the region of 0.75 ppm, where a large peak appears during both hand-movement

conditions, but is much reduced during controls. For negative changes (Panel B), a peak at
approximately 0.5 ppm is prominent in both hand-movement conditions, but small to
absent in the controls; and there is also a broad negative-change peak centered at 0. 5 ppm,

which occurs in both hand-movement conditions, but splinters into individual lower-

amplitude peaks in the controls.
The spectral region between approximey 1.0 ppm and -1.0 ppm, which seems to be

the focus of change under these conditions, is highlighted in Fig. 24, with positive changes
again shown in Panel A and negative changes in Panel B. As mentioned above, exact
assilnment of molecules to the points of change is difficult. However, two aspects of the

results suggest that these spectra are in fact revealing changes directly related to activation.
First, spectra for both hand-movement conditions are similar in the pauern of positive and

negative changes with regard to baseline, and spectra for these two activation conditions are
differn from those collected under the two control conditions.

Second, and perhaps most mnonragingly, the details of these changes are sensitive to

the ronology of the test conditons: specifically, g residual effect of the changes
observed during the first hand-movement condition can be obrerved in the subsequent
control conditions lor example, in the positive changes (Fig. 24, Panel A), note how the

0.75 ppm peakin RI fals to half this height in Cl, half again as small in C2, to retunm to

full Ri-like amplitude in R2. The negative change (Panel B) at 0.5 ppm is broad and high
for RI, becomes very narrow and smaller in Cl, disappears in 2, to return in it original

bmaod, high-amplitude form in R2. Finally, the negative change centered at -0.5 ppm is

clearly shrinking from RI to CI to C2, but megains its xila breadth and amplitude

confiuration at R2.
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These patterns are summarized in Figs. 25 and 26. The three panels of Fig. 25 present
a simplified spectral profile representing 10 resonance locations, ranging from 1.00 PPM to
-1.00 PPM. Panel A displays a comparison of this spectral profile as observed in the two
right-hand-movement conditions. Note that the two profiles shown here are almost
Identical. Panel B displays a similar comparison, based on data from the two control
conditions; the -drift toward zero' a apparmet in this comparison, both for spectral
locations that were originally negative re baseline (e.g., +0.5 PPM and -0.25 PPM) as well
as for locations that were originally positive re beeline (+0.75 PPM and +0.25 PPM).
Panel C illustrates the extreme comparison, between the proffie for right-hand condition #
and control condition #2: the flattening of the prole is apparent at all locations except 0.0
PPM which shows virtually no change no matter the condition.

In FWure 26, data for the four spectral locations showing the most dramatic differences
from test to control are graphed in a different way, plotting relative amplitude as a functio
of condition with spectral location as a parameter. The positive change in the resonance at
+0.75 PPM (open squares) seen with hand movement during condition RI falls toward
zero across the two controls, then returns to high amplitude for R2. The other resonances
shown (dosed symbols) show negative changes from baseline
with hand movement, which are reduced with C 1 and go to zero at C2, to return to negative
values with condition R2.

Th pattern of residual activity observed after the cessation of activation is reminiscent
of that observed in our other research using noninvasive methods for monitoring human
brain function. For example, PET images from a particular 40-sec scan often reflect not
only the condition under tst during that scan, but also conditions tested on previous scans.
Figure 27 Panel A shows blood-flow images from an experiment on hand movement,
contrasting images taken under conditions of no movement (control: shown in upper L)
with images for left-hand flexion (upper R) and right-hand flexion (lower L).

These images show not only responses to current activaton (the white areas indicate
regions of high blood flow), but also 'residual' activity left from previous scans. The
actual test order of these scans was: left-hand movement (the only area of activation is in
the contralatwal, R-hemisphere hand area) followed by right-hand movement (L-
hemsp.rewhite spot, with 'residual activity in the R hemisphere from the previous left-
hand condition) followed by otrl ('residual' activation left from both the unilateral
movement condMtons). Note that the time course during which the residual effects were
observed in this PE study is similar to t for MRS: a minimum of 15 minutes separated
each o the PET uc, wch that the con a m nows the effects of an activation
condiLa (left-hand movement) Ompletd at least one-half hour earlier.

A sdlar instance is shown in Fig. 27 Panel B, summarizing data from our qEEG
experiment, for one subject's beta power asymmetries comparing electrode locatons T3
and T4 under four conditions: dichotic syllables with attention to the right ear ('S'),
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dichotic tone patterns with attention to the left ear (-T and three controls ('ClI collected

at the beginning, C21 collected after syllables, and 'C3' collected after tones). Note that

the asymmetries during control scans seem to be affected by preceding activation

conditions, shifting from the baseline value either 1) in the direction of the syllable

asymmety, following syllables, or 2) in the direction of the tone asymmetry, following

tme. This 'residual' effect of previous test conditions on qEEG data collected under

control conditions seems exactly parallel to the observations in the MRS data. In both

cases, patterns of brain activity monitored during a control condition following an

activation condition share some characteristics of patterns observed during the activation

condition. For MRS, where a second control was collected, we were able to observe a

second data point in the time course of the 'decay' of the effect of activation.

Since MRS subtracted spectra such as those shown in Fig. 24 are derived by
comwp on of the actual spectrum for each condition with the original baseline, it is to be

expected that eventually a control condition should result in a flat line-Le., no difference

when compared with baseline. Although this might never actually occur, since the
'baseline' might represent only one characteristic resting measurement, there are

indications that the two control subtracted spectra shown in Fig. 24 are moving in that

direction, particularly for the plot of Control 2's negative changes (Panel B), where more
than half of the second control's subtracted spectrum is at zero. We do not yet have qEEG

or PET data to suggest how long after stimulation the original resting power asymmetry is

restored, but there are indications that initial resting values, such as the 34% RHA shown

for 'Cl' of Fig. 27 panel B, is characteristic of an individual subject, and can be replicated
over sesions.

The MRS experiment described here is admittedly a preliminary one, since only those
spectral changes occurring in one ROI tested under a single activation condition in one
subject were observed. However, we believe that the results are quite encouraging,

particularly in view of their resemblances with data collected using other noninvasive

methods monitoring human brains under similar test conditions.
Results of the experiment described here have been detailed in a privately-dirculated

report (Lauter 1988b).
PET. Before the PI left St Louis in spring 1988, an agreement was reached regarding

future interactions between the PI and the PET lab of the Washington University

Mafllnckrodt bodlt of Radiology in St. Louis: 1) if the P1 could obtain the appropriate

hardware for a 'data analysis satellite system' to be located in Tucson, the Mallinckidt lab
wold provide copies of all PET data files cOllected by the Pl in St. Louis during 1981-

1985, together with appropriate image-processing softwme for analyzing the data; and 2) if
analysis of these results proved interesting, the PI could propose future projects, with data

collection to be conducted in St Louis, and data analysis done on the Tucson satellite

system - i

mmmmam mmmmmmmmm m -- -- ), I
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On the strength of this informal arrangement, the PI submitted an equipment proposal

to the DoD-URIP for purchase of a minicomputer-based data analysis satellite system,
following specifications provided by the St. Louis laboratory. Upon funding of this

proposal (AFOSR 87-0003), the hardware, consisting of a Perkin-Elmer 3205
minicomputer, a Ramtek MC68000 Color Display Controller with 19' RGB monitor, and a
Matrix 3000 film recorder, was purchased, and installed during spring of 1987.
Negotiations with the St. Louis laboratory continued until April 1988, when all data files
and relevant image-processing software were delivered to our PET data-analysis lab in

Tucson.
As outlined above, the PET data analysis laboratory is housed in a large basement

laboratory room in the Psychology Building on the UA campus. It has been used to
illustrate our PET work to visitors, and as an effective visual aid in guest lectures made by
the PI to both Speech & Hearing and Psychology department courses.

As a result of the variety of test conditions included, the data library can support a
number of research projects. The first of these is in progress, and involves establishing a
background for future studies of asymmetries in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in
normal subjects. We are interested in rCBF evidence of three types of brain asymmetries:
1) resting asymmetries (such as those documented in our qEEG pilot experiments--see
above); 2) asymmetries based on 'side of space,' e.g., for the auditory system,
differences in activation based on side of input; and 3) asymmetries based on physical
aspects of stimuli, such as those suggested in our dichotic-listening results.

The project currently in progress in the PET laboratory addresses the queston of
resting asymmetries, with the goal to compile baseline measures of hemispheric differences
in rCBF during 'resting" conditions, for later comparison of rest conditions across
subjects, and comparison of rest with stimulation conditions within subjects. Note that
because of some repeated sessions in the original library, baseline comparisons can also be
made within subjects across sessions, to examine whether a subject's pattern of resting
asymmetries changes with time.

To date, resting rCBF has been measured for a total of six subjects (three female, three
male), for each hemisphere in each of six slices (the more rosiral six of the seven available)
for each of two 'control' scans per session per subject. As illustrated in Fig. 28, Panel A,
data-analysis software provided by the St. Louis PET laboratory made it possible to: I)
display each slice to be measured, 2) obtain a calculation of the midline of the slice (based
on midline of the 'field of view' containing that slice); and 3) using a cursor under
observer control (the Irregular regions' routine included in the programs), outline each
hemisphere, and obtain a calculation of both the number of pixels and the mean rCBF
within the outlined region. After the values for each hemisphere in the six slices of a
subject's rest scan were provided by the program, they were summed across slices for each
hemisphere, and a right/left quotient expressing asymmetry in the brain as a whole
calculated both for number of pixels and rCBF.
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Results on rCBF asymmetries for the six subjects completed to date are presented in

Fig. 28 Panel B, with slice-by-slice rCBF asymmetries compared for the first control scan
in each session (open bars) and the last control scan (striped bars). The six graphs shown

here indicate that 1) all six subjects show a slightly higher average resting rCBF in the
right hemisphere than in the left (this is in agreement with earlier published reports of rCBF

resting asymmetries); 2) there we between-subject differences in the pattern of sice-by-
slice asymmetry; and 3) there is good within-subject conssteM7 in slice-by-slice
asymmetry.

These results on rCBF in the two hemispheres are complemented by measurements
taken during the same image analysis related to size of the two halves of each displayed
slice, expressed as number of image pixels per side. For three of the six subjects, there
were more pixels in the summed six slices of the right hemisphere than of the left; this is in

agreement with MRW anatomical scans of normal subjects, most of whom show a right
hemisphere slightly larger than the left However, two of the six subjects showed larger

left than right hemispheres, and one subject showed equal number of pixels on the two

sides.
Measurement reliability for both rCBF and pixel asymmetry analysis was calculated

using Pearson's product moment correlation for 4% of all measures (selected at random): r

0.99 (p < .01) for rCBF, and r - 0.99 (p < .01) for the number of pixels. Pearson's r

was also used to examine the within-subject consistency of the right/left asymmetry

quotient between the two resting scans from each subject's session: r - 0.99 (p < .01) for

rCBF, and r - 0.86 (p < .05) for number of pixels measured in each hemisphere.
Analysis of the other control scans in our data hbray is continuing, with plans for later

stages of this project to examine global asymmetries during all of the activation conditions

represented. This survey of global brain asymmetries during control and activation will

serve as a background for measures to be taken in the CNS Project, where we will be

focusing on cerebral asymmetries in response to three test sounds. We will also make use
of the current PET-based observations on brain wize asymmetries in the within-individual

comparions planned for the CNS Project subjects between hemisphere size diffemncs
documented with PET and with MRI.

The first report on tonotopic orgaruation in human auditory cortex studied with PET
was published early in the period (Lauter et al 1985b). A new summary of our PET

findings with auditory stimulation was given a a meeting preentation (Lauter et al 1987)
and subsequently expanded into a publication (Lauter tal 1988). Preminary results of

the reting global rCBF results will be reported to the Acoustical Society of America in
sping 1989 (Lauter & Plante 1989).
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SIGNIFICANCE AND EXTENSION TO NEW PROJECT

All of these projects represent both continuations of previous interm, and preparations
for future research such as that planned for the Coordinated Noninvasive Studies (CNS)
Project (AFOSR 88-0352). All of the established laboratory facilities will serve the new
project, and data collected in each of the research areas will serve as a bis for design and
Inte tion of related new results.

Each subject in the CNS Project will first be tested behaviorally to determine: 1)
skiednem (using the Harris 1974) questionnaire; 2) hearing acuity for each ear;, and 3) ear
advantages for three sets of sounds, 200-ms pure-tone patterns, 50-ms pure-tone patterns,
and syntheti stop CV syllables. For the dichotic battery, sound preparation and testing
guidelines will be based on procedures esmablished in the previous period.

Second, each subject will receive an MRI anatomical scan, collected on a fee-for-
service basis at the University Medical Center's MRI Center in Tucson. These scans will
be examined using procedures developed during the previous period by a graduate-student
collaborator, E Plante, for asymmeties in cortical and subcortical regions related to
auditory processing.

Next, each subject will be scheduled for a qEEG session, to be tested with each of the
dichotic sound sets with alternating right- and left-ear attenton. Each session will begin
with a control scan, followed by three hand-movement conditions, to provide cerebral-
asymmetry 'anchor points;' test segments on each of the sound sets will be separated by
control scans with no stimulation; and the session will conclude with a final control scan.
All procedures, analysis techniques, and interpretation of these results will be guided by the
pilot work on qEEG described above.

The last two tests for each CNS Project subject will be: 1) a PET scan, followed by 2)
brain monitoring using MEG. Facilities for conducting these two test series are currently
being sought by the P1, with negotiations initiated and continuing at this time. Both types
of test will include separate scans during non-stimulation control conditions as well as
during stimulation with each of the three sound sets. It is expected that the PET-scan results
for each subject will help localize any discrete brain responses to the three mound sew,
induding subcortical responses such as those we have observed in previous subjects (e.

Lauter et &I1985a), and thus aid in locating regions of interest peculiar to each subject,
ensuring maximum effidency in MEG testing. The PET experiments will build on our
PET experience and results detailed above, and the MEG tWnting will be guided by findings
In an abbreviated pilot experiment on a 7-dumnel MEG, contrasting responses in ono
subject to puled pure tones at two frequencks and a syllable sequence, not described hem.

In summary, the three years of AFOSR 85-0379 have provided the opportunity to
tabliuh a strong base, both In terms of laboratory facilities as well as procedural

experience and guidelines, supporting our research projects planned for the immediate
future.
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Figure 1. Waveforms of the VOT portion selected from six tokens of 'ha-ga" produced by

a female native English speaker. Arrows mark onset of voiing. Such displays were used
to measure VOTs in the study bing ducribed.
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*Of course I love you" (NEUTRAL)

°O OOQrQgo I love yOU* (HAPPY)

COf 1ourgo I love YoU' (AO)

Figure 7. Waveforms and superipoed amplitude ontouus of the sentence 'Of course I
love you," spoken by a male actor with three tones of voice: neutral happy, and sad.
These graphs OiUusate the changes Jn boh suprasegmental (e.g., overal durat) and
seg (e.g., amplitude c/k/burst) speech c t i which acmpany changes in
eodical ex;re
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Figure 9. Relative ear advantage plot showing results of dichotic testing with seven
listeners. the top five are English speaking, ZE is a Guatemalan-Spanish female, and KF is
a Japanese male. Ear differences are shown for three sound sets: pure-tone patterns made
with three tones within one aritical band centered at 1480 Hz, with 200 ms between tone
onsets ('200T' indicated with filled crcles), similar patterns with 50 ms between tone
onsets (50T" indicated with open circles), and synthetic sWp-CV tokens with English
VOT values ('sCV' indicated by open squares). For all listeners, the slow tone patterns
evoked EA to-the-left of those for the syllables. For those listeners tested on the 5OT
sounds, EAs for these faster tone patterns we intermediate between those for the lower
patterns and those for the syllables.
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ABR mean amplitude ABR amplitude stability
a 7 Sseasessions 20R

R0.4 R

*0.2
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peak of ABR peak of A8R
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Replication of ABR amplitude

stability profiles " Ist 4 sessions

2nd 4 sessions
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peak of ABR
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Figure 11. Panel A: Comparison of absolute amplitude of auditory brast em esponu
(ABR) waveform peeks (sdwn on lb left) and ampliUxde sblfty (slon on the uight).
Mwe amplitud stability meamurs show dislinctiom based on peak group comparisons
(i.e., between- vs. willn-subject consistency) and ear of stimulation. Panel B: ABR
ampl iude stability profiles for five kndvkda subject, on different meaores, mustrting
good repllcability of ese profiles from the Br four weeks of testing (open symbols) to
the second four weeks (closed symbols). There is also an instance of one subjects profile

coming to resemble another subject's profile (cf. KP's (B-R) profile which takes two
months to asume the shape that 8A's (B-R) profile has from the beginning).
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WAmplitude variability

IU II

Binaural Interaction
Component

0 5 1 Omsec

fturv 12. fMusta of two aprn~cihin to identng ear differonce i ABR

waveforms: top graph is an amplitude gAbity profie for one subject (of. Fig. 11),

dhowizng higher =axncy in the right-oar vs. left-ear response at peak MI; ower graph iS

a tracng of an ABR dowied waveform, obtained by adding ipo1atern1 and axiotaralo-

referenced waveforms of left- and righ-ar responme, anbd then subtracw*n the two

sunmd waveforws-the peak around 5 ma is defgnated the biArwal inatom

aopont, and may be quantifiIn tarn of both direction and magnitude io indimit ew

diffemce (of. Berlin at al 1984).
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the Iflddle latncy response (MLRZ), parallel widi Fig. 10 for the ABR. Panel B:
Indivkdual MLR stabilty piofiles, buindng good repficability In pof ea for frt four
weeks (open symbols) to sewnd four weeks (filed symbols). Both panels Illustrate the
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Flgwe 14. Panel A: Compaoiso d latency stality obmered in gups Ct yoMg adt
sbjec for ABR and WLR waveform peakI. Note the inermediate stati of MLR peak
No iicated by thismeasure. Panel B: Comparison of lateny stability in young aduls
for ABR, MLR, and ortical auditory EHP. Note the similarity between ABR peaks and
MLR peak No mn t one hand, and the later MLR peaks and corex on the or.
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FIgure 17. Pane A: Comparison of ABR latency stabby for diree age groups, showing a
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inc'eae acoss age In the degree of within-subject consistency. Panel B: Dlfferences in
ABR latency stablity as a result of time-base of comparison, with much higher consstency
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Motor control IPower asymmetry in beta EEG:

L JF7 vs, FB

C3
(9)

NI HB- HP

(-17) (6) (8)

Resp Teque

(0) (24)

S••1I I

50 40 30 20 10 10 20 30 40

<RHA LHA >

Order of test:

C3
HR, HL, H8
Tongue up down. Respiration for speech (no sound)

Figure 18. Values c( EEG beta power asymmetry at electrode locations F7 and F8
calculated for each of six 5-min test candi ons on ne subject, plotted on a "relative
heaiphere advantage' graph (analogous to FIg. 9): contol ("C), unilateral right-hand
movement (IR'), unilateral I- hand movement (11L'), bilateral hand movement
('HB'), tongue-Up movement ('Tongue'), and respiratory gestures durng silent speech
('Resp'). Note: 1) the simfiarky between control and preferred-hand (right) and both-hand
cnditm, 2) the contralateral effect (Right Hemisphere Advantage RHA for left hand,
LHA for right), and 3) the dIsncion the two condliom related to speech motor
gesies, with tongue-Up movement elcIdng a large LHA and silent-speech resphray
movemts hawing no asmmeUY at ths decude k don.



Compl~ex sounds Power asymmetry in beta EEG.
S - J& &ver T3 vs. T4

C3 -C 1- C2 (rControls

SL SR emonaurals
TL TR

SL SR

TL TR

so 40 30 20 10 10 20 30 40

<(RHA LHA >

C =Control MI = IT-naural
T = three-tone patterns D = dicho tic
S = synt.,etic syllables bdgptk *
R =right ear (attended ear in dichotic)

LI left ear V*)

order of test:
C I
all syllables (m then d)
C 2
all tones (m then d)
C3

Fpgur 19. Values of MEG beta pawr asymmetry at etrde locatimn T3 and T4
acilated for eadi of eleven 5-min IMs conditions on mne subjeMi patd an a 'telative
hemisphere advantage" graph (cf. Figs. 9 aid 18): three cmnl (TC 1-31), four monaural
conditions (sylables se or tone patterns ' in the right OW~ or loft 'V ears), and four
dichotic conitions V'S' or 'r didulcail, with attention, to ' or 'V' ears). Both
monaurail and dichotc COndons DIfs~te: 1) side-of-sace aSYzm!Mu, With loft-ea Input
elidlin a larger RHA than rigt-ear Input, and V.V.; 2) usYMMetrY based On ty" Of
sound, such that-except for lef-ea monaural-the tone always elkIt a larger RHA d=a
ft syllables; and 3) Interaco between these two, sucl hat exuune asmmnetres are seen
for Ohe oibkMon of tone panerns with loft-ear auentkmn (largest RHA) vs. syllables with
right-ear aundon (malest RHA).
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Figure 20. Comparison of asymmetlies observed in four subjects with behavioral
(dichotic) tesing (non-Italic symbols, lower absciam) vs. qEG testing (Italic symbols,
upper abscissa) on two sound sets, synthetic stop-CV syllabls S and 200-ms 101 tone
Pa ns ('T). Subjects JL and CB show good agreement between the reative
asymmeties in the two measures for the tone paterns and syllables, with tone patterns
eliddtg kt-ema-wrd and right-hemm aerward dominan, ad syllables the opposte.
Subje"a JM and DW wmre not able to ccmnpiete behavioral testng for the tone patM, but
thr dt revml good matdii betwee the drection and magrnide of behavioal and
qEEG asymmetry elicited by the syflabis.
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F'gure 21. Panel A: Distributio of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the brain of a

subject who is moving his left hand approximately I/sec. The white region of activation

appears in the cortical 'hand area,' whether viewed on a horizontal (left) or coronal (right)

reconstruction. (Images generated on the Washington University PEMT VI using i-v

oxygen- 15 and 40-sec scan time.) Panel B: White cursor outlining the region of interest

(ROI) selected for our pilot experiment regarding the feasibility of using water-suppression

volume-selection proton spectroopy for studying physiological respores to hand

movement. Placement of the cursor was guided in part by the PET results shown in Panel

A, both for anterior-posterior location and rostral-caudal (in a slice Just above the last

npparance o the ventrices).



Figure 22. Proton specra generated wing water suppression, volume selection, and
Fourier analysis with an MRI device, for five conditions tested on a single male subject in
the following order. 1) baseline, 2) right-hand flexion, 3) control (no activation), 4)
control (no activation), right-hand flexion. Peak at 4.7 PPM represents protons in water

values betwen +/-2 PPM represent protons in a variety of molecules, such as lactic acid,
assoated with neural activity.

Right-hand flexion *2

Control *2

Control *

Right-hand flexion 1

T- Baseline

4 2 0 -2 -4 PPM



Fiue 23. ange specra derived from tracings in ig. 22: the baseline spectrum in Fig.

22 is subtracted from the spectrum from each of the test conditions to yield tracings

showing differences comparing baseline and test 1) right-hand flexion # 1. 2) control # 1.

3) control #2, 4) right-hand flexion #2. Panel A: positive changes relative to baseline;
Panel B: negative changes relative to baseline.

A

, R2

c2,. c

Jl I
~J~JkJ~tJ~R R

4 2 0 -2 -4 PPM

Figure 24. Highlighted porions of change R2

spectra from Fig. 23, showing only changes

between +2 and -2 PPM, mrseating protons MAL c2
within molecules associated with neural activity.
Panel A: positive changes relative to baseline; V . c I

Panel B: negative changes relative to baseline. JUL

2 0 -2 PPM
~c2

.f RI

T2 '' I 0 I I P P
2 0 -2 PPM



6o. Right-hand flexion
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Figure 25. Schematics of differece spectra of Fig. 24, with amplitude of positive and
negative changes graphed as a ftmam ot ten equally-paced spectral locations. Panel A:
changes from bameline for the two right-hand flexion oonditimo; Panel B: chges from
baseline for the two control conditiom (note how both positive and negative changes still
apparent in the first control move doser to zero--i.e., baseline values-in the second
control); Panel C: changes (mm baseline conutilng the two 'exreme' conditions, the
first right-hand flexion vs. the second control.
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Figure 26. Amplitude of poitve and negative spectral changes re baseline graphed as a
function of test conditn, with four selected spectral locations as the paameter. The graph
Ilwtrates how both positive and negative changes Induced by the right-hand flexion drift
toward zero through the two controls, to return to criginal ativation levels with the second
movement condiion. Figures 22-26 suggest tha 1) hand movement results in both an
increase in some chemicals and a depletion of others, 2) with time (sampled in the two
controls), the chemicals which are increased with hand movement disipate, and those
which are depleted are restored, 3) for some molecules, these recovery proses we
completed within the hat-hour reprsented by the tkme required for the two cout scam,
while others may require a loger time Io achieve baeline levels, and 4) a repetition of the
movemem condition, at least given the half-hour rest allowed here, can result in Increases
In the "positve-dmage' substnca and depletkon of the "negative-change substances to
the same degree as in the originl movement condition.
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Figure 27. Evidence from other noninvasive methods of monitoring brain acvty
iliustating the same type of 'residual activity as observed in the MRS data of Figs. 22-26.
Panel A: three PET images showing activation in response to hand movement, with
chronlogy of the test cmditons indicated by the degree of residual activity apparent on
each image: left-hand first, right-hand second, and control third (control show residual
fects cf both hand-movemen conditions, more tham one-hal hour after the left-hand

scan). (Images generated on the Washington University PETr VI using i-v oxygen- 15 and
40-sec scan time.) Panel B: Selected data from a qEEG test with complex sounds (cf. Fig.
19), showing the beta power asymmetry at electrode locations T3/4 during two test and
three control conditions, with chronology of the control conditions indicated by the shifts
from baseline resting asymmetry ('Cl') following testing with syllables (S'--C2 moves
toward LHA) and testing with tone patlerns ('r'-C3 moves toward RHA).
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Figure 28. Quantification of resting regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in six subjects.
comparing global right- vs. left-hemphere iCBF. Panel A: illusraion of mewuuemnt

method, showing right hemisphere of slice 3 of subject P340 outlined in white, with mean

and standard deviation rCBF within that outline displayed below the Image. Panel B:
comparison of global hemisphere rCBF values for each of six slices for each of six

subjects, during first control scan (open bars) and second control scan (striped bars) from a
single test session. Note the general pce of right-hemisphere advantage in

resting rCBF, and the good within-subject replicability of the degree of dominmane from
control scan #I to control #2. Slices are numbered from I (most rostral) to 6 (most

caudal). (Images taken with the Washington University PElT VI, using i-v oxygen- 15 and

40-sec scan time.)
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Abact. In visual representations of the acoustical signal of speech, such as the waveform or spectrogram, speech appears
as a series of concatenated sequences of acoustical events, which vary in spectrum. amplitude and duration. The results of
a variety of psychoacoustical experiments, from auditory fusion to temporal masking to studies of streaming, can be
interpreted as relevant to discovering the auditory capabilities used in listening to these speech sequences. A sampling of
such results serves to illustrate the connections between the psychoacoustics of speech and nonspeech. and to suggest
guidelines for future work on non-speech temporal patterns, with the goal of a more complete psychophysics of complex
sounds.

Zusam rafsumg. Im visuellen Abbild des akustischen Sprachsignals. etwa in den Kurven des Zeitsignals oder im Spektrog-
ramm, tritt uns die Sprache als Folge untereinander verbundener akustischer Erscheinungen entgegen, die bezuiglich ihres
Spektrums, ihrer Amplitude und ihrer Dauer variieren, Aus den Ergebnissen einer Reihe psychoakustischer Experimente
(from auditory fusion to temporal masking to studies of streaming) lassen sich wichtige Hinweise fur die Einsicht in die
auditorischen Fihigkeiten bei der Aufnahme solcher Sprachsequenzen ableiten. Die Auswertung dieser Ergebnisse kann
zur Illustration der Verbindungen zwischen der Psychoakustik sprachlicher und nicht-sprachlicher Signale dienen und

Richtlinien ffir die zukiinftige Arbeit an der Zeitstruktur nicht-sprachlicher Signale erzeugen mit dem Ziel einer umfassende-

ren Einsicht in die Psychophysik komplexer KlAnge.

Rdsmi. Dans les representations visuelles du signal acoustique de la parole telles que l'oscillogramme ou le spectrogramme,
la parole apparait comme des sdries concatdndes de phenomnnes acoustiques qui varient dans leur spectre, en amplitude
et en durte. Les rdsultats d'une grande varitd d'experiences psychiacoustiques, de la fusion auditive au masquage temporal
en passant par les tudes sur la fluence (streaming) peuvent etre interprettes comme pertinentes pour la decouverte des
capacit s auditives utilistes dans l'6coute de ces siquences de parole. Un dchantillonnage de ces rdsultats expdrimentaux
servira A illustrer les relations entre la psychoacoustique des phdnom~nes non verbaux et ceux de )a parole de maniere a
suggerer des lignes de conduite pour le travail futur sur les configurations temporelles non verbales afin d'aboutir A une
psychophysique plus complte des sons complexes.

Keywords. Auditory fusion, temporal masking, streaming. psychoacoustics of speech. non-speech temporal patterns.
psychophysics of complex sounds.

Introductiom are perceived by observers, not only when the
dimensions describe sounds identifiable as

In looking at representations of the acoustical speech, but also when similar characteristics occur
signal of speech, one notices a number of charac- in sounds that a listener would not associate with
teristics which can be measured in terms of those known speech forms. Although speech perception
acoustical dimensions, like intensity, frequency, is generally understood as the science of how lis-
and duration, which have been traditionally im- teners perceive sounds-heard-as-speech, we be-
portant in the study of hearing. The obvious ques- lieve that there is much to be discovered about
tion arises as to how these different characteristics auditory-system function for speech perception

" Work on this manuscript was supported in part by AFOSR # 84-0335.

0167-6393/85/$3.30 @ 1985, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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that can be studied most effectively with sounds speech signal also can be clearly seen in the
that listeners do not hear as speech-like. In order waveform. Fine timbral distinctions, such as the
to illustrate the grounds and applications of this spectral differences between vowels, are hard to
belief, we present here a topical sampling of see, but the points of change between periodic
psychoacoustical experiments using nonspeech and aperiodic sounds can be easily defined and
stimuli to show how results from such experi- measured. A number of durational aspects can be
ments bear on the signal-processing problems that monitored with the waveform display, as well:
speech presents to a listener, from timing of the brief noise bursts of stop and

affricate consonants, to the rhythmic units of du-
ration measured from peak to peak of vowel

The temporal structure of speech amplitude.
The spectrograph's design as a set of filters dic-

Speech segments in waveform and spectrogram tates that its display will focus on the spectral
characteristics of speech segments, though

One of the most obvious characteristics of vis- changes in amplitude and duration can be seen as
ual representations of the speech signal, from the well. The spectrogram can be used to follow both
gramophone tracings published by E.W. Scrip- types of spectral modulation (SM) that occur in
ture in 1902 to modern spectrograms and oscillog- speech: changes in he pattern of harmonics based
rams, is its segmental quality. L.A. Chistovich on changes in fundamental frequency, and mod-
(e.g., [91) has long been concerned with the rela- ulations of the spectral envelope as a result of
tion between speech perception and the "segmen- vocal-tract filtering. Thus changes in the pitch of
tation cues" that seem to be distributed through- the voice can be seen (and measured to some ex-
out the speech signal. Both waveforms and spec- tent) on narrow-band spectrograms, while broad-
trographic representations show that the acousti- band spectrograms show well the configuration of
cal "speech stream" is not a smooth-flowing, formants and formant transitions, mirroring
homogeneous ribbon of sound, but rather com- vocal-tract shapes and changes in shape over
prises sequences of intermittent sound elements time.
that differ from one another along a number of Changes in speech-segment bandwidth are
acoustical dimensions. clearly suggested on the spectrogram. The range

For example, the waveform reveals a succes- of segmental bandwidth varies from the exclu-
sion of segments that differ from each other in sively low-frequency periodic energy of nasaliza-
amplitude, spectrum, and duration. The alterna- tion (low-pass at 300 Hz), to the broad-band noise
tion of higher and lower amplitude portions of of /sh/ to the many-frequency click of a /t/ or a
the signal can be shown to correlate with changes /k/. The overall bandwidth of speech sounds,
from vowels (higher-amplitude regions) to con- characterizing the spectral window in which a lis-
sonants (lower-amplitude portions of the wave). tener must be ready to listen for the next speech
This amplitude modulation (AM) ranges from segment, is at least 6000 Hz, ranging from the
100% (the silence preceding the burst of plosives) lowest voice-pitch fundamental (about 100 Hz) to
to lesser amounts, and the range of sound inten- the high frequencies included in speech noises of
sities covers a range of 40 dB for inter-phonemic clicks and frication.
(or "segmental") distinctions, e.g., between the The nature of a sound's spectrum is a principal
peak of /a/ and the noise of /f/ or a /p/ burst. The indicator of its apparent quality or timbre. The
dynamic range of sequential amplitude changes is timbre of a sustained sound (as opposed to a
even larger if we consider narrative speech, where transient one) is a function of both the source
pfosodiz haping of t ! %c h signal ("supraseg- characteristic-whether complex tone or noise-
mental" changes) can cause some vowel peaks to and the spectrum envelope, that is, the distribu-
rise even further above the phonetic regions of tion of energy across frequency. While the funda-
silence. mental frequency of the voice yields a perception

Spectral changes from point to point in the of voice pitch, which changes over time, and

Speech Comem"uniaio
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changes in overall amplitude yield structure of Perhaps the most interesting durational aspect
successive events in a sequence, it is the timbre in the configuring of the speech signal is that these
that is most associated with differences among the two time bases can be shown to interact. For
successive elements. example, as noted by Lehiste [37], in speech that

The spectrogram reveals that connecting all is more rapid than normal, prosodic changes
segments in speech. whether they involve smaller come about more quickly (rhythmic units occur
or greater changes in bandwidth, are gradual in shorter times), and phoneme-segment dura-
spectral changes (the formant transitions). These tions are shortened. Our own measurements show
"transitional segments" (as Fant [21] would call that this effect of speeding up speech can be seen
them), sometimes connect two equal-amplitude, in all types of speech segments: consonant clo-
same-source segments (as in a sequence of two sures and noises become shorter, semi-vowels are
vowels, /a-i/), sometimes connect segments that shorter, vowels remain at their high-amplitude
are similar in source but different in amplitude peaks for less time. and formant transitions bridg-
(e.g., from vowel to "semivowel" consonant such ing jumps in bandwidth or amplitude or spectrum
as /m, 1, w/), and can also appear as spectral occur more quickly, with the rate of change in-
bridges between segments that differ in both creased. Such changes are significant. for the for-
source and amplitude, such as the periodic transi- mant transitions of /w/ recorded at one (compu-
tions between /s/ and /a/, or the noisy transitions ter-generated) speaking rate can be heard as /b/
between /k/ and /a/. when inserted into a sentence produced at a

slower rate (described in Hillenbrand et al. [24]).
Duration and speech sequences These authors suggest that listeners can " 'take

into account' overall speaking rate in making ...
What is the time base according to which all decisions on phonemic contrasts" (p. 163).

these changes in amplitude and spectrum occur? Slowing speech from a normal rate causes
In order to consider all aspects of narrative speech lengthening primarily in the high-amplitude por-
(not just the signal of isolated monosyllable or tions of vowels. However, consonants can be
one-word utterances), it is necessary to define two lengthened as well if the need arises. For exam-
time bases. There is one set of durations involved pie, our measurements show that if a talker is
in sequences comprising phonemes. These dura- trying to achieve extremely clear articulation, as
tions range from a few milliseconds (e.g., 5 msec for a hard-of-hearing listener or a child, he/she
for a /p/ burst) to more than 100 ms (e.g., the may lengthen consonant noises, extend the low-
sequence of segments making up an unvoiced af- amplitude portions of semivowels. and exaggerate
fricate may take 150 msec to complete). the closure interval in stops and affricates.

On the other hand, changes in the signal that
pertain to prosody such as intonational contours
in fundamental frequency, fluctuations of higher- Psychoacoustics of nonspeech temporal patterns
and lower-amplitude vowel peaks as stress cues,
and sequences of longer and shorter syllables, Design of nonspeech auditory sequences
take place over many milliseconds to seconds. A
short sequence of only two vowel peaks can estab- If speech comprises sequences of different
lish a unit of rhythm (weak-strong = iambic, acoustic segments, students of speech perception
strong-weak = trochaic, etc.), but the rhythms of should be interested in the perception of se-
narrative speech are established over many sec- quences of all types of auditory events. Most of
onds, from phrase to phrase and sentence to sen- the psychoacoustic literature deals primarily with
tence. Students of sequence perception per se, isolated sounds that do not change over time
such as Jones [29, 30] and Martin [40], have (tones, noise bursts, and combinations of the
suggested rules for the perception of rhythms that two). However, there are many experiments on
include element durations as short as a few mil- sequential arrays whose results are relevant to the
liseconds, and patterns that emerge over long speech signal.
periods of time.
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By definition, this "psychoacoustics of se- survey of experiments on these and other
quences" includes any study of how listeners per- psychoacoustical questions. cf. Moore [43].)
ceive sounds that change over time. Keeping our Results of such experiments are relevant to
list of speech-signal properties in mind, we can both segmental and suprasegmental aspects of
classify the time-varying sounds that have been speech. A number of segmental cues involve
studied in nonspeech psychoacoustics in terms of amplitude fluctuations: from vowel "ceiling" to
the dimensions used to articulate auditory consonants (different modulation depths may act
changes over time (cf. Hirsh [261; In press). Such as cues to different consonant classes), from con-
a classification can then serve as a vantage point sonant to consonant within clusters (e.g., from /f/
from which to compare the auditory capabilities to /s/), from point to point within a consonant
that have been demonstrated for nonspeech time- (e.g., from burst of /k/ to aspiration noise).
varying sounds, and the abilities that seem to be Nonspeech experiments may tell us whether such
required by speech sequences. changes can be perceived (given their magnitude

Any sequence of individual sound events may and time course) and how neighboring segments
be characterized as a succession of elements that may influence each other, particularly in terms of
differ from each other in amplitude only, spec- masking.
trum only, duration only, or combinations of such As Cole and Scott [11] have noted. temporal
attributes. In psychoacoustic studies, measure- changes in amplitude are associated with sup-
ments of duration must distinguish between dura- rasegmental aspects of speech, as well: shifts from
tion of individual elements and the timing of ele- sound to pause, amplitude fluctuations signalling
ment onsets. Note that element duration cannot stress contours, the changes in waveform en-
be studied in the absence of changes in other di- velope associated with speech rhythms.
mensions-experiments in "duration discrimina- Nonspeech experiments may help us to make pre-
tion" necessarily make use of sequences involving dictions as to the efficacy of such changes as per-
either amplitude or spectral changes to define the ceivable cues to speech prosody.
elements whose durations are compared. For For example, to study amplitude modulation,
example, two or more contiguous sounds must be Patterson et al. (511 used AM noise and found
marked by differences in amplitude or spectrum that listeners' ability to detect differences in the
before durations can be judged. On the other depth of modulation varied with modulation rate
hand, sequences made of noncontiguous sounds, and noise bandwidth. The faster the rate, the gre-
including those used in judgements of timing be- ater the depth needed to hear the changes; the
tween element onsets, involve points of 100% wider the bandwidth of the noise, the smaller the
amplitude modulation, from elements to inter- depth needed. Thus it is possible in speech per-
vening silences. ception that listeners who are using a 6000-kHz

window, to include the noises of speech, may be
able to hear even the smallest changes in

Experiments on auditory sequence perception amplitude envelope that are correlated with
changes in speech sounds. But speech is not all

Amplitude-modulated (AM) sequences noise; what of AM tones? Riesz [53] found that
Relevant psychoacoustical experiments here listeners were most sensitive to AM tones at a

include those on detection and discrimination of rate of 2-4 Hz, or one change every 250 msec. Is
amplitude modulation of tones or noises, auditory the 2-4 Hz modulation rate important for the per-
fusion of spectrally identical elements, gap detec- ception of syllable succession (perception of
tion (i.e., detection of 100% modulation), tem- speech rhythms), and a faster modulation rate
poral masking where the signal and masker are more related to differentiating phonemes? Of
identical in spectrum, duration discrimination and course these experiments can only be suggestive
temporal pattern recognition where sequential with relation to rules for speech perception.
elements are spectrally the same (as in Morse There are many steps between the sounds tested
code sequences), and intensity streaming. (For a here and speech sounds.
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Experiments in auditory fusion (cf. Hirsh [25] preceding burst-though again we must re-
for an early review) have found that two same- member that the speech segments differ in both
spectrum elements can be heard out at onset amplitude and spectrum. In order to predict more
asymmetries as small as 2 msec. This is certainly accurately rules for perception of the speech se-
well below the temporal threshold required by the quences, we must consider masking experiments
structure of speech sounds. Bilabial bursts, the where masker and target are distinct in both
shortest segments in English, seldom last less than amplitude and spectrum (see below).
2 msec. Whether such short, low-amplitude
events are masked by successive formant transi- Spectrally-modulated (SM) sequences
tions remains to be determined, but certainly a Experiments using sounds of this type include
listener should be able to discriminate the differ- studies of frequency modulation of continuous
ence between a sound preceded by the burst and pure tones, pure-tone glide perception where
one without it. Instances of "overlapping" sounds glides are presented in sequence with other ele-
in speech, such as onset of nasal formants during ments (such as CF tones), complex-tone modula-
a vowel or consonant preceding a nasal conson- tion (nonspeech formant transitions), timbral
ant, may take use of such abilities, though they changes (e.g., discrimination of noises with re-
do not stretch the demonstrated limits. Such over- gard to central frequency and/or bandwidth, dis-
lapping characteristically leads (and follows) the crimination of complex tones differing in spec-
actual nasal consonant waveform portion by some trum), temporal masking where signal and
tens of msec. masker differ in spectrum, and temporal-order

In experiments in gap detection, one can test studies of two or more elements differing in spec-
whether interpolated gaps can be heard (a kind trum (tones of two frequencies, click-tone, etc.).
of fusion question), or measure directly a lis- Note that we will not consider under this category
tener's ability to discriminate changes in gap dura- any experiments where sounds are not contigu-
tions. A number of experiments (e.g., Abel [1, ous. As explained above, sequences of elements
21; Divenyi and Danner [161; Chistovich [8]) separated by silences properly should be thought
have found that listeners can discriminate 10% of as sequences that include points of 100%
changes in either filled or unfilled temporal inter- amplitude modulation: this is potentially an im-
vals. Such abilities may be important for hearing portant distinction for interpreting results with re-
out differences in VOT ("filled intervals") of ference to speech perception.
stops and affricates. Surveys of VOT steps in Experiments using spectrally-modulated
natural speech (cf. Zue [631) indicate that within- sounds are relevant to segmental aspects of
talker differences (e.g., from /b/ to / to /g/) are speech with regard to cues based on changes in
usually on the order of 25-50%, well above the formant frequencies and timbre, and questions of
limits demonstrated in nonspeech experiments. masking by different-spectrum contiguous seg-
Gap-detection abilities are not taxed in percep- ments (e.g., voiced formant transitions masking
tion of any stop/affricate closure, which even in preceding /b/ burst)-though again, the speech
rapid speech are several tens of msec. long. segments obviously differ along a number of di-

Temporal masking with same-spectrum sounds mensions, not just spectrum. One suprasegmental
(tone-on-tone, noise-on-noise) has been studied parameter involving spectral changes is the tem-
recently in measurements of psychophysical tun- poral pattern of fundamental frequency, which
ing curves (e.g., Moore et al. [44]). These results may be relevant to speaker identification and is
may be relevant to the interactions between certainly important for the perception of stress
speech segments that are similar in spectrum, and rhythi i.
such as the burst and following higher-amplitude We might note here that although we have in-
frication of affricates. Observations of the relative cluded both pitch differences and timbre differ-
levels of these two speech-noise segments, com- ences under "spectral modulation", it may turn
pared with the psychoacoustic noise-on-noise re- out that perceptually these two aspects of spec-
suits, suggests that listeners can in fact hear the trum are distinct. We are not invoking the
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dichotomy between "spectral pitch" and "virtual frequency and bandwidth; and complex tones
pitch" (or their terminological variants), but de- have been used to observe how spectral pitch and
fining two larger categories of sound properties, virtual pitch are compared by listeners. Distinc-
For example. the "pitch" of a given speech seg- tions that listeners can make between the ele-
ment and its identity as either periodic or ments of such sequences suggest how speech seg-
aperiodic may be equally important for speech ments may fare when neighboring segments are
perception. different in spectrum (whether it is pitch or timbre

In fact, as we have suggested elsewhere (Lau- that is the focus of the difference).
ter [31]), this distinction between pitch and timbre Temporal masking using sounds that differ in
may provide a basic distinction between speech spectrum is one of the most common types of
and music. It is quite usual in speech that succes- psychoacoustical experiments. However, most
sive elements are very different in timbre, e.g., a masking experiments also contrast the amplitude
complex-tone vowel is succeeded by a noisy un- of the signal and masker, and most temporal
voiced fricative. Very rapid shifts in timbre can masking experiments consider a range of separa-
occur due to changes in sound source, of spectrum tions between the two elements. Thus these ex-
envelope, or of both. In contrast, except for ex- periments are properly AM + SM, and will be
periments by a few composers, e.g., Webern, considered in the next section. As far as we know,
Schoenberg, Ligeti, in "klangfarbenmelodie", there are no data for combinations of different-
and some modem compositions using synthesiz- spectrum, equal-amplitude target and masker,
ers, musical melodies typically comprise se- with no gap between. This is perhaps not very
quences of elements that may change in pitch, serious for speech perception interests, since most
amplitude, and duration, but do not vary in contiguous speech segments that differ radically
timbre. I.e., one does not usually listen to in spectral envelope (i.e., have different sources)
melodies where one note is played on a flute, the are different in amplitude as well.
second on a drum, the third on a gong, the fourth Finally, listeners have been asked to discrimi-
on a violin, etc. Such constructions may be used nate or identify sequences composed of tempor-
for musical humor (cf. some of Spike Jones' ally overlapping tones of two frequencies, or over-
routines), but are not the rule in classical compos- lapping noise and tone. Listeners' abillities to dis-
ition. There is evidence (see below) suggesting criminate such two-element combination sounds
that constant-timbre and timbre-modulated se- were studied by Efron [18] and Patterson and
quences are perceived in basically different ways, Green [49]; both experiments found that with
which may point to a psychoacoustical distinction only I to 2 msec onset asymmetry, listeners could
between sounds that are more like speech and perceive quality differences (cf. Green [22]) that
sounds more like music. helped them tell the difference between the two

A number of experiments have examined lis- orders. However, to identify the order as AB ver-
teners' abilities to detect frequency modulation of sus BA, Hirsh [25] found that listeners needed a
pure tones (e.g., Shower and Biddulph [55]), and minimum of 17 msec onset asymmetry; this rule
how performance changes as a function of rate obtatied whether the two elements were a high
and depth of modulation. Similar results have not tone and a low tone. or a noise and a tone. These
been gathered for shaped complex tones (with results may have some relevance for the identifi-
formant structure), either for pitch change or cation of voicing in initial plosives (e.g., Pastore
timbre change, although this is clearly relevant to [48] or oj voiced fricatives. Though listeners may
both speech and music perception. simply learn the characteristic "combined"

Discrimination or identfication tasks using se- (laryngeal plis noisy) spectrum of voiced frica-
quences of spectrally-different elements represent tives, one might spectulate that sequential percep-
tests of sequence perception. Pure tones have tion is important as well. The waveform of voiced
been studied in this way, to determine difference fricatives shows that for some talkers, in the early
limens for frequency. Noises also have been segments (e.g., the first 10-30 msec) of these con-
tested, to determine difference limens for center sonants, voicing predominates, with the noise
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gaining prominence only toward the second half example, a series of papers by Nabelek and Hirsh
of the sound. [45], and Nabelek, Nabelek and Hirsh [46, 47]

In a series of experiments directed to determin- reported listeners' abilities to discriminate, the
ing how listeners perceived melodies of three con- rate of a glide as a function of frequency excursion
tiguous tones, Divenyi and Hirsh [13, 14, 151 of the glide, glide duration, and duration of
manipulated such variables as frequency range of steady-state framing frequencies. One result was
the pattern, frequency ratios between tones, du- that "optimum glide rates" (i.e., change in fre-
ration of tones, and effect of a fourth tone. quency per unit time) involved very similar "op-
Among their results was the observation that fre- timum glide durations"-20 to 28 msec--over a
quency range interacted with tone duration to af- range of frequencies from 250 to 4 kHz. The au-
fect identification performance: melodies span- thors noted the relevance of these findings to
ning a frequency range of about one octave could speech: "It is interesting to see that these optimal
be identified with tones of only 2-7 msec dura- transition durations do not depend on frequency
tions; however, restricting the range within one region and are close to the durations of transitions
octave, to less than one-third octave, worsened found ... to be important for the discrimination
identification performance at short durations. of [syntnetic] speech sounds." They concluded
Thus it appears that the spectrum of very short that perception of this characteristic in speech
sequential events can be identified with a high sounds may represent only one instance of a gen-
degree of accuracy; this may be of relevance to eral psychoacoustical capability: "these results in-
the perception of stop bursts, which may be as dicate that the best discriminability of large delta-
short as 5 msec. However, a counteracting influ- f for transition durations around 30 msec is a gen-
ence in the speech case (the spectral proximity of eral property of hearing and that it does not ap-
neighboring events) is also suggested by these ex- pear only in connection with speech sounds" (p.
periments: is the perception of a stop burst actu- 1518).
ally made more difficult because the succeeding Other experiments have examined interactions
sound (whether voiced formant transitions as in of spectrum and duration. For example, subjects
voiced stops, transitions in aspiration noise as in have been asked to match the pitch of a fixed
voiceless stops, or higher-amplitude frication in tone to a variable one. with manipulations by the
affricates) has a spectrum initially "continuous" experimenter in the duration of the fixed tone.
with that of the burst? Liang and Chistovich [38] and Henning [23] found

Divenyi and Hirsh also found that identifica- an interaction between tone duration and fre-
tion was better for "unidirectional" frequency quency difference limen: difference limens in-
patterns (low-middle-high, high-middle-low) than crease as the tones become shorter than 100 msec.
for sequences that changed direction in mid-pat- In a study focused on the combined contribution
tern. This last result may augur well for the use- of spectral and durational cues to the perception
fulness of formant transitions in speech, given the of two-tone sequences, Espinoza-Varas [20] pre-
typical durations of unidirectional transitions. Al- sented listeners with two tone bursts separated by
though formant transitions do change direction, a 60-msec silence. He varied the duration of the
they typically move from higher to lower (or v.v.) two tones and their frequency, asking listeners
for several tens of msec before changing; such a simply to judge whether the two were (in any
change in direction is heard as a change in place way) "same or different". Results indicated that
of articulation, whether the change is from vowel even when the durational difference between the
to vowel, consonant to consonant, or between a two was (somewhat) smaller than the duration
vowel and a consonant. DL and the frequency difference was (somewhat)

Of course formant transitions acoustically are smaller than the frequency DL, listeners could
more like frequency glides than series of fre- accurately discriminate between the two. Es-
quency steps. The perception of gliding pure pinoza-Varas interpreted this demonstration of
tones in sequence with steady-state frequencies the perceptual "additive" quality of physical
has been studied in a number of experiments. For parameters of sounds in sequence as possibly re-
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levant to "integration of multidimensional cues" and spectral resemblance (for a review, cf. Patter-
in speech. In his discussion, the author cited an son and Green [50]. Thus in speech one might
observation by Best et al. [4], that in the contrast expect, for example, that because of formant
between "stay" and "say", the discriminability of transitions' "spectral bridges", succeeding speech
a difference in the duration of a silence interpo- segments have more chance to mask each other
lated between /s/ and the vowel can be reduced than if there were sudden spectral shifts from seg-
or eliminated by the introduction of additional ment to segment. It is possible that other charac-
differences in the formant transitions into the teristics of formant transitions, such as gradual
vowel. Espinoza-Varas concluded that "integra- instead of abrupt changes in amplitude, may
tion [of cues may be] a general capability that counteract the potential masking effect of spectral
operates with both speech and nonspeech sounds" similarity between neighboring sounds.
(p. 1693). Pollack [52] studied the combined effects of a

preceding and following noise on a tonal target.
Sequences with both AM and SM with a sequence of three 50-msec sounds, sepa-

A variety of experiments can be characterized rated by variable gaps. By manipulating the two
as using sounds that change both in spectral gaps and testing detection of the tone, he found
characteristics and amplitude over time. The most that in this combined masking situation there was
common are temporal masking paradigms. Ex- an asymmetry of masker configuration. Specifi-
periments on discrimination and/or identification cally, in the presence of two maskers. varying the
of sequences of noncontiguous sounds, such as backward-masking interval had more effect on
melodic patterns or Morse-code-type rhythms, the masking shown at long forward-masking inter-
can also be classified in this way, as can a number vals than on the shorter intervals. Details of such
of nonspeech studies where combinations of AM/ interaction of sounds preceding and following a
SM sounds have been used to study other target may be important for the perception of
phenomena, such as order identification of con- stops and affricates, where the closure interval
tiguous sounds, streaming, categorical perception (analogous to Pollack's pre-target gap) in any
of nonspeech sequential sounds, and discrimina- given instance is longer than the associated VOT
tion of properties of sounds in context. (analogous to Pollack's post-target interval pre-

Relevance of such experiments to problems of ceding the higher-amplitude [vowel] "backward
speech perception include segmental distinctions masker").
involving concomitant changes in both amplitude More elaborate sequences, constructed to re-
and spectrum (e.g., the burst and succeeding fri- semble musical patterns, have been studied in a
cation of /ch/ differ in both amplitude and spec- series of experiments on "streaming" (e.g.. Miller
trum). This is of course the most common case in and Heise [41], Bregman and Campbell [6], Breg-
speech-sound construction, and thus nonspeech man and Dannenbring [7], Bregman [5]). These
sequences using this design bear a closer re- experiments illustrate interactions among se-
semblance to speech sounds than do sequences quence variables such as the rate of modulation.
where amplitude or spectrum change exclusively, the amount of spectral change, and the amount
Among the related suprasegmental speech of amplitude change: according to the rate of
parameters are cues to stress and rhythmic pat- change, sounds can be shown to "stream" based
terns based on co-occurring changes in amplitude on either frequency or amplitude. Other experi-
and fundamental freqtiency. ments suggest that more gross spectral differ-

The most usual type f temporal masking ex- ences, such as differences in source (e.g.,
periment presents a pure tone as target preceded McAdams and Bregman [39], Wessel [621) or in
(forward masking sequence) or followed (back- ear-of-presentation (e.g., Efron and Yund [19],
ward masking sequence) by a noise burst. There Deutsch [121) can provide the basis for streaming
is usually more backward than forward masking, as well.
and the "masked threshold" for the tone depends Consideration of the results of the monaural
on relative levels of target and masker, durations, streaming experiments, particularly with regard
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to the importance of rate of SM/AM for "stream ity between the acoustical profile of their se-
segregation," lead one to wonder why the rapidly quences and speech sequences, and the obvious
changing segments of speech do not undergo disparity between the element duration required
streaming. Cole and Scott [11] suggested a de- in their test and that existing in speech. As they
monstration showing that in fact streaming princi- and others have suggested, it is possible the dis-
pies do hold for speech sounds-when they are parity between their results and those seen in
cycled (played repeatedly): fof example, after five speech arose from two basic dissimilarities be-
to six repetitions, /ta/ streams into a short "s" fol- tween the test sequences and speech sequences:
lowed by "da". 1) the Warren et al. patterns were continually re-

These authors suggested that the rapidly mod- cycled; sequence identification was not tested
ulated sequence of speech segments resists stream with the sequences in isolation (Hirsh [27]); and
segregation because of the presence of formant 2) the elements changed abruptly from one to the
transitions, which provide SM/AM bridges be- next; they lacked the gradual SM/AM changes
tween the extremes of spectral and amplitude val- that are present in speech.
ues. Bregman and Dannenbring [71 tested a simi- Follow-up experiments (cf. Thomas et al. [57];
lar hypothesis, by examining streaming in tone Cole and Scott [11]; and Dorman et al. [17]) have
sequences with and without interpolated pure- demonstrated that the ordering task can be done
tone glides. They found that in fact frequency sep- with shorter element duration if all elements are
aration and rate of change could be increased vowels (i.e., no source changes over time). with
beyond the normal streaming threshold when even shorter durations if there are silences be-
glides connected successive tones. tween the vowels, and at speech rates if transi-

In a study using sounds from different sources, tions connect the vowels. Experiments in our
Miller et al. [42] prepared a sequence of a laboratory (cf. Lauter [31]) indicate that subjects
bandpass noise and a square wave, with the noise can learn to identify temporal order charactcris-
leading or lagging tone onset over a range from tics of multi-source sequences, with element dura-
-10 to -80 msec. In separate tests subjects were tions in the speech range (e.g.. 25-100 msec).
asked to discriminate or label the sequences as even without transitions, as long as the sequences
"noise" or "no noise". The authors summarized are presented in isolation, i.e., not cycled. Thus
their results as showing that "discrimination was as Cole and Scott [11] and others have suggested.
best across a noise-lead-time boundary of about the original Warren et al. [59] results are probably
16 msec, where labeling also shifted abruptly," not surprising in light of the basic differences be-
and pointed out that these results were "highly tween the nonspeech perceptual task and speech.
similar to those reported for the categorical per- and the original results should not be taken as
ception of synthetic plosive consonants differing contradictory to our suppositions as to the rules
in voice onset time" (p. 410). that pertain in speech perception. In fact, differ-

Warren and colleagues (for a review, see War- ences in performance correlated with differences
ren [58]) also studied sounds involving changes in in task may help us to understand more about
source over time. In one experiment they con- some of the "essential" characteristics of speech
structed sequences using a square wave, an oc- sequences.
tave-band noise, a pure tone, and an excerpt of a Another series of studies on ten-tone sequences
real /i/. This "unit sequence" was then presented has been reported by Watson and colleagues [56.
in a continuously cycling mode, i.e., with no inter- 60, 61]. Although these experiments are not di-
vals between successive sets of four elements. Lis- rected to sequence perception per se, they pro-
teners were asked to report the temporal order of vide information as to how well listeners can re-
the four elements, as element duration was solve individual elements within a sequence. Wat-
changed. Results showed that listeners could not son et al. used sequences of 10-40 msec contigu-
identify the temporal order of these four cycling ous pure tones, varied a number of tone paramet-
sounds until each element was at least 650 msec ers such as frequency and intensity, and studied
long. The authors pointed out the obvious similar- the effect on sequence discrimination of changes
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in these parameters as a function of tone position tions about rhythmic pointers in speech, and the
in the sequence and stimulus uncertainty. Under ten-tone configuration. to study whether listeners
conditions of low stimulus uncertainty (i.e., when can learn to use "prosodic" aspects of sequences
listeners knew which tone was the target for a to find out "when to listen" for important events.
possible change), frequency and intensity dis- For example, one could present listeners with
crimination were as good as for isolated (non- four sequences: the first two with amplitude high-
sequenced) tones. These experiments are cer- lighting a target element, and the second two a
tainly related to speech perception, even though discrimination pair, with a small change in fre-
speech sequences rarely consist of trains of same- quency in the element highlighted in the first two
timbre elements. The relevant connections in- sequences. Learning curves could then be com-
volve not only the values of temporal resolution pared to see whether listeners learned the dis-
tested, but also questions of selective attention to crimination task more quickly with the rhythmic
individual segments within sequences. The 40 cueing than without it.
msec minimum duration of Watson's tones is an
average value for speech segments (the reason for
choosing it). As an average, it perhaps underesti- Speech-perception psychoscoustics
mates the limits of resolving power for any one
element, but over a 400 msec sequence, may pro- Most studics of sound parameters important
vide a fairer reflection of how closely one can for speech perception have been examined in
listen to speech segments, than auditory flutter sounds that more or less resemble speech sounds,
fusion experiments. but that can be identified as speech sounds. The

Also, in terms of listening within sequences for majority of these experiments have used different
acoustic changes, these findings may have rele- sorts of "synthetic speech", presented almost al-
vance to the ways in which the speech signal is ways as isolated elements (syllables to words).
"tailored" for accurate listening. Though it may Fewer experiments have made use of real speech.
seem that listeners faced with novel narrative edited or transformed in a variety of ways (cf.
speech cannot know when to attend for important Lauter [351), but still identifiable in terms of ac-
distinctions in speech sounds, Jones [29, 301 and tual speech sounds.
others have suggested that in fact speakers use
prosodic patterns to help the listener predict when Psychoacoustics of speech-like sequences
to listen for important acoustic distinctions, by
placing acoustical high-information points at As the foregoing review implies, there is possi-
peaks of rhythmic emphasis. In a recent paper, bly much to be found out about human auditory
Leek and Watson [36] addressed the question of perception that we cannot discover if subjects are
how listeners learn to listen within such sequences forced to label everything they hear as one of
for potential changes. They measured how long forty phonemes. or combinations thereof. Sound
each of a group of listeners took to learn "when sequences designed according to the principles of
to listen" (i.e., to which element in the sequence speech-segment construction may hold the poten-
of ten) in a ten-tone sequence for potential level tial of telling us both about basic and more sophis-
changes. Then the same listeners were presented ticated capabilities of the auditory system that are
with a new set of sequences; the experimenters evoked in the perceptual tasks related to speech
found the subjects learned "when to listen" much and music.
more quickly on th' new, but related, task. The For example, sequences may contain from two
authors guessed that their observations of the lis- to many events, with parameters of amplitude,
teners' capabilities may be related to speech per- spectrum (pitch and timbre may be manipulated
ception, where listeners must acquire the knack separately), and duration held constant or
of listening within sequences for small changes changed in different ways over time. Measures
that could cue, e.g., the difference between It/ taken from close analysis of speech segments can
and /s/. One could also combine Jones' sugges- serve as guidelines for the design of such
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nonspeech sequences, so that perception of se- demonstrated with nonspeech sounds. For exam-
quences more unlike speech can be compared pie, the experiment using sequences of a noise
with performance on sequences that are acousti- and a complex tone reported by Miller et al. 142],
cally very like speech (but would not be identifi- was designed to see whether nonspeech sequences
able as speech). One example of a stimulus could evoke categorical perception similar to that
paradigm sampling such extremes would be sets seen for stop consonants. Although performance
of three-element patterns, one set (most unlike in the same listeners on speech and nonspeech
speech) made with contiguous pure tones, with sounds was not tested, the authors compared the
tones differing only in frequency, and tone dura- nonspeech discrimination and identification per-
tion longer than 200 msec. A more speech-like formance with results on similar tasks using
version of such sequences would shorten the tones speech sounds, as reported in the literature.
to phoneme-like durations (e.g., Watson's 40 Based on such comparisons, the authors were
msec or shorter), or use complex tones instead of able to conclude that "categorical perception of
pure tones. A configuration most like speech sounds is not unique to speech ... and may be a
would use three elements each of which differed general property of sensory behavior."
in amplitude, pitch, timbre, and duration, with Another type of "comparative psychoacous-
the changes from element to element along each tics" has made use of ear advantages as a depen-
of these dimensions similar to those found from dent variable common to a variety of test sounds
segment to segment in speech. Thus one could (cf. Berlin and McNeill [3]). For example. Lauter
create a nonspeech sequence acoustically re- 131, 32] reported results of presenting subjects
sembling, e.g., /t/ that no listener would hear as with sets of dichotic sounds, and asking them to
/t/ (cf. Lauter [311). label the sounds in only one ear from trial to trial.

The variety and range of psychoacoustical tests The dependent variable for all sounds was ear
that could be pursued with such stimuli are obvi- advantage (EA), computed by acquiring an over-
ous, and could include study not only of percep- all score for performance in the left ear, a score
tion of single cues in single elements (such as in for the right ear, and subtracting them. Several
Watson's work), but also of the interaction of sets of sounds were tested, ranging from pure-
cues both within the same element and across the tone melodies involving changes only in fre-
sequence (such as in the study reported by Es- quency from tone to tone, and 80 msec between
pinoza-Varas). Elaborations of such sequences tone onsets, to faster melodies, to melodies made
would include not only series where changes in all with noise bands, to sequences involving mul-
parameters occur at the same times, but also tidimensional changes in elements. to real speech
(more like some aspects of speech) sequences vowels and stop CVs to synthetic stop CVs. Each
where one parameter changes at one time, and listener was tested on all sounds. Results indi-
another changes at another time (as in nasaliza- cated that sequences that acoustically were least
tion re formant transitions, or FO fluctutions re like speech evoked ear advantages that were very
phonemic segmentation). different from those seen for the speech sounds,

while sequences that were designed to be more
"Comparative psychoacoustics": speech v.,. like speech (e.g., with multidimensional changes
nonspeech over time) evoked ear advantages similar to

speech EAs. In a subsequent review (Lauter
The eventual ideal of such testing would be to [33]), results from a variety of experiments in

find some way to compare performance in the dichotic listening were analyzed to show that a
same listeners on a series of nonspeech sounds few sequential properties seem to be important
and related speech sounds. Past instances of this for evoking EAs more or less like those seen for
approach have involved starting with phenomena speech sounds. Among these were: rate of events
first observed in speech perception, such as (Or duration of contiguous elements), element
categorical perception or ear advantages, and bandwidth, and the number of dimensions chang-
looking to see if the same phenomena can be ing over time, Future dichotic work with se-
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PREFACE

Although oral education of hearing-impaired children and adults is based on a tradition
that ii centuries old, the science of speech production in hearing or hearing-impaired indi-
viduals is a young one. In the last few years interest in the details of speech planning and
production has blossomed, drawing on new technologies such as electromyography, and new
strategies such as analysis of speech errors.

The Silverman Seminar on the Planning and Production of Speech was organized in Oc-
tober 1983 to bring together two groups of experts: (a) those with experience in the day-to-
day exigencies of teaching hearing-impaired children to speak, and (b) those whose research
is directed to understanding the processes of speech planning and production in speakers
with normal hearing. A combination of formal paper presentations, and working-group pa-
pers and discussions, was formulated to encourage the interaction of teachers and re-
searchers.

The result is a collection of data, observations, questions, and answers that should be of
interest to a wide range of readers. Those who are interested in how language is organized
both as a system and within the human brain should find these proceedings of interest, as
should teachers of the hearing-impaired, and other therapists who seek to understand the va-
riety of disorders that can occur within the complicated interactive systems used to produce
speech.

Judith L. Lauter, Ph.D.
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Chapter 10

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION IN SPEECH PRODUCTION BY NORMALLY-HEARING
AND HEARING-IMPAIRED TALKERS: A REVIEW

JuDITH L. LAuTER

Central Institute for the Deaf, St. Louis, MO

Current models of speech production usually posit a fairly demonstrated a number of distinctions between quiet and
abstract semantic stage at one extreme, and a fairly specific speech-breathing.
stage of muscle-fiber control at the other, all referred to the These differences can be quite dramatic. Von Euler (1982)
sounds produced. In between, one or more intermediate reports that while the muscles of the diaphragm continue to
stages are usually described, with various specifications. It be active through about one half the expiration phase of quiet
might be suggested that one of these intermediate stages in- breathing, in speech-breathing, the muscles relax completely
volves control of respiration, specifically, "breathing-for- at the onset of expiration. Also, the metabolic reaction that
speech." As we will see, control of respiration can be seen as occurs when subjects consciously hyperventilate without talk-
involved intimately in a range of speech behaviors, from the ing does not follow the hyperventilation that accompanies
articulation of phonemes to the rhythmic structuring of sen- speech. Von Euler goes on to suggest that control of the two
tences. Also, problems that the severely hearing impaired kinds of breathing may be partially separated in the CNS,
have with speech production may be related to knowing how quiet breathing depending on structures restricted to the
to breathe while talking. brainstem and spinal cord, while voluntary breathing involves

control centers in the cortex and basal ganglia as well (see also
Abbs & Cole, 1982).

DYNAMICS OF SPEECH BREATHING These and other data suggest that breathing-for-speech in-
volves a se of motor skills that children must learn if they are

It has been known for some time (e.g., Stetson, 1951) that to produce speech that sounds normal. Stetson (1951) pre-
speech-breathing is somewhat different from quiet or "tidal' sented his studies on speech production as an analysis of a set
breathing. Borden and Harris (1980) note that more air is in- of "skilled movements." How might we think of the details of
spired during breathing for speech and the proportions of the this skill as it relates to speech production? In a chapter pub-
cycle devoted to expiration and inspiration are very different lished in 1973, Ron Netsell suggested that a useful descrip-
(Figure 1). Hixon and colleagues (1973, 1976, 1982) have tion of the set of body structures used in speech production,

the "speech apparatus," was as a system designed for generat-
ing and valving an airstream. The acts of control and coordi-

40% VC /N TIDAL BREATHING nation usually described with reference to the sounds thus
produced, in this view are defined according to th( effects on
air flow and air pressure through the system.

Netsell went on to describe changes in airflow aid pressure
correlated with a range of linguistic events, from segmental to

40% VC SUSTAINED TONE suprasegmental (prosody). He divided the "speecn apparatus"
into nine components (see Figure 2), and noted that the con-
trol of segmental aspects of speech in terms of this system re-
quired steady pressure maintained by the lower components,

4 Ccontrolled modulation of the laryngeal "valve," modulation
40% VC movements within the upper vocal tract, and extremely fine

SPEEC H temporal-spatial coordination of all components-a coordina-

FIGURE 1. Use of lung capacity and rate of breathing compared for tion which must be able to comprehend within the same time
three different types of respiration: tidal (quiet) breathing, sustained frame the action of abdominal muscles as well as movements
vocalization, and normal speech. Lung capacity is indicated on the or- of the tip of the tongue.
dinate, and is shown in relation to 40% vital capacity, the lung vol- Netsell noted how prosodic aspects of speech could be de-
ume at the end of a quiet expiration. Breathing rate is shown along scribed in terms of the same components, with "valving"
the horizontal (time) axis, and is indicated by the relative slopes of in-
spiration versus expiration. (Reprinted with permission from Borden muscles and generated air pressure working together to
& Harris, 1980). achieve intonation-valve timing acting to achieve rhythm

58
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prasegmental aspects of speech-they read as though taken
from Netsell's list of the speech aspects that depend inti-

P. . mately on temporal coordination of the nine speech-apparatus
6 components. Deaf talkers' timing and rhythm are often abnor-

o mal in that these speakers may not provide clear duration dis-
4tinctions between stressed and unstressed syllables, and seg-

mental durations can be inaccurate. Also, pitch and intonation
may be affected, in that base-line fundamental frequency is

Components often too high, there is little variation in fundamental fre-
I. Abdomen-diaphreup quency, and modulations of intensity seem to be substituted
2. Rib cale
.. LUrynx for variations in pitch.
4 Tongue-pharynx
5. Velopharynx
6. Tongue (middle
7. Tongue (antenor)
S. law Respiration and Speech Planning
9. UPS

It is possible that Netsell's approach to speech production
may bear both on questions regarding the planning and pro-
duction of speech, as well as the problems of individuals with
handicaps such as motor disorders or hearing impairment.
First, emphasis on this "intermediate," perhaps underlying
skill of speech-breathing--defined in Netsell's broad terms of
airstream generation and modulation-may serve as a guide
for studying the physiology of speech acts. Interrelations be-
tween neural control centers and patterns of movement con-
trol may be suggested by this approach that would not
emerge from thinking only about the sounds produced. For
example, poor use of muscles of the torso for controlling sub-

FicURE 2. The nine components of the speech apparatus as described glottal pressure may have direct effects (perhaps via open-
by Netsell (1973). The symbols /v/ and /p/ indicate various points
where air volume and air pressure may be measured and compared. loop feed-forward connections) on control of the larynx, which
(Reprinted with permission from Netsell. 1973). could result in abnormalities in voice pitch. Von Euler (1982)

has pointed out that the cerebellum ma", use the input it -
ceives from both the larynx and the lungs to coordinate laryn-

and pitch control at both the segmental and phrase [.-vel, and geal and lower respiratory motor activities in phonation.
subglottal pressure, extent of movements within :he vocal Certainly current concepts of motor control such as
cavity, and contact force of the different valves changing with "heterarchical organization" (cf. Turvey, 1982) are compatible
the amount of efort of an utterance n with this view of speech production. For example, details of

motor action occurring against a background of general sys-
tem "tuning" might be exemplified by the pulsed actions of

Speech-Breathing and Deaf Speech the intercostal muscles timed against the background of other
muscles acting to maintain subglottal pressure at a generally

It is interesting to compare the linguistic effects of the ac- constant level throughout an utterance. MacNeilage's (Chap-
tions of such a system with the characteristics of typical "deaf ter 4) concept of "frame/content" organization could be illus-
speech" such as described by Nickerson (1975) and Osberger trated by individual gestures of different valves programmed
and McGarr :1982). Nickerson divides these characteristics to match details of an utterance stress contour, and Bern-
into classes that can be easily related to the segmentallsu- stein's (1967) idea of "interactive coordinative structures"
prasegmental distinction used by Netsell. Nickerscn notes could be used to describe the interaction of the larynx and
that deaf speakers often have poor articulation, including sub- sublaryngeal structures to maintain subglottal pressure in the
standard velar control, a'restricted range of F2 variation, face of laryngeal actions such as opening and closing for seg-
problems with voiced/voiceless distinctions and with "contin- mental differentiation.
uous phonation." Many of these characteristic difficulties in With develonments in technology, it has become possible
deaf speech could be described as inadequate control (per- to perform non'invasive studies of the speech respiratory ac-
haps in terms of poorly learned control constraints) of Net- tivity of normal and hearing-impaired individuals. Woldring
sell's "valves"-the velum, the tongue, the vocal folds. (1968) used pneumographs (re: thorax and abdomen) to com-

The same could be said for Nickerson's list of the charac- pare breathing patterns in one normal and two deaf children,
teristics of deaf "voice quality"-nasality (velar valve), from 10 to 12 years of age. He reported that during phonation
breathiness (laryngeal valve), inappropriate loudness (perhaps the deaf subjects showed an absence of controlled expiration.
compensation using changes in intensity controlled at the lar- with either insufficient ventilation or hyperventilation. He
ynx instead of changes in fundamental frequency managed suggested that their poor control was due to the lack of au-
there), and durational distortions. Even more suggestive are ditory feedback; Woldring noted that "Jeaf glassblowers. in
Nickerson's deaf-speech characteristics having to do with su- wht,..i the feedback process is visual and not disturbed," show
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good control of respiration skills needed in glassblowing. For- C O N C L U S I O N
ner and Hixon (1977), using the kinematic procedure devel-
oped by Hixon, et al. (1973), reported a study of 10 young In the past, conclusions about planning for speech produc-
male deaf students. Two pairs of magnetometer coils were tion have been drawn from observations of speech dysfunc-
used to measure movements of the chest and abdomen during tion, as in aphasia, dysarthria, and spontaneous speech errors
a variety of respiratory maneuvers, including quiet breathing, (for the latter cf. Fromldn, 1973; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1985). It
and breathing during a series of speech tasks. The authors is possible that observations of the aerodynamics of deaf
concluded that although the deaf speakers showed quiet speech, both before and after relevant instruction, may pro-
breathing patterns that were within normal limits, their vide new evidence for the stages of planning, centers of con-
speech breathing was generally deviant. Departure from nor- trol, and details of coordination that are involved in creating
mal behaviors included: fewer syllables per breath than nor- the disturbances in the air that we hear as speech.
mals, less air inspired with each breath than normals, higher
volume of air per syllable than normals, and inspirations
taken at linguistically irrelevant points. Whitehead (1983) RE FE RE NC E S
used similar measurement techniques to study 15 young deaf
males, whose speech was rated as semiintelligible or unin- Aas, J. H., & COLE, K. J. (1982). Consideration of bulbar and su-
telligible. He reported results similar to those seen by Forner prabulbar afferent influences upon speech motor coordination and

programming. In S. GriNlner, B. Lindblom, J. Lubker. & A. Pers-and Hixon (1977), and suggested that speech intelligibility son (Eds.), Speech motor control pp. 75-93). Oxford: Pergamon
might be affected by a speaker's respiratory skill. Specifically, Press.
such practices as initiating speech at low lung volumes, and BERNSTEIN. N. i1967). The coordination and regulation of move-
continuing speech beyond the lower limit of tidal breathing, ments. Oxford: Pergamon Press.

BORDEN, G. J., & HAaMs, K. S. (1980). Speech science primer. Bal-
could contribute directly to listeners' difficulty with orn- timore: Williams & Wilkins.prehension. FoRNER, L. L., & HixoN, T. J. (1977),. Respiratory kinematics in

profoundly hearing-impaired speakers. Journal of Speech and
Hearing Research, 20, 373-408.

FRo.IKIN, V. A. (1973). Speech errors as linguistic evidence. The
Aerodynamic Feedback for Deaf Talkers Hague: Mouton.

vos EUL.ER, C. (1982). Some aspects of speech breathing physiology.
Second, as Woldring (1968) suggested, it is possible that in- In S. Grillner, B. Lindblom, J. Lubker, & A. Persson Eds.'.

dividuals who cannot hear the effect of actions of the "speech Speech motor control pp. 95-103). Oxford: Pergamon Press.
apparatus" may benefit from feedback directly related to its HixoN, T. J. 1982:. Speech breathing kinematics and mechanism in-
aerodynamics. *Forner and Hixon (1977) included in their re- ferences therefrom. In S. Grillner, B. Lindblom, J. Lubker. & A.

Persson (Eds.), Speech motor control (pp. 75-93). Oxford: Per-port a final study where they showed one of the deaf talkers gamon Press.
the display that formerly only the experimenters had seen; HLxo.N, T. J., GOLDMAN, M., 6& MEAD. J. (1973). Kinematics of the
and taught the subject how movements of his torso could af- chest wall during speech production: Volume displacements of the
fect the tracing. After a few minutes of working with the dis- rib cage, abdomen, and lung. Journal of Speech aind Hearing Re-

search, 16, 78-115.play, the hearing-impaired speaker learned to: (a) produce a HiXON, T. J., MEAD, J., & GOLDMAN, M. D (1976). Dynamics of
speech-breathing pattern more like that of a normal speaker, the chest wall during speech production: Function of the thorax.
and (b) as a side effect, without direct attention by experi- rib cage, diaphragm, and abdomen. Journal of Speech and Hearing
menters or subject, lower his abnormally high "deaf voice Research, 19, 297-356.
pitch" to a normal level. NETSELL, R. (1973). Speech physiology. In F. D. Minifie, T. J. Hix-

on, & F. Williams Eds.), Normal aspects of speech, hearing, and
Certainly the importance of "breathing exercises" is cited language (pp. 211-234). Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall.

in the oldest treatises on oral education of the deaf. However, NICKERSON, R. S. ,11975. Characteristics of the speech of deaf per-
examination of these descriptions reveals a lack of under- sons. Volta Review, 77, 342-362.
standing about the intimate relations between gestures within OsBSERCGE, M. J., & McGARn, N. S. (1982). Speech production char-

acteristics of the hearing impaired. In N. J. Lass (Ed.), Speech andthe respiratory tract and segmental and suprasegmental char- language: Advances in basic research and practice, Vol. 8 (pp.
acteristics of speech. It is possible that the general failure in 221-283). New York: Academic Press.
teaching the deaf to produce normal speech is based in part SmTrsON, R. H. (1951). Motor phonetics (2nd ed.). Amsterdam:
on the failure to teach them the motor skills involved in North-Holland Publishing.
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Tonotopic organization in human auditory cortex revealed by positron
emission tomography *
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Positron emission tomography (PET) was used to map alterations in local neuronal activity induced in human primary auditory
cortex by pure-tone stimulation. Patterns of blood flow were observed in specific regions on the superior temporal plane showing
systematic changes in activity depending on the frequency of a stimulating pure tone. The orientation of these regions agrees well with
data for non-human primates.

tonotopic organization, human primary auditory cortex, positron emission tomography, regional cerebral blood flow

Introduction human brains to pure-tone stimulation (Elberling
et al., 1982; Romani et al., 1982). These measure-

It has been known for some time that primary ments were made with single-channel devices, and
auditory cortex in a number of animals exhibits were thus limited to monitoring brain responses
tonotopic organization. The earliest reports were along a single dimension: depth beneath the skull.
by Licklider and Kryter (1942) and Walzi and The second technique is positron emission tomog-
Woolsey (1943). Subsequent descriptions have been raphy (PET). PET provides quantitative measure-
published by a number of authors. However, the ments of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and
invasive nature of most physiological techniques metabolic rate for oxygen and glucose in the hu-
has prevented researchers from determining man (Raich.e, 1983), comprising a three-dimen-
whether human brains exhibit a similar organiza- sional representation of the brain, with resolution
tion. better than 2 cm in both the horizontal and verti-

Recently two techniques have become available cal dimensions. Under normal circumstances PET
that provide such a capability. The first of these, measurements are thought to reflect the local rate
magnetoencephalography, accomplished by means of neuronal activity (Yarowsky and lngvar. 1981).
of a 'superconducting quantum interference de- The relationship 'etween neuronal function.
vice' (SQUID: cf. Kaufman and Williamson, 1980), metabolic rate, and blood flow underlies the exten-
has been applied to the study of responses in sive use of positron and single-photon emission

imaging for functional-anatomical mapping of the
Preliminary analyses of some of thtse data were presented brain (e.g., Fox and Raichle, 1984; Phelps et al..
at the I1th International Symposium on Cerebral Blood 1981a; Reivich, 1982; Roland et al., 1980; Roland,
Flow and Metabolism in Paris, June 1983, and at the 107th
meeting of the Acoustical Society of America in Norfolk, 1982).
VA, May 1984. Published PET studies of the auditory system of
Present address: Department of Speech and Hearing Scien- humans have for the most part involved rather
ces. University of Arizona. Tucson, AZ 85721, U.S.A. imprecise auditory stimulation, e.g., music
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(Carmon et al.. 1975) and stories (Phelps et al., Souna del..ry system f'ogu.ncy re . ns. (---i

1981b). Although positive responses to such stimuli co.ae .tn .rensts, ,tCu.non 0, ou., ., tI-)

have been observed with PET, the stimulus, sub-
ject. and presentation variables responsible for the
responses observed are unclear. In this study we
examined the responses of human auditory cortex
to pure-tone stimulation at two frequencies, using 2
PET to measure changes in local CBF. We used a T
sound delivery system that ensured isolated stimu-
lation of the two ears (see below), a stimulus
protocol that involved repetitive measurements in 01
the same subject (Fox and Raichle, 1984). and an _

anatomical localization scheme that is free of ob- s 1 2 4 a

server bias (Fox et al.. 1984). kHz-*
Fig. 1. Frequency response of the sound delivery system com-

Materials and Medhods pared with (he filter characteristics of the outer ear lShay.
1974). This configuratton ensures that the sound presented to
the eardrum ts essentialty the same as if the sound were

PET presented in the field.
Positron emission tomography was performed

with a PETT VI system (Ter-Pogossian et al..
1982: Yamamoto et al.. 1982). Data were recorded system was modified " to mimic the filter char-
simultaneously for 7 slices with a center-to-center acteristics of the pinna and outer-ear canal (Shaw,
separation of 14.4 mm. All studies were done in 1974). The result of these modifications is shown
the low-resolution mode, giving an in-plane (i.e.. in Fig. 1. This configuration was designed to en-
transverse) reconstructed resolution of about 12.4 sure that sounds would be presented in an 'eco-
mm in the center of the field of view and a slice logically valid' form to the eardrum. It is used for

(axial) thickness of 13.9 mm at the center. all auditory stimulation on the PETT VI.
Each scan was 40 s in length. and was per- Tones of 500 Hz and 4 kHz were used for

formed following the intravenous bolus injection testing. Tones were pulsed with a duty cycle of
of about 10 ml of saline containing 55-80 mCi of 50%. approximately 500 ms on/off, with a nse/fall

" -labelled water (half life: 123 s). CBF (ml/(min time nf 50 ms. The subject's threshold for each
X 100 g)) was calculated using a PET adaptation frequency tested was determined just prior to
of the Kety tissue autoradiographic technique pre- scanning for that frequency. All tones were pre-
viously described and validated in our laboratory sented at 50 dB SL. monaurally to the right ear.
(Herscovitch et al.. 1983, Raichle et at, 1983). Four subjects were tested with the 500 Hz tone

presented during the first pair of experimental

Stimuli scans, and the 4 kHz tone presented during the
The circuit for generating and presenting the second pair. One subject heard the tones in the

pure tones included a General Radio 1310A oscil- reverse order, and one of the first four subjects
lator, an electronic switch and pulse generator was tested in an additional session, comprising an
(built at Central Institute for the Deal), and a
Hewlett-Packard 350D attenuator. Tones were • w and delivery system was dmgned an built at Central
monitored using a Monsanto 113A counter, a Institute for the Deaf by Arnold Heidbreder. It combnes a
Teleq.ipment S54A oscilloscope and a Hewlett- parwmnc equalizer. Knowles ED-1912 insert recever. 2

Packard 400GL voltmeter. Sounds were presented n-n of rcevr tubing. 35 mm of No. 13 tubing. a 100 2

to the subject through Knowles ED-1912 insert acoustic resistor, a ngt-ange plast snap. and a standard
stock earmoKL to mimic the frequency response of the outer

receivers set in plastic tubing connected to shaped ear a reported by Shaw (1974). Further demb of the

ends that fit into the snap rings of a set of stan- "em am included in Central itute (or the Deaf Pen.
dard earmolds. The frequency response of this odic Progress Aport No. 25, pp. 31-32.

.. .. ... ==,nmm~mmm ml~ ln nllll~llll I i iii i i
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initial condition where the two frequencies alter- on approximately 1 min prior to isotope injection,
nated, followed by a second condition with the and was presented throughout the scan; thus total
4-kHz tone presented alone, presentation time was approximately 2 min.

Subjects Anaiomical localization
Subjects were five normal young volunteers and In order to determine where in the three-dimen-

each was paid $50 for each half-day session. Prior sional complex of data to look for responses of
to testing, each subject received an orientation primary auditory cortex, we used an anatomical
visit to the laboratory, where the devices were localization scheme developed in our laboratory
shown, all procedures explained, and a consent (Fox et al.. 1984) that is independent of the ap-
form was read and signed. pearance of the CBF images. This method yields

Subject preparation preceding each session in- both slice number and coordinates in the trans-
cluded the percutaneous insertion of a radial verse plane for a predicted region of interest (ROI)
arterial catheter, under local anesthesia, to permit selected from a standard stereotaxic atlas of the
frequent sampling of arterial blood, and the inser- human brain (Talairach et al., 1967).
tion of an intravenous catheter in the opposite arm The transverse gyri of the superior temporal
for isotOpc injection. The head was postoned plane which comprise human primary auditory
with a special head holder which utilized an indi- cortex may consist of from one to five gyri per
vidually molded plastic face mask to prevent side, covering an average area on each superior
movement during the study. A laser permanently temporal plane of about 1200 mm 2 (Campain and
attached to the wall projected a line onto the mask Minckler, 1976: Celesia. 1976; Celesia and Puletti.
that corresponded to the position of the lowest 1969; Galaburda and Sanides, 1980). Using the
PET slice. A lateral skull radiograph with this line stereotaxic adas coordinates for the center of this
marked by a radiopaque wire provided a record of region (vertical: 13 mm above the frontal-orbital
the subject's exact position in relation to the PET line: right-left: 5.6 cm lateral to brain midline;
slices. The overlapping position of radiopaque anterior/posterior: 1.3 cm posterior to the AP
markers placed in the external auditory canals (the midpoint), and our anatomical localization proce-
earmold rings) confirmed that the head was not dure cited above, we identified the center of the
rotated about the anterior-posterior or vertical target region on the appropriate PET slice for each
axes. After the head was in place, a transmission subject. The entire representation of the Al region
scan used for individual attenuation correction then was designated as a 4 x 4 cm square on this
was performed with a ring source of activity con- slice.
taining germanium-68/gallium-68. During each Tomographic images from each subject were
PET scan the room was darkened and the subject's then to used to create 'percent-difference images'
eyes were covered with gauze pads. Ambient noise (Fox and Raichle. 1984), comparing control and
during each scan was limited to the sound of experimental conditions. These images are based
cooling fans for the electronic equipment. on blood-flow values normalized to control for

Following subject preparation, the protocol for global changes in blood flow occurring between
pure-tone testing was begun. In order to obtain a scans, and to highlight areas of maximum change
14-slice representation of the brain, each condition from control to stimulated condition that occur
was tested with two head positions: one at zero independent of any global changes in CBF.
position within PET' VI, and a second at 7.2 mm
rostral to the original position. An eight-can se- Reslts
sion consisted of an initial pair of control scans
(no auditory stimulation other than ambient Examination of activity changes within the
sound). a pair of experimental scans (tone of x estimated region of primary auditory cortex for
frequency), a second pair of experimental scans each hemisphere of each subject revealed sys-
(tone of y frequency), a final pair of control scans. tematic shifts of the area of maximum change
For each experimental scan, the sound was turned from condition to condition. In each subject, max-
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imum change always occurred in the left-hemi- four regions identified in each subject (i.e.. two on
sphere Al region (i.e., contralateral to stimulation). the left, and their mirrors on the right) are shown
Also. for each subject, the contralateral region of in Fig. 2.
greatest activity change during stimulation with The top four subjects in the figure were tested
the 500-Hz tone was more lateral and anterior, with the protocol where the 500-Hz tone was
and the region that responded best (with one presented during the first two experimental scans,
exception: see below) to the 4-kHz tone was more and the 4-kHz tone during the second two scans.
medial and posterior. For hemispheric compari- Clearly there are individual differences in these
sons. right-hemisphere mirror images of the left- responses, but the general pattern is the same: (1)
side regions of change were selected and analyzed there is more contralateral response than ipsi-
This method was taken as a conservative first step lateral; (2) on the left, the more lateral regions
to representing the pattern of changes observed; identified for analysis respond better to the low
analysis by eye indicated that there was no con- tone than to the high tone; and (3) the more
sistent pattern of ipsilateral response comparable medial contralaterl regions responded better to
to that seen contralateraly. Quantitative measures the high tone than to the low. The exception is the
of the changes in each region were obtained by medial region identified for Subject 304 which
placing a 1.5 cm-square cursor over each area of responded equally well to both frequencies.
maximal change. Values of change in each of the In the two sessions shown at the bottom of the

figure, subjects were tested on somewhat different
.C *esoonses .to... protocols. Subject 386 heard the high tone before

. , the low. the pattern of response is much like that

-psi "seen in the other four subjects. Subject 436 heard
first a condition in which the two tones alternated

l ,7 (each preset to be 50 dB SL), and a second condi-

oL_ tion of 4 kHz alone. Note that for this subject, the
medial region responds well to the high tone (as in

4 "'*IsI ... . all other subjects), but during the alternating con-
dition, there was best response in the lateral re-

.. gion. This suggests that during the alternating
- ",condition, rCBF response was dominated by the

; • low tone. It should also be noted that the subject
of sessions 283 and 436 was the same individual.

I . t Mis.AL L. . The two sessions were run 10 months apart.
For the six sessions, a mixed-design analysis of

.... ...... vrance (one Between factor of region, one Within
factor of frequency) was used to compare percent
change of rCBF in the left and right ROls under
the two frequency conditions. For the left-side

. .. LL... 0 .L (contralateral) ROls. the interaction between

-e0, *..... 4 frequency and region was significant at the 0.01
.......... ...... . Its level (F - 44.1; d.f. - 1, 10; significant F at

Fig 2. Pec ,edn in blood now am m four par P < 0.01 - 10.00). There were no significant dif-
auditory orme rqopm (dt luatt., left me"dia nilt medial ferences on the left due to either region alone (F
and riot -rlawaim Fpa eto puMfe imuaton nsach - 0.0019; d.f. - 1, 10; signit. F at P < 0.05 -
of si test asu os. Telw tp (ow Mma Uivolved teinun a S 4.96), or t,ne frequency alone (F - 0.41; d.f. -
HKzsow bema 4kHz me to si~onNo. 356theacos
cer to Use. f e woa ed, lan man seao No. 43 a 1, 10). For the right-side (ipsilateral) regions, there
condition of ah entaun frequ ,scias followed by the4kHz were no significant differences in CBF percent
toae seloe. The subj etasted in mios Nos. 283 and 436 w-s change with regard to region or frequency or inter-
,w sm idividual. actions (F - 0.85 for region. 0.18 for frequency.

)

I l t I I I I
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C --~ -- -TABLEJI

MEAN CHANGES IN iCBF (EXPAtESSED AS PERCEN~T
CHANGE re CONTROL) FOR TWO REGIONS IN THE
LEFT HEMISPHERE AND TWO IN THE RIGHT. CHO-

11 SEN INDIVIDUALLY FOR 5 SUBJECTS IN EACH OF 6
SESSIONS

Monaural stmulatonu to the nght ear (details in tezil.

Region Toe in Hi Laft-side rqpors .ight-i-de regions
(Tr ± S.D.) 0i ± S.Di

Lateal Soo + 8.67:t3.01 1.017 5.48
40D0 -083±3.31 +1.50±1419

Me"a S00 -0.17t6.74 +0.10t3.85
4000 +e.7.67 t3.0! -1.83±4.40

responding to the two tones, with the mean and
standard deviation over the six sessions. are given
in Table It. These areas with the left-right values
transformed for representation on the night-hemi-
sphere atlas (Talairach et al., 1967) slice are shown
in Fi& 3. The cluster of points more anterior and
lateral represent regions responding better to the
500 Hz pure tone (mean and I S.D. in both AP
and left-right dimensions are indicated), and the

I more medial points represent regions responding
better to the 4 kHz tone.

Discssion

This study clearly demonstrates that human
auditory cortex responds to pure-tone stimulation
in a tonotopic manner. The orientation of the

+ TABLE It
LOCATIONS IN THE TRANSVERSE PLANE OF RE-

Is d GIONS RESPONDING TO PURE TONES OF 500 Hz AND
Fit3. eo:of ssaimu duW i rCF. ecoartmedin 4 kHz: 6SESSIONS (5 INDIVIDUALS)

the hncalplane on a sadard bitan ITalaitah ata. Vahue ame given in oenieters teattvit t0 the anterior/post.
1967) Left r*gh values have bem tiansfortned for use on this enor midpomnt and the brain inidline as shown in the atlas of
rightbebwmphm slice Amu of tuponso wish inated m*4 Talarah e1 al. (1967) p. 131 t(d. Fig. 3).
and &D. ovw sx smios rapoedang best io tie low tone are
areprmed by he latera clute of pomnu: aeais reepooding cas posteior to AP cm lateral to brain
best to he Igto e arm e rymmied by die moremedial ntdpoitn madline
pointia 300 Hit 0.0 1.0 1.6 S.9 6.7 6.3

0.5 1.3 1.7 6.7 6.8 7.3

0.77 for the inteaction; d~f. - 1. 10; signif. F at I tSD1.t1.67t09
P .0 4%. en aus flet adrih. 4 kHz 0.3 1.1 1.7 3.7 3.7 4.3

P 0.5 496. ea vlesoflet.an rgh-0.9 1.1 2. 3.7 41 4.3
side CDF changeq are shown in Table 1. 1 1 SD. 1.2;t1.2 4.0±0.6

The locations in the transverse plane of regions
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observed responses agrees well with data based on fuse than responses to pure tones. Thus stimulus
electrophysiological measurements in other design of these experiments precluded observation
primmtes (e.g.. Merzenich and Brugge. 1973). of frequency-specific responses. In addition.

Since the early 1940's (cf. Waizi and Woolsey. limited resolution and the difficulty of precisely
1943), it has been known that primary auditory locating anatomical structures corresponding to
cortex in animals other than humans shows ono- details of the physiological PET images restncted
topic organization. The relative orientation of cells the experimenters to poorly defined descriptions
responding best to low as compared to higher of activated regions of cortex.
frequencies remains fairly constant in the face of Complex perceptual tests such as those men-
evolutionary changes in orentation of the tern- tioned above comprise numerous variables whose
poral lobe. impact upon CBF and brain metabolism is un-

Because of the technology involved. observa- known. Some of these are related to the stimulus
tions of neural activity in restricted cortical Areas (which and how many dimensions are manipu-
have been limited to non-humans. However, devel- lated; the complexity of the stimulus. the complex-
opments in both autoradiography and neuromag- ity of stimulus presentation. e.g.. monaural vs.
netic techniques have made it possible to observe dichotic) and others are related to the subject
changes in human brains in response to stimula- (whether the subject passively receives the stimuli.
tion. There have been attempts (Elberling et al.. whether a task is assigned: the complexity of the
1982: Romani et al.. 1982) to use magnetoen- task). Systematic work on the effect on CBF and
cephalography to study responses to pure-tone brain metabolism of stimulus and subject variables
stimulation in human primary auditory cortex. In must be pursued before more complex activation
both cases, the experimenters were able to discern paradigm can be properly designed, executed or
different responses to lower and higher tones, with interpreted.
responses aligned along a single dimension: depth
below the skull. Since the hypothesized orientation Ackaowle% eew
of Heschl's gyrus is from superficial to deep, this
happens to be an appropriate dimension for study- This work was supported by NS 03856. HL
ing tonotopic mapping in humans. 13851. NS 06833. and by the McDonnell Center

A number of previous PET studies have at- for Studies of Higher Brain Function.
tempted to measure the responses in human brains
to auditory stimulation. The majority of experi- Referecm
mnts reported have made use of sounds more
complex than pure tones. A sample of sounds used Ata . A. Reivhc M.. GrenbeS. ., Hand. P.. Rosenquist. A..
includes: tone sequences (e.g., Phelps et al., 1981b; RItatlmam W, Chnstman. D.. FowW. J.. Goldman. A..
Roland et al.. 1981), noises (e.g, Miyazaki. 1971. MaCGrqW. 9. and Wolf. A. (1961): Mampn of functional

1978; Hiroshige and Iwahara, 1978. Lasen et al., acuty n brain wth 18-F.fluoro-deoxyglucon. Semznan
Nuclea Matt 11. 24--31.

1978; Knopman et al, 1980; Lssen and Larsen. Camn R. and Minder. . (1976): A am on the ross

1980), music (Cannon et aL, 1975), isolated words afmrsao of adbun aditory oorte. Brain Lans. 3.
(Carton et aL. 1975; Maximilian. 1980; Lassen et 3)1-323.

al., 1978; Knopman et aL, 1980) and narrative i A- LAv. S, Gordon. H. and Portnoy. Z. (975):
stories (Cmnon et al.- 1975 Larsen et al., 1977; _p differeac. in rCIF dunng verbal and non-

vsn;1 tasks. In: iem Work. Alfred Swoon Symposium
Reivich et al.. 1979; Aiavi et al., 1981; Greenberg vii, pp. 414-423, Munksleaad CopmnhaW.
et aL, 1981; Phelps et al., 1981b; Maximilian, Cma. .0. (1976): Orpmuwa of audtory cortucal are"a in
1980). In all of these experiments different propor- fan, Brain 9. 403-414.
tiOs of response were seen in temporal parietal. Csi. 0.0. and Pulgtib F. (1969): Auditory corical arm of
and/or frontal cortex, depending on the task given niC., Dk, C.. -o.3.

EOberfing. C, Bak. C.. Kolood. B. Lec ]. and Sln'mark. K.
the subjects. It is to be expected that responses to (192): Auditory Imagntic fWld; soure location and
the spectrally and temporally complex sounds ,owial op oazaa0,m' in the nit herurmiut Uf the
tested in these studies should be much more di!- human brain. Scand, Aud. 11. 61-65.

'I
I
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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN AUDITO)RY ELECTRIC RESPONSES:

COMPARISONS OF BETWEEN-SUBJECT AND WITHIN-SUBJECT VARIABILITY

1. Absoj,,ie latencir5 of brainstn tier ex-posiuie peaki

Judith L. Lauter and Robert L. Loomis

Fromi the Centsral Inutitute for the Deaf. Alusoun. St. Louis. Alissouri ad the Dept. of Oroiaryntoloryr
Wushington, LU~nisry School of Medicine. Afsssoitn. St. Louis. Missouri. USA

ABSTRACT (Deagley A Sheldrake. 1978; Goodin' et al.. 1978.

mdi ava, dwffj ta andiior electric responses: cown Rose, 1978. Stockaid et al.. 1979: Kj.aer. 1960:
paonsons of benaeot-subject and wmthmrnisubject Larabid. Allison et al.. 1963; Stockard et al.. 1983) and as a
sy. I. Absoiase lutencies of briuuuea'm uflex-iPiv function of mode of stimulus presentation: monau-
peaks -Laater. J . L. and Loom. Rt. L. (Ceittral Institute ral versus binaural or "ef versus right (Blegvad.
for the owa. IlS. Eucli and Dept. of Otorywagoiogy.
Washoogion Umiveray Scho of Medicine. 66 S. E,- 1975. Ainslie & Boston, 1960, Dobie A Norton.
cbM. St. Lois. MO. USA.). 1990: Levtine & McGoiffigan. 1963).
Scaisd Aado 190S. 15 (167-172). This literature is concerned primarily with the
Seven suhi~ects were tesed eac an eih seort s normal range of berwren-subject vartability in
sioin. for branstem auinory evoked responses to monau- AERs. Currently lacking are comparable data re-
rol right. monaural keft and binaural stimulus presents- gardifts the range of within-suabject AER variability.
tiofl. CoaIPUIons Of betwen-Subject vs. wihiuibecI Although single-session test-retest measurements
variability of the absolute Isaice o(vre-pst have been reported by Aunon & Cantor (1977). and

pook oxpessd toters ofthecoefficient of variation
indicate that: 1) wtn-ubesabilty is greater than Owen & Matsusaka (1982) (for cortical responses).
betwems-subjsct subitty for the five brainstes peaks; 2) and by Chiappa et al. (1979) and Edwards et al.
bete.siec $101*01 bditY shows ifcmc dierence (1962) (brainstein responses)., no results of exten-
due to peak but wet to ear of presentation; 3) within- sive reeed-measure testing have been reported.
subject variability shows wslcnt difernces due to
both peak and ear; 4) comparisons of wihnsb tvn h present study was designed to provide data
abiliter tows sho awicans diferences due to peak that would allow comparisons of between-sub-
but nso to tim; 5) patteriss of individual varition within jec vs. within-subject variability in the same group
the bmstem sere are choructeruted by increases in of subjects. for the first five vertex-positive peaks
stability of Peak latencies ova time, and by repbicalmlity o the brainstem response.
of stability peliles avu time. Other measures a( latency
and amplitude based on tis we of responses ame

piamued for a subsequenst report.MTHD

Asitory brainstem responses (AIRs) were recorded
InTODUCTION from 7 normal young adult subjects, 4 females and 3

mnin. Each subject aws tested on eight separate weekly
Over the last few years. a number of auithors have seess. AD sesin for each subject were scheduled for
reported dona 1 pm 4' the mapg of normal vari- the same time of day or the same day o( the week. Each
abilty in auditory evoked responses (AERs). For subject ws screIe for normal hearing threshold pre-

examlevoiloblit wi~o pupsof ubjctshas ceding each tesa session; on one occasion. a subject's
beets 1 Vtblt wiortm 19n Ro sea r et al. throsboid was elevated due to & god mid'dle-ear infection.

been~~an stuie sesyo waosto (esc7dule Rnebanrata. the fbobing week.
(1973), Kenidall A LAwa (IM7), Chiappae t al. Escb sesion inicluded monaural right. monaural left.
(197W), Kjme (19M9, Stockard at al. (1979), Sprang and binainal stimulation. Nine-wiNlmeter silver disk re-
(1960), Dergholtz (1961), Owen & Matsuzaka cod" efectdes wer placed at Cz, AlI. aid A2. A
(1962) and Rosenbamer & Holmkvist (1962). AER ground was, piaced at Fpz. For mnonaural pr esen tations.

Cz was refernce to the ipsilateral ear- for binaural. Cz
parameters have also been compared as a funcion was referenced to linked earlobes Stimuli wer 100 tisec
of spec ific subject characteristics such as age or sex condensation clicks, presented at 3D d8 anHL through
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AOR waveforms
7 subijelt 3 $*$Sion$

S q4 It Itew

FigI. A san plib of auditory brainstem respo ses subject and within-sub)ect companions of the crude
(ABs) for 7 you" normal subjects (pouve downwrdl. Wawelon profile corroborate earier observations that; 1)
For each aubect. wwwefna s from three sessions ar there are clear individual differences to be see in the
shown supempoed: the five poset peaks under study ABIR ueform. and 2) individual subjects' waveform
are labelled in the tram for subject S. A. These between- shapes are qute consistent from session to session.

Telex 14 70 earphones with MX4I/AR cushions. ABR each subject across sessions to obtain a within-
vere processed usmg a Nicolet CA-1000 system sampling subject mean and standard deviation of the latency
once every 0 ILsec. records were sred on masetc disk of each peak for each subject. To compare the
and analysed off-line. Subjects reclined with eyes closed.
Stmli we presented at a rat of I1.1 clicks per second relative variability of peaks having different abso-
2000 responses werea- i d using a time widow of 10 lute latencies, we calculated the coefficient of uaor-
me post-stimulus onet. d a filter satg of IO to ation (Cv) for the different subject and sesson com-
3000 Hz (-3dB) with a 6 dMoctu roll-off. The artdact binations. Since the Cv is simply the mean divided
rejection criterion vas 20 loots peak-to-peak. by the standard deviation. it vanes inversely with

standard deviation, and thus can be taken as a
measure of stability: the smaller the standard devi-

RESULTS ation. ie.. the more stable the response, the larger
Samples of ABRs observed in the 7 subjects for the will be the Cv. Tabic I presents comparisons of
ini test sessn and tw re-test sessions are between-subject vs. within-subject calculations of
shown in Fig. I. These records ar similar to those means and Cvs for ABR peak latencies.
published previously, and illustrate that there are Cv values ar displayed in Fig. 2. At the bottom
differen among AIs from subect to subject, of the figure are shown between-sub)ect "Cv pro-
aM that within-subject replicait of the wave- iles' for the five ABR peaks, for tle group of 7
forms is Vxod. subjec across the eight test ses-:onb. Responses

In order to perform quemdatvit compasons of for left-ear stmulation are indicated ba, open cir-
such wavfo chaacteristics, we obtained the Ia- des. for might-ear stimulation with filled circles. and
tency in nec for each ABR peak for each presen for binural stimulation by triangles. Analysis of
tation mode for each subject n each session. These variance Ilicates that for these between-subjects
latency valm wet then avenged icross subjects comparisons. there are s ficant differences in
across session to obtain an overal between-sub. response latency as a fanction of peak (F - 23.22
ject man and standard deviation of the latency of Isigtif. F at a confidence level of 0.01 with 4.28
each peak. The latencies *e also averaged wMMn degrees of freedom - 4.07)), but no differences due

SewedAv 15
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Individual latency differences in A.M. I 169

Table 1. Comparison of between-subject and wiin-subject calculations of actual values and coefficient
of tuonision for Peak lauencies of five brainsuem vertex-posint" peaks
Values given for between-subject calculations represent the mean t actual value or CV) of 4 or 8 sessions* average%.
where each session's average is calculated over 7 subjects. Values given for within-subject calculations represent the
mean (actual value or CvI of 7 subjects' averages, where each subject's average is calculated over 4 or 8 sesmons

Pi PHt Pill P3V PV

R L B R L B R L 8 R L 0 R L B

Session it 136 1.49 1.52 2.7') 2.69 2.74 3.71 3 71 3.68 4.75 4."9 4.81 5.57 5.58 5.62
1-4 CV 12 15 14 34 40 37 41 38 35 34 47 46 30 31 27

scum=a 1 1.54 1.49 1.51 2.7! 2.71 2.75 3.69 3.70 3.69 4.84 4.74 4.83 5.58 5.60 5.61
5-8 CV 13 16 14 36 40 38 39 39 44 51 60 45 30 28 2

sum= it 1.55 1.49 135 2.72 2.70 2.74 3.70 3.70 3 69 .479 .4.82 .4.82 5.58 5.59 5.62
1-4 CV 12 15 14 38 4! 38 40 39 39 42 54 45 30 29 28

SSson 1 1.56 1.49 1.52 2.72 2.69 2.74 3.71 3.71 3 70 4.65 4.89 4.83 5.57 5-58 5.62
1-4 Cv 37 40 45 85 90 97 230 96 157 S1 95 143 116 91 13%

Sessios -t 1.54 1.50 1.51 2.70 2.73 2.75 3.70 3 70 369 4.85 4.90 4.83 5 58 5 60 5 61
548 CV 3842 45 6289732 89 129 130 98890 129 119 129 165

Seriaions 1 1.55 1.49 1.52 2.71 2.70 2.74 3.71 3.70 3 70 4.85 489 4.82 5,53 5,59 5,62
34 C v 36 39 44 75 73 333 89 94 32.4 90 305 142 ill 84 12-0

AOR latenicy CO*.fc.nt of vanailon to ear stimulated (F - 1.16 (signif. F at a confi-
5 offaks oransfemv dence: level of 0 with 2.14 degrees of freedom -

to 7 sublecfs a S seasonfs 3.74)). and no signdicant interaction between peak
and ear (F - 1.00 Isignif, F at a confidence level of

is.! 0.05 with 9.56 degrees of freedom - 2.211)
Cv can also be calculated for within-subject van-

~. - -ability. For each peak for each ear condition (right.
- . ,,,left. binaural), we obtained each subject's Cv over

.'~ - ,Xthe eight test sessions, and then took the average of
o ~- these vajues over the 7 subjecs to obtain a 'mean

within-subject Cv'. freach peak ofteABR; val-

*. u ~tes ame included in Table 1. Within-subject Cv pro-
files ame shown at the top of Fig. 2. Note that in all

cases the stability of within-subject compansons is
greater than between-subject, comparisons. i.e..

I o IllIiV V subject5 are more like themselves than like each

Fig. 2. Coinpisaw of between- subjlect Tv prlis other. as suggested by the recordings of Fig. I .
M(ao-oa) wAt witt-stibiect Cv pinifies (top). (0). re- Anailysis of variance for the within-subjects Cv
spoinevi for le t-ew ai 1 -1lo; (0). for tight-ear stimiula- data indicates that there ame sigificant differences
born ad (tiwsengks) for linal. Each di pon is bsed in response latency as a function of both peak (F
*n Mv-Olif Win!S (7 swbect bS5 ifis ' test 55W05). 9.312 (silini. F at a confidlence level of 0.0! with 4.24
Deweetwsubjec vhluies wn dou'e by: (a) calculatingl a
betwee.mbalecPt C', for amh session acros the 7 subjec5A. degrees of ft cedotu - 4.221) and ear of presentation
mt th" (&) utak the mett of thes et vihsio (n lo (F - 5.13 [signif. F at a confidence level of 0.05
each se9@9on) to otai a mm~iif betweesmubject Cv' for with 2.12 delgrees of freedom n 3.891). The interac-
awlh Puek. Wills-subjec vues for each pea an de lio between peak wa ear was no significant IF -
riva by: (a) calctilabogf a withiin-sabitect Cv for each 0.06 Isigiltf. F at a confidence levl of 0.05 with 8,48
subjec soes the egt sessionts. ad then (b) *ain the

sitaof ahes sever value (one for eaich subjec) to degrees of freedom w 2.141).
at uI a 'momii withkiibect Cv, for each pea. Fig. 3 shows selected Cv curves for 4 individuals

kinod Am" 1I5
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Jul fagofcy. oo~cfiw0 wa~

A- 4 I

I U S IV I ~ .... ' SmexaJ Fit. J. Selected wiun-uub~ec ABR
zs 0 S DO Cv profiles ford4 individuals. Values

IN~ 1351conncted by sobd Iles ane derved
frum the &Mfour tell sessions; Val.

,/ 'N'ucs connected by broken lines ame
U. \ ' ~ denived from the second four test

ssess are soe(sbets of Yiaia v
/ *sone am5505 Tw s obrt J, Y

*and S. H.).one set ofnght-ear re-
L~Isponses (D.S,). and one set of left.

- car responses (D- G.)

complaring the tirst four sessions with the second at V. and stability at V appears to increase our
four. There arm clear individual differences, accord- time for both presentations. In contrast. left-car
ing to the subject tested and the ear stimulated. in responses peak at IV and fall at V. with this pattern
these patterns. Of the 21 such patterns (7 subjects becoming even more pronounced in the second half
x 3 presentation modes). 7 show replicability as of testing.
good as thos shown here for J. Y.. D. S.. and S.
H . another 6 show departures from good replicabt- DSUSO
lity due to increased stability in one or in two DSUSO
peaks. Only ecot patterns. including D. G.'s left- Interpretationis of auditory evoked responses col-
car prolfile, fail to replicate because of decreased lected in a clinical setting are clearty dependent on
stability at one or mor e peaks. This pattern replica- knowledge of the range of normal variability. A
bility and typical increases in the stability of indi- number of reports have recently documented the
vidual responses over time lead us to believe tha details of this variability, for between-subject comn-
these patterns are reflections of true individual dif- perisons. However, although data regarding within-
ferences in brainstem response, and ame not ran- subject variability are also of clinical interest. e.g..
dome. for following the time-course of pro~gressive disor-

Fintally, we considered whether overall Cv pro- des's such as multiple scleroslis, or of recovery from
files by car of presenitation would show similar surgery little is known regarding the changes in
rePlicabify ame time. Fig. 4 shows within-subject AER responses in one subject over time. Our data
Cv profiles for right. left, and binaural stimuli, con- provide a first step toward describing such variabil-
paring rsults of the first four test sessions verss ity. ThJe results corroborate the evidence apparent
she woo1d four. A1alysis Of varinc showed stg- in ADR tracinigs, tha individuals are more like
tilfian differences n Peak latencie as a ftaction themselves than like each other-not a surprising
of peak (F - 24.61 (siif. F at a confidene level of result. but demonstrated here quantitatively. Sec-
0.01 with 4.8 degrees of freedomn - 7.011). but none ond. thee data suggest that, at least for AERs.
for time (F - 1.48 (slignif. F at a confidenc level of threa clear reflections of individual differences
0.05 with .4 degree of freedom - 7.71). Note that mid of mode of presentation to be discerned in the
in both halves of the test series for this groupJ of Cv profiles describing the relative stability of differ-
subjects, right and binaural responses9 increase in ent -eas in the evoked response waveform.
stabilit through pea Ill. fall at IV, and rise again At present it is not clear what accounts for the

Scn AW J
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ABR latency Wifthi-subjects Cv here, it seems possible that profiles of individual
too ~ i5 IFO"~t 6"tw" response variability could be used to stud', the

1-4 -physiological organization of individual auditory
Ito .. .6- NIR. M ih nervous systems. For example, it is interesting that

~ """significant effects due to ear of presentation can be
- - seen in the within-subject but not in the between-

a. subject comparisons (cf Fig. 2).
-' Second, knowledge regarding the details of indi-

vidual variability could be important for certain
clinica applications. Patterns of response could be
used in studies of developmental changes within the

120 1*" central auditory nervous system. and for charting
~- '~deviations from a normal developmental path. Ap-

N *plications such as monitoring the course of progres-
so sive disorders, or in tracking recovery from brain-

stem surgery. should find baseline measurements
,0 8 regarding patterns of individual variability useful.
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VJT variability: ithin-subject and between-subject measurements of
btop-consonant production by female talkers of English, Japanese, Navajo,
and Spanish. JL Lauter and NB Pearl. JASA 80: S62 (1986).

Although studi.es with synthetic speech have suggested that voice-onset
time (VOT) provides an important cue to the identification of stop
consonants, the yarisbill of VOT in real speech has not been studied to
any extent, either for several productions by one talker, or for several
talkers. More information regarding the variability of this and other
acoustic cues in speech may shed light on how listeners learn to
generalize the multitude of acoustical patterns of speech into a few
phonemic categories.

SLIDB 1.

For this study, sets of 6 stop consonants were recorded in nonsense
di-syllables, with each stop preceding the vowel /a/. Using these lists we
have recorded productions from 5 female and 1 male English talker, 3
female Japanese talkers, and 3 female Spanish talkers.

SLIDE 2

A list of real words was used to elicit stop consonants from two female
Navajo speakers, since they could not interpret written nonsense syllables
as Navajo phonemes. Five Navajo stops were recorded: b, d, g,
t-plus-glottal-stop, and k-plus-glottal stop, each preceding the vowel/a/.

Recordings were done in an anechoic chamber. Each talker read the list of
syllables (or words) six times, and productions were digitized and stored
on video tape. A Kay 7800 digital sonograph was then used to produce
waveforms for each sound.

SLIDE 3

52&a of waveforms were then prepared comparing the VOT portion of each of
the six instances of each consonant produced by each talker. These sets of
six were examined to determine where in each talker's waveform voice onset
occurred. Our criteria for Judging the point of voice onset were based
solely on the sh.. of the waveform, as we sought a point where the noise
of the consonant began to change into a more articulated periodic form
presumed to reflect the onset of vocal-fold action.



SLIDE 4

Occasionally, such sets of these productions revealed sequential VOT
series. For example. this set for this talker shows regfular incrMents as
VOT duration increases from bilabial through velar voiced stop consonants,
and again from bilabial through velar vocss stops. Bowever, our
recordinEs indicate that this degrs of reaularity is the excention rather
than the rule.

SLIDE S

Bore we see the complete series of six repetitions of the six stops by
this same talker. The bar graph of set 01 represents the waveforms we just
saw. Note however that in most sets, one distinction or another is Poorly

pama by VOT. for example, in 03, /b/ and /d/ are almost i
in VOT, as are /t/ and /k/ in 04. In some cases, the expected differenm
in VOTs are reersed: for example, in *5, /d/ is shorter than /b/ and /k/
is shorter than /t/. The one constant for this talker seems to be the
distinction between voiced and voiceless; for all six repetitions, the
voiced VOTs are shorter than 30 is, while the voiceless VOTs are
consistently longer than 50 ms.

SLIDE 6

The next few slides present summaries of such measurements, in terms of
mean aQdX= of VOT for the 6 repetitions of each stop by each talker.
As we will see, for all 6 English speakers and for the 2 Navajo talkers,
VOTs provide soAewhat ambiiuous cues to Dlace of articulation within
voiced or voiceless sets, but for &L these speakers, VOTs show a clear
and consistent distinction betwee voicgj versus voiceles consonants.
These are the first three English female talkers;

SLIDE 7

Here are the other two English females and one male talker (DB);

SLIDE 8

Bere are the two Navajos.

SLIDE 9

For the 3 Spanish and 3 Japanese talkers, mean positive VOTs do not
distinguish between voiced and voiceless stops. These are the Spanish
results, and the next slide--

SLIDE 10

shows the results for the Japanese talkers. For some of these subjects,

there appear to be longer VOTs for the velar stops.

A



The relative v jiblitJ of VOTs, suggested in these slides by the range

measurements, can be expressed directly--

SLIDE 11

for example, in terus of the standard deviation considered as a percentage
of the mean. This slide shows results of such a calculation for each of
the six stops produced by the first 3 English talkers. Voiced stops are
indicated with closed circles, voiceless stops with open circles.

For example, for JL. the distribution of VOTs for her six productions of
/b/ has a standard deviation that is approximately 30% of the mean, while
her /p/ VOT distribution is much tighter, with a standard deviation that
is only 10% of the mean.

Calculations of this measure for all the talkers show clear individual

differences, but as we will see, there also seem to be agremnt& in the
of variability shown by different talkers. For example, the pairs

of voiced and voiceless curves for English talkers JL and CB resemble each

other,

SLIDE 12

as do the curve pairs for NF and DH.

SLIDE 13

Navajo talker JJ's voiced-stop curve looks like the voiced-stop curve of
English talker CB, while Navajo talker B's voiced-stop curve looks like
the analogous curve for English talker AS. We will see direct comparisons
of these patterns in a moment.

SLIDE 14

Here, VOT variability patterns for the 3 Spanish subjects not only
resemble each other, but are similar to those shown by 2 English talkers.

SLIDE 15

And for the Japanese, two of these sets of curves resemble English
patterns. The results for Japanese talker KB represent a unique VOT
variability pattern in these data.
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SLIDE 16

These agreements in the form of VOT variability patterns that seem to cut
across language boundaries are summarized in the last slide. Here our
variability measure for VOT is shown as a function of the consonant being
produced, with language of the talker as a parameter. Pattern Type 1 at
the top is shown by a total of . of these 14 talkers: all 3 Spanish, 2
English, and 1 Navajo.

Pattern Type 2 is shown by two English, 1 Navajo, and 1 Japanese, and
Pattern Type 3 is shown by two English and 1 Japanese. Type 4 is the
unique pattern shown only by Japanese talker KB.

Admittedly this description of variability patterns in VOTs is extremely
preliminary. It is possible that with further testing, the patterns we
have observed for the different talkers would change. However, the
observation that--even within this small yopulation-L
Ul kers--individuals fall into grouDv, and, that the same patterns occur_
Jy seejrl mkgg, suggests that the different variability patterns
defined here may in fact represent a limited number of s&ZlM of VOT
production, that may be language-independent.

An obvious next step is to study these same utterances further to
determine whether similar variability measurements of cues othr th_ VOT
will group the listeners in the same orin coMpleentary ways. For
example, we might ask whether the variability of VOTs on the one hand, and
of burst spectra on the other, are inversely related: perhaps talkers from
the Type I group, with very stable voiceless VOTs, allow their voiceless
burst spectra to vary more than do talkers in the Type 2 group, with
relatively Upstable voiceless VOTs.

Thus our preliminary conclusion from this work is: that acoustic-cue
tradeoffs used to signal different phonemes may be described in terms of
the Xariility as well as the absolute values of the cues--nd that there
may be several ways to organize the structure of these tradeoffs. Further
work with this data base, and with productions from new talkers, are
planned to help us test these hypotheses.

Thus it may be that in speech perception, learning to analyze the details
of the speech waveform is only the first--and easiest--step: the listener
must then go on to learn not only the constellations of cues used by each
talker for each phoneme, but also to analyze and generalize across the
different 2G~erns of cue interactiona used by differ gn talkers to signal
the sam phonemes.

(Work supported by AFOSR)
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English: 6 stop CV syllables ____________

ha- BaDaG

Pa Ta Ka2

Navajo: 5 stop-initial words

rJil

I misa
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VOT : mean and range in msec
(6 tokens)
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VOT : mean and range in msec
(6 tokens)
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Lauter J and RG Karzon ( 1987) Individual differences in auditory-evoked potentials:
Variability of middle-latency responses, including comparisons with brainstem AEPs.
Presented to Acoustical Society of America, Indianapolis, May 1987. Abstract: JASA 81: S8.

As several Investigators have observed, the waveform of the auditory evoked potential,
even at the brainstem level, is not the same when compared from subject to subject (Slide 1).
As can be seen In these tracings, taken from our first study reported here In 1985 on ABRs
collected from 7 subjects In a series of 8 weekly sessions, the 7 different subjects show 7
different waveforms. And yet, as the superimposed tracings from three weekly sessions for
each subject show, each Individual's waveform replicates very well. In a series of reports to
this society, we have described our attempts to quantify these observations In both ABRs and
cortical responses, seeking to compare the degree of difference between Individuals with the
degree of similarity when individuals are compared with themselves.

We have found that a simple measure of relative variability, comparing waveforir
parameters such as peak latency and amplitude, can distinguish clearly between inter- and
intra-subject consistency In EP weveforms. We have also found that variability of waveform
parameters Is sensitive to several characteristics of waveforms that cannot be distinguished in
plots of the parameters themselves.,,)

For example, In the next slide, we compare measures based on AOR peak latency In msec
(on the left) with our variability measure for peak latency on the right. In the panel on the
left, peak latency In msec Is plotted for each of five vertex-positive brainstem peaks, with one
line each for right-ear, left-ear, and binaural presentation. Values are averaged over 7
subjects over 8 sessions each. Note that absolute latency shows no differences due to ear-of-
presentation.

In contrast, the panel on the right Is based on variability of peak latency . We call this
measure the Coefficient of Stability, or Cs. It Is calculated by dividing the mean of a value by
its standard deviation. In this graph, we can see that simply by combining mean and standard
deviation In measures of ABR waveforms, peak latency can be shown to reflect differences
according to between- end within-subject comparisons (that Is, Inter- vs. Intra-subject
consistency), as well as differences according to ear-of-presentation, particularly In the
within-subject comparisons, shown In the top three curves.

In today's presentation, we report an extension of this method to the study of middle-
latency responses (MILRs). (Next ilde) We will be describing the MILR waveform In terms of
three vertex-negative and two vertex-positive peaks. For these tests, 8 new subjects, 4
females and 4 males, were recruited and screened to have hearing thresholds In both ears
better than 20 d nHL. Each subject was scheduled for a series of 8 weekly test sessions, with
each session held on the same day at the same time of day each week. Each session consisted of
testing for MLRs, with right-ear, left-ear, and binaural presentation conditions, followed by
right, left, and binaural ABR testing. Electrodes were placed at vertex, mastoid, and forehead,



with monaural responses referenced to Ipsilateral mastoid, and binaural responses referenced
to linked mastoids. For both test series, stimuli were 10-per-second, 100-usec condensation
clicks presented at 80 dB nHL. ABRs were collected using a window of 10 msec, filters set at
150-3000 Hz. and 2000 sweeps. MLRs were collected using a 50-msec window, filters at 50 to
1550 Hz, and 1000 sweeps.

Overill results for both MLR absolute latency and latency stability measures are shown
on the next slide. On the left, latency Is plotted In msec for the five MLR peaks. As in the ABR
results seen previously, absolute latency values reflect no differences due to ear-of-
presentation. In contrast, the panel on the right displays the results of calculating the latency
Coefficient of Stability for each of the five MLR peaks. Note that although the separation
between curves for subject groupings and for ear-of-presentation Is not as dramatic as for the
ABR data, there are still distinctions to be seen, particularly In the calculations for MLR peak
No.

This graph suggests, In fact, that oar stability measure reflects the transitional nature
of peak No, which a number of researchers have ascribed to brainstem generators. To explore
this further, w e compared these MLR stability curves with the ABR curves collected for the
same 8 subjects (next sfide). Note that although both between- and within-subject curves for
all MLR peaks subsequent to No show very poor stability, I.e., all are within the range of the
between-subjects curves for the ABR data, the within-subject values for No seem to be in-
between those for ABR peak V and those for MLR peak Po.

The transitional nat re of MLR peak No can be seen even more clearly If we turn to
Individual data. The next s (de shows stability profiles for two subjects. Comparisons are
shown between stability values for ABR peak V and for the same subject's five MLR peaks, for
right, left, and binaural presentations. For both, values for No are Intermediate betwen those
for ABRY and later MLR peaks. (7)

Individual stability profiles such as these also show good replicablity. The next slide
shows panels for 3 subjects, NN Right ear, CH Binaural, and WB Left, comparing profiles
calculated for the first 4 sessions versus those for the second 4. These comparisons are typical
of those we see in all our repeated-measures EP data., Indicating that stability profiles for
Individual subjects most often either replicate exactly over two months time, or depart from
replication because of Increases In stability of the response at one or more peaks.

Finally, we might ask how these stability data for the MLR fit Into the largpr context of
similar measures for all three auditory EP levels--ABR, MLR, and cortex. (Next side). In
the top panel of this figure are shown data for our original 7 subjects comparing their
stability profiles for ABR and cortical responses. Note that both the between- and within-
subject curves for cortex are very low: both are within the range of the between-subject ABR
curves. Then, In the lower panel, we have repeated these curves, and Inserted the MLR stability
profiles for the now set of subjects. Although this Is inly a preliminary comparison, since we
currently lack measures at all three levels In the same subjects, a segregation In MLR peaks
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revealed by stability profiles is clearly suggested: the within-subject values of peak No are

more similar to those for the ABR peaks, while values for the later MLR peaks are more like

those seen for cortex.

Current plans for further testing which will allow us to explore these and other
phenomena related to repeated-measures evoked-potential testing include: (q)

1) longer time series, to determine whether the characteristics of individual stability
profiles we have described tend to remain constant over time, vary randomly, or develop in a

systematic way; and
2) try more condensed test schedules, to see whether the same amount of data collected

over a shorter time period shows the same patterns;
3) combine repeated-measures tests for ABR, ML, and cortical responses, In the same

subjects, to compare stability at different levels in the same system;
4) study subjects of different ages, to determine whether EP stability profiles can

provide Information regarding details of auditory development, Including stages of degree of

Individual differentiation, asymmetrical response, and time course of development at different
levels of the auditory CNS;

5) compare the Individual asymmetries shown by our stability profiles with those

measured by the BIC in the same subjects; and
6) test the same subjects with repeated-measures EPs and behaviorally, to determine

whether ear differences that can be demonstrated e)ectrophysiologically are reflected in
behavioral tests such as dichotic listening.

*Note: The Coefficient of Stability we refer to here Is our name for the reciprocal of Pearson's

Coefficient of Variation (s.d./mean). In our one published report to date, and our earlier
presentations to ASA, we have used the (mean/s.d.) calculation, but referred to this form of the
ratio as Coeff. of Var. This practice of using the name of one version of the ratio to also apply to
Its reciprocal has proven confusing for some audiences. As a result, we here revise our usage:
we will retain the (mean/s.d.) form of the ratio, since it emphasizes stability rather than
variability, more suitable for the phenomena we are interested In, but will now refer to it as
the Coefficient of Stability, to distinguish it from the Pearson version, and to provide a more
intuitively descriptive term for an index which Increases as the standard deviation d.

Published: Lauter JL and RL Loomis (1986) Individual differences In auditory electric
responses: comparisons of between-subject and within-subject variability. I. Absolute

latencies of brainstem vertex-positive peaks. Scand Audiol 15: 167-172.
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ABR and cortex latency stability
(7 3s over 6 sessions)
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VOT variability In Mandarin Chinese: Interactions with tone. Judith L.
Lauter and Fang Ling Lu, Speech & Hearing Sciences, University of Arizona,
Tucson AZ 85721

Our Interests In the sounds of speech as complex sounds have led us to
study the within- and between-subject variability of the acoustical
characteristics of phonemes. We have previously reported measures of
stop-consonant VOT variability In repeated productions of nonsense
disyllables by talkers of American English, Japanese, Mexican Spanish, and
Navajo. Today we will report VOT variability results for six speakers of
Mandarin Chinese, together with data on the characteristics of tone
production In the same tokens.

Six native speakers of Mandarin Chinese, three females and three males,
served as subjects. All were born and raised in Taiwan, and were fluent in
American English.

Subjects were seated in an anechoic chamber, and productions were
digitized using a pulse code modulator and recorded onto the video portion
of video tape.

Each talker was presented with two lists for recording. The first (SLIDE
I ) was a list of nonsense disyllables to be read as representing the six
English stop consonants, and a similar second list to be read as Mandarin
stops. The English list was read 6 times. The Mandarin list was then read
once using tone I for the second syllable, then using tone 2, etc., for all five
Mandarin tones. Then the entire Mandarin tone-stop set was read through
five more times.

For analysis of VOT durations, recorded productions were played through
a Data Translation board sampling at 20 kHz with 12 bit resolution Into a
microcomputer, and stored on hard disk.

Using software developed In our laboratory, the VOT portion of each
token was visualized In a waveform display, and VOT measured as the time
between burst release and the onset of voicing, defined as the point of
transition from a predominance of noise to a predominance of periodicity.

We will first report results of VOT analysis, followed by descriptions of
contour characteristics In both English and Mandarin productions.

The next slide (*2) presents mean VOT values for voiced and voiceless
English stops as produced by the Chinese talkers. These values are very
similar to those used by-native English speakers (next slide: 83), as
Indicated by this comparison between mean VOT for English stops produced
by the three Chinese females (on the left) and three native American English
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17-

female talkers (on the right). Note that both groups of talkers use clearly
different VOT values for voiced vs. voiceless stops, but do not use VOT
unambiguously to distinguish place.

The next slide ('4) presents mean VOT values for voiced and voiceless
Mandarin Chinese stops. These measures are from productions using tone
*1, and are typical of VOTs in all tones produced by these talkers. The next
slide ('5) compares these VOT values for Mandarin Chinese with those
previously reported for female talkers of American English, Navajo,
Mexican Spanish, and Japanese. VOT values In Mandarin Chinese are clearly
most similar to those of English and Navajo.

VOT variability was described in our previous reports in terms of the
Coefficient of Variation, In which standard deviation Is considered as a
percentage of the mean. The next slide ('6) presents the two VOT
variability patterns shown by most subjects studied to date; pattern 91,
shown by the four talkers at the top, Is characterized by consistent VOT
timing in voiceless stops, and relatively higher variability In voiced stops,
particularly for /b/; while pattern 22, represented by the bottom two
talkers, is characterized by high variability primarily for It/.

The next slide ('7) presents such VOT variability patterns for the six
Chinese talkers, for productions made using Mandarin tone 3. Note that for
five of the talkers, the pattern shown Is a variation of VOT variability
pattern *I shown on the previous slide: consistent production in voiceless
stops, and the greatest relative variability for /b/. Subject YT In the lower
right shows a unique pattern. However, these same VOT variability patterns
are not used by the subjects for stops produced with all tones. In examining
the variability patterns for all tokens, we observed not only differences
from tone to tone, but also similarities between the VOT variability in
certain tone sets and English.

Specifically, the VOT variability pattern for Mandarin tone 4 and for the
English tokens seemed to be similar for several subjects. The next slide
('8) presents a comparison of the VOT variability pattern shown for
Mandarin stops spoken with Mandarin tone 4 by each of the female Chinese
talkers, with the VOT variability pattern shown by each of these talkers in
her English stop productions. For all three talkers, the VOT variability
pattern for the English stops Is more like that of the Mandarin stops
produced with tone 4 than for any other tone.

This similarity between tone-4 VOT variability and English, and the
relative dissimilarity between the VOT variability of other tones and
English, led us to examine the fundamental-frequency contours used by
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these talkers for the Mandarin and the English tokens. We will present only
the data for the female talkers here.

Recorded tokens were played through the pulse code modulator Into a Kay
Vlsi-Pitch Interfaced with an Apple lie computer and a NEC dot-matrix
printer. The next slide ('9) shows examples of contours as reproduced on
the computer screen for disyllables representing the five Mandarin tones
and English for one talker (MW). Tone 1 Is high and flat, tone 2 follows a
fall-flat-rise pattern for this talker, tone 3 Is falling, tone 4 Is a fall-rise
pattern, and tone 5 is falling; the English token Is produced with a fall-rise
pattern similar to that of tone 4. The next slide ('10) shows simplified
contours of the 5 Mandarin tones and English based on average values for all
six repetitions of the stops by subject MW. These contours were derived by
using the Vlsi-Pitch cursors to determine the initial FO value in each second
syllable, the final value, and values at intermediate points where FO
changed In direction. Note again the resemblance between the contour used
for Mandarin tone 4 and for the Engl Ish stops.

The next slide (11) shows similar contours for talker LL. Again, the
contour used for the English stops most closely resembles that used for the
Mandarin stops produced with tone 4. The next slide (8 12) shows contours
for talker YT. Although several of her tones resemble the shape of the
English contours, I.e., simple falling, more precise measurements related to
tone characteristics reveal the close resemblance between tone4 and
English contours. The next slide (8 13) presents the combined results of
measurements of value of FO at the start of each contour (FO values are
Indicated with filled symbols), with J.T duration of each contour (open
symbols). Values for tone 4 and English are circled for each talker for ease
of comparison. For all three subjects, these characteristics provide further
evidence of the similarity between the FO contours used for the tone-4 and
English productions.

The last slide (814) summarizes these observations, comparing for each
•~ :of the three female talkers, the FO contour for tone-4 and English tokens (on

the left) with the VOT variability pattern shown for each set of productions
(on the right).

(SLIDE OFF) The relation suggested In these results between stop-
consonant VOT variability and characteristics of the fundamental-frequency
contour used for the following vowel is not as unexpected as it might first
appear. Voice-onset timing in stop consonants is after all contributed to by
the larynx, which is also the focus of control for initial settings and
planned variations In voice fundamental frequency. An interesting
Implication of this finding Is that It may represent an Instance of the
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Interaction between production activities devoted to segmental aspects of
speech, such as VOT timing in stops, and activities related to
characteristics such as voice Intonation which In some languages contribute
to suprasegmental functions of speech such as cueing syntactic patterns and
expressing emotion.

Although VOT and tone are both properly segmental for these Chinese
talkers, the same interaction may occur In speakers of other languages.
Currently we are examining the productions of the male Chinese talkers, to
determine If resemblances in Mandarin and English voice contours predict
patterns of VOT variability in their stops, and we are planning to examine
speakers of English to test whether any systematic variations In voice
contour following stops result in changes In VOT variability patterns.

To explore the perceptual implications of these findings, dichotic-
listening experiments are planned, testing Chinese and English listeners for
Identification of both stop consonants and tones. The two types of
phonemes are of particular Interest for dichotic testing, since they
represent two major categories of sound that are clearly distinguished in
patterns of relative ear advantages: sounds which change quickly over time
and have broad-band spectral characteristics (such as the VOT portion of
stops), vs. sounds which change fairly slowly over time and are Identified
according to narrow-band characteristics (such as voice FO). We expect to
find that Chinese listeners, who are familiar with the use of co-varying VOT
and FO patterns as segmental cues in speech, will perform very differently
In these tasks compared with English listeners, for whom fast broadband
speech sounds and slow narrow-band speech sounds lie on separate sides of
the segmental-suprasegmental boundary, and may be perceived In
fundamentally different ways.

Presented to International Phonetic Sciences Western Hemisphere
Conference, Miami Beach, November 1987.

[Work supported by AFOSRI



English stop consonants:

ha-ba (as in "Bob")

ha-pa (as in "pop")

ha-da (as in "doll")

ha-ta (as in "Tom")

ha-ga (as in "God")

ha-ka (as in "cod")

VOT duration: English stops
(6 Mandarin Chinese)
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VOT duration: English stops
(3 Mandarin vs. 3 American English)
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VOT variability (V)
(Mandarin 3)
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

Over the past five to ten years a number of devices for nonlnvaslve, high-resolution
study of human brain anatomy and physiology have been developed. The great potential of
these devices for providing new Insights Into human function Including communication
and communication disorders can be difficult to appreciate because descriptions of the
devices often present a bewildering array of technical details and new vocabulary. This
workshop will attempt to render the new techniques more 'user friendly," by providing
a brief Introduction to the design and methods associated with several new approaches,
Illustrating with actual photographs-in color where available-- the *wlndow" on brain
function that each provides, and discussing the ways In which these new devices can help
us understand more about human communication.

Objectives:

1. Introduce the vocabulary, basic methodology, and principles of testing associated
with: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), quantitative EEG brain mapping ( qEEG), new
uses of evoked potentials (e.g., for documenting individual differences, Including
right/left asymmetries), Magnetoencephalography (MEG), and Positron Emission
Tomography (PET).

2. Illustrate through the results of actual experiments, Including photographs of
sample images, the type of Information relevant to human speech, language, and hearing,
that each technique makes available, and how these types of information are related.

3. Emphasize the need for an attitude of healthy scepticism combined with cautious
optimism regarding these new techniques: what questions can be asked with them, which
cannot, how to tell the difference.

4 Look toward the future, considering new developments that may be expected, and
discussing the role that speech-language-hearing professionals can play In guiding the
application of noninvasive devices to the study of human communication and Its disorders.

' I i
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INTRODUCTION

Several recent technological and methodological developments offer students of human
behavior an unprecedented opportunity to look inside the "black box" of the living brain
These technologies Include: I) high-resolution anatomical scanning provided by
Magnetic Pesonance Imaging (MRI); 2) quantitative analysis of EEG activity (qEEG)
with topographic mapping based on computer-mediated spectral analysis of multi-
channel scalp-electrode recordings; 3) individual subject characterization in terms of
evoked potentials (EPs) based on repeated-measures testing, and waveform combination
and derivation; 4) detection of magnetic-field generation, the result of electrical
activity in discrete brain regions, via Magnetoencephalography (MEG): and 5) three-
dimensional autoradlographic maps of the cranial central nervous system based on
methods such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

In this workshop, we will first Introduce each of these methods in terms of
vocabulary, techniques, and procedures involved in preparing and testing subjects Then
data will be presented Illustrating how each approach might be useful for studying
aspects of brain function related to human communication Although the focus In the
reported results will be on hearing, we will also review findings for visual and motor
stimulation where available. In the subsequent discussion, we will provide a bridge
between the results on norTnal subjects reported In our review, and possibilitles for
clinical applications, considering the realities of demands on subjects, as well as the
appropriateness of the picture of the brain provided by each method for studying
different types of disorders.

Outline of the Workshop:

(morning session)
Dr. Lauter: Introduction to nonInvasIve imaging methods

MRI and electrophyslological methods
PET results

(afternoon session)
Dr. Lauter The CNS Demonstration Project
Panel: Discussion of applications to communication disorders

and audience questions and comments

I
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Table I Comparisons of methods

N= braineaur dimensions 5Ini ce timoLnic time/sas

MRI anatomy 3-D cyllnder(ext) 10 min 60 mln.

EPs electricity 2-D electrodes(on) 2 min. 60 min.

qEEG electricity 2-D electrodes(on) 5 min. 60 min.

rEG magnetic fields 2-D dewarf(ext) 5 mln 60 min

PET metabollsm 3-D lsotope(Int) 2 min. 9o min,

Figure 1. Comparisons of methods baseo on spatial resolution, and temporal
resolution (minimum time per scan).

Spatial resolution scale

t:O > behavioral methods

s 10
4  > qEEG. EPS

1! 10
3
- > PET Temporal resolution scale

E
!2 t2 > HES. PIRI/MRS be / / behaviorel

o 1 cortical columns e

to0  single cell 
•

;tPET

time In Min
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The two resolution scales suggest that there are trade-offs In these two types of
resolution that make some devices more useful than others. For example, although
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (rlS: a physiological version of MRi) offers excellent
spatial resolution (approximately I mm), the time required for data collection (10-20
minutes) seems daunting from the point of view of neurophysiological applications. On
the other hand, although the PET scan is an order of magnitude more coarse In terms of
spatial resolution (approximately 1.5 cm), its temporal resolution (using oxygen- 15,
40 sec) makes It very attractive for studies of normal brain function.

Until more testing is done, there Is no way to Judge which device, if used alone, would
provide the most informative results for students of human brain function. The view of
the brain collected with "poor" temporal resolution (e.g., IMRII/MRS) may In fact be more
appropriate for comparisons with behavioral results that are collected over a similar
time scale. Similarly, results collected in "coarse" spatial resolution (e.g., PETs 1.5
cm) may reflect a level of brain organization that is more relevant to understanding
behavior than the "mlcroneurophysiology" provided by microelectrodes.

/
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)

The application of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (N1M) physics to anatomical imaging
has had a revolutionary effect on modern medicine and promises unsuspected Insights into
the structure and function of the normal brain (cf. Brant-Zawadzkl & Norman 1987).

The subset of principles underlying MRI technology Include: I) an element's
randomly spinning protons tend to align with a superimposed magnetic field; 2) different
compounds containing that element are characterized by different "magnetization' times
(also called "spin-lattice relaxation*), or T 1, which equals the amount of time required
for 632 of the relevant protons to align; 3) a radiofrequency signal (RF) can affect the
pattern of this alignment such that all protons are put Into a 'high-energy state;" 4) at
cessation of the RF excitation signal, the protons relax (at different rates) to their pre-
RF (but still magnetized) state, and In doing so, emit an RF signal ("spin echo"), which
can be detected and utilized to generate maps of the distribution of spin-echo values
within the field of view, In terms of gray-scale-coded Images; 5) the Intensity of the
spin echoes depends on a number of variables CT I of the different materials Involved,
amount of time allowed for magnetization, time In the decay envelope where sampling Is
done), such that data-collection procedures can be used to selectively manipulate
contrasts In the resulting Images (e.g., gray matter as darker, white matter as lIgnter)

Subject preparation is minimal, consisting primarily of ensuring that no ferrous
metals are present on or within the subject that might be attracted by the strong
magnetic field generated by the MRI machine. The subject reclines with eyes closed on a
comfortable table with head and upper torso Inside the cylinder of the machine. Testing Is
done In the machine room with lights lowered, but with substantial ambient noise
resulting from the RF pulses. The experimenter sits at an operator's console outside the
test room. Testing can be done by a single person, but two are preferable, one to monitor
the subject and one to operate the equipment. One set of Images for the whole brain can be
collected In 10 min. Analysts can be done using the data-collection device's standard
routines, or on a satellite microcomputer-based system fitted with commercially-
available video-capture hardware and image-analysis software. MRI anatomical testing
has been accepted as a clinical extension of X-ray and CT scanning, and Is currently
third-party relmbursable.

I
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Figure 1. Copy of dIssection-qual ity anatomical Images taken with MRI.

Recently, M'R has been used to examine living brains for details regarding anatomical
asymmetries such as have been demonstrated previously using autopsy material
(Witelson & Palle 1973, Wada et a] 1975, Geschwind & LevItsky 1968, Teszner et a]
1972Rubens et al 1976, Galaburda et al 1978) or CT scans (e.g., Lellay 1977, Chul &
Damasto 1980, Pieniadz & Naeser 1 984)--ct. Fig. 2.

Figure 2 Example or anatomical asymmetries studied using autopsy brains
(Geschwind & LevItsky 1968).
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MRI demonstrations of anatomical asymmetries have been directed not only to regions
or cortex (Kertesz et al 1986), but also to subcortical centers that may be or Importance
In language acquisition (e.g., Courchesne et al 1987, Courchesne In press). A number of
these authors have speculated that the observed anatomical asymmetries may be related to
functional asymmetries such as those that can be observed In behavioral tests, such as
dIchotIc listening and visual-hal'-fIleld testing, or which express themselves In the
sequelae of brain damage.

Attempts have been made to examine the degree of correlation between behavioral and
anatomical measures of asymmetries. Ratcliff et al (1980) reported that there were
correlations between the angle of the posterior branch of the middle cerebral artery and
language dominance as tested with carotid injection of sodium amobarbital; Witelson
( 1982) tested subjects pre- and past-morbidity and found that for most of her right-
handed subjects, a larger left planum temporale was correlated with behavioral right-
dominance on a set of behavioral measures (EAs, hand preference, finger tapping); and
Kertesz et a] ( 986) found that although their EA, VHF, and dot-tapping test results
were not correlated with MRi-determined asymmetries In the size of the planum
temporale, hand preference (rated via five questions regarding common hand usage)
was--i.e., right-handers had a larger left planum temporale, while this area In left-
handers was the same size on both sides.

A method related to rIRI, but relevant to physiology rather than anatomy, Is Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS). MRS procedures which might prove useful for studyinq
brain function are only just being developed for use In human subjects. MRS holds
promise for studying Issues related to speech and hearing because It Is nonlnvasive,
requires minimal subject preparation, and combines the excellent spatial resolution of
MRI with fair temporal resolution 1 scan In 10 min.). MRS is based on observing
changes in the chemical spectrum of body tissues, and has been employed to study several
organs In living humans, including the brain (cf. Valk et a) 1985 and Cohen 1 987).
However, to date there is no published report describing the use of MRS to examine
chnges In chemistry associated with functional activation such as responses to sounds A
preliminary experiment conducted at the Waisman Center using new MRS test
procedures, Including pre-imaging with MRI (Lauter, unpublished report] suggests that
MRS has great potential as yet another noninvasive method for studying human brain
function.

"'I', ""n .. .i ni i [
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EVOKED POTENTIALS (EPs)

Research and clinical use of EPs have depended on the development and availability of
computers, since the form of EPs most often used represent averages of brain electrical
activity time-locked to a stimulus (for a historical review, cf. Davis 1976). In the
auditory system, EPs are studied In terms of three response-averaging windows 1)
stimulus onset up to 10 msec post-stimulus-onset, presumed to reflect processing in
auditory braInstem nuclei (the auditory brainstem response, ABR); 2) from 10 to 100
ms post-stimulus-onset, Involving timing appropriate for responses In auditory nuclei
from upper braInstem into primary cortex (middle-latency response, MLR); and 3)
beyond 100 msec post-stimulus-onset, where the major contribution Is assumed to be
from cortical neurons (cortical response, often called auditory evoked potential, AEP, to
distinguish the cortical auditory response from cortical somatosensory, SEP. or cortical
visual, VEP).

Procedures Include placing electrodes on the subject's head, either as a small set of
Individual electrodes (e.g., at vertex, forehead, both earlobes), or via an electrode cap
such as that used for EEG (see next section). Subject preparation requires 15-30 min.;
and one response (e.g., to a right-ear click at one intensity level) can be collected In 2
min Testing is done with the subject reclining In a quiet, darkened room, with the
experimenter and test equipment outside. Preparation and testing can be accomplished by
one person, though two are preferable, with one to monitor the subject and one to conduct
the tests. Analysis can be done while waveforns are still In computer memory, or
responses may be stored on disk for offline analysis. There are some commercially-
available microcomputer programs which would allow analysis on a satellite machine.
EP testing is third-party reimbursable.

Of the auditory responses, the ABR has proven to be most useful In speech and hearing
applications, due to Its resistance to changes in subject state, such as cooperativeness or
state or arousal. In addition to the information available from ABRs using conventional
test procedures, further details regarding the characteristics of Individual systems are
obtainable using new approaches, e.g., variability measurements (e.g., Lauter & Loomis
1985; In press) and waveform comparison (e.g., Berlin et al 1984). Both or these
techniques can be used to reveal differences In responses to left-ear vs. right-ear vs.
binaural stimuli, and may be helpful for assessing central audftory dysfunction. [Note:
some ot the new computer-based EEG machines described In the next section can generate
topographic color-coded maps from EP recordings, but this workshop will not consider
this type of EP result.]

I I i I I
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Figure 1. Individual differences ("between-subject variability") and within-subject
consistency of ABR waveforms (Lauter & Loomis 19851

ABR waveforms7 aftijects x 3 sessions

*uUW A 1%ks

V IA

II

Figure 2. Comparison or absoluteva. ue of ABR peak latency (shoxn ort
left) and measures of peak-latencyyariabilltV (on right), with regard to
sensitivity to the -three auditory nervous systems:" right, left, and binaural. (Data
averaged for eight normal subjects; taken from Lauter & LoomIs series.)

ABR latency ABR latency stability
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Figure 3. -Variability profiles" such as those shown In Fig. 2, compared tor ABR,
rLR, and cortex. (Data from Lauter & Loomis series.]

(AIR. cortex - 7 Ss;
IMLR - 8 Ss)

U

Peak of EP

Figure 4. Individual "variability profiles" showing the degree of replicablllty:
compared are profiles calculated for an Initial set of 4 sessions vs. profiles calculated
for a second 4 sessions [data from Lauter & Loomis series]. Note that In some cases, a
subject's profiles for both sets of sessions are very similar (e.g., for latency, SF-
binaural), while sometimes a subject's profile requires the second set of sessions to
resemble that shown by another (e.g., for amplitude, KP's Binaural-Right profile In
the 2nd set or sessions looks like the Binaural-Right profile shown by SA In both
sets).

Panel A: latency profiles Pane) 8: amplitude profiles
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Figure 5. Masures or auditory asymmetries based on ABRs: Panel A:
amplitude asymmetry at ABR Peak III based on variablifty measures (Lauter &
Loomis, In press)--cr. amplItude dirrerences at Peak III reported by
Levine & McGafrigan 1983); Panel B: "binaural interaction component" at 6 msec
post-st Imulus-onset measured using waverorrn addition and subtraction methods
described by Berl In et al (1984).
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QUANTITATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (qEEG)

The oldest method for monitoring human brain physiology is electroencephalograpny
(EEG), accomplished using electrodes placed on the scalp (for a history, cf Brazier
1977). In addition, spectral analysis or EEG waveforms recorded at specific electrode
locations has been utilized to study both normal and abnormal brains. However, new
computer-based EEG machines called "brain mappers" provide greater ease of EEG
Collection and analysis. These machines not only streamline EEG measurement
procedures, but also provide color-coded topograDhic-maps showing simultaneous
activity at many locations.

Procedures Include fitting the subject with an electrode cap, which ensures
standardization and ease of electrode placement. Electrodes are also placed on the earlobes
as references, and around the eyes for monitoring eye movements, the artifact most
disrupting to EEG Subject preparation requires 20-30 min, and data collection
requires as little as 5 minutes per condition In cooperative subjects. Longer scan times
are required when there Is much muscle activity, to ensure acquiring at least 1.5 minutes
of artifact-tree EEG. Testing Is done with the subject reclining In a quiet, darkened
room, and the EEG machine and experimenter located outside. Preparation and testing
can be done by a single person, though two are preferable. Analysis requires the data-
collection device; there Is only one system currently which provides for satellite

analysis, via vendor-supplied software designed to run on a compatible microcomputer
system New EEG methods are considered as extensions of older ones. and are thlrd-party
reimbursable.

The approach provided by the new computer-based systems Is referred to by several

names: neurometrics (John 1977), brain electrical activity mapping (BEAM: Duffy et al
1979), spectral EEG, quantitative EEG, computer-aided analysis of EEG, brain mapping,
and EEG topography. Like conventional EEG. the promise of this approach Is that EEG can
be recorded under both resting and activation conditions, and then compared, Although
such procedures have been used In the past In attempts to monitor "cognitive processing."
these experiments have been disappointing (cf. Gevins and Schaffer 1980). Studies are
just beginning which are designed to explore the uses of qEEG for studying brain function
related to sensory and motor processing, with promising applications for speech and
hearing.
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Figure 1. Left-hemisphere electrode placements according to the "10-20" system
for EEG recordings Right-hemisphere homologues have even numbers, e.g.,FP2. T4
Figs 2 - 4 will present data for electrode locations T3/4 (auditory) and F7/8
(motor). For comparison, inset A shows the Brodmann map, where primary-
auditory areas 41 and 42 may underlie electrode T3, and motor areas of the frontal
lobe may underlie electrode F7. Inset B shows the human motor-cortex
homunculus"-note location of the hand area, for Iookdng at our recordings at

electrode position F7 during tests of hand movement.
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Figure 2. Typical table of numbers from a "brain mapper" machine (CadwelI
Spectrum 32), analyzing 2.5 minutes of EEG collected during a condition In which the
subJect was listening to dichotic melodies and mentally labelling those In the left ear.
The table Indicates the wealth or Information available with these computer-based
devices. Note that useful interpretation ot qEEG results can be based on only a few of
these numers--rigures 3 and 4 were compi led by taking only one number, (power
asymmetry between electrodes T3 and T4) from this type of table, and comparing that
number for different conditions tested In the same subject. [From study reported by
Lauter, 1988]

Name: Lauter, Judith Date: 86/9/88 f "tr' rOLCI

ase: 44.0 qr$ # Epochs: 48 Time: 14:22:24

Monopolar Raw Measures

Fp1 Vp2 r? re r3 r4 C3 C4 Fp2 rZ Cz

Absolute A 7.5 6.8 5.3 4.6 7.7 7.5 6.2 6.1 7.3 8.7 8.2
Power a 7.6 6.9 5.3 4.4 9.8 9.1 8.3 7.9 7.5 11.9 10.2
(uU) c 16.3 15.4 13.3 10.2 21.4 19.4 26.3 22.1 16.2 22.9 25.6

B 9.4 9.5 7.2 6.3 12.4 12.3 10.7 19.? 9.3 13.3 11.2
T 41.0 38.7 31.2 25.1 61.3 48.4 51.5 46.9 49.4 56.0 55.3

Relative A 18.4 17.7 17. 16.2 15.0 15.6 12.0 13.0 18.0 15.5 14.9
Power 0 18.6 17.8 17.6 17.7 19.1 18.8 16.61 16.9 18.6 19.6 18.5
(y) O 39.9 39.8 42.6 46.5 41.6 49.6 51.9 47.2 40.2 41.0 46.2

8 23.6 24.5 23.2 25.3 24.1 25.4 29.8 22.8 23.0 23.7 20.2

Power A 4.7 13.2 1.9 9.7
Asypmetrq 9 4.8 8. 7 3.6 2.2

(X) 2.9 13.2 4.9 8.5
B -0.3 6.4 0.2 0.1

Coherence A 94.2 46.7 85.4
(V) 0 94.? 47.1 _5 78.3

96.7 56.5 91.4 65.5
B 96.4 46.3 80.5 42.7

T3 T4 TS T6 P3 P4 01 02 Pz 0t

Absolute A 3.4 2.7 2.8 2.3 4.9 4.6 2.8 2.1 5.8
Power S 3.7 3.7 3.9 3.9 6.4 6.2 3.2 2.8 7.6
CuU) a 14.2 11.8 16.6 16.8 26.3 21.8 11.9 16.9 26.2 10.6

B 6.4 26.7 8.1 6.1 9.2 8.5 6.5 6.6 9.5 5.8
T 27.6 38.9 31.6 22.3 47.9 41.2 23.6 22.6 49.1 26.9

Relatlve A 12.4 6.9 9.1 10.3 19.4 11.1 12.0 9.6 11.8 19.2
Power 0 13.3 9.6 12.6 13.6 13.7 16.1 13.7 12.7 16.4 13.9
(Z) a 61.1 30.3 52.5 48.4 66.0 62.8 50.6 48.6 53.3 47.8

B 23.0I 2S.7 27.6 19.6 26.7 23.6 28.9 19.3 27.9
Power A 11.9 10.9 3.3 12.9

Asgmetry 0 6.1 13.6 1.6 6.6Mx cc 1.2 21.1 9.4 4.0
B 13.6 3.7 -8.8

Coherene A 30.2 48.5. 895.8 8.7
() S 10.1 30.2 79.6 84.3

6.7 24.2 75.6 79.2
B 9.7 64.6 74.8

I
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Figure 3. Relative hemisphere advantage" plot Illustrating the use of qEEG to study
functional asymmetries during stimulation with cnoIex sound The values
plotted represent the "power asymmetry" calculation made by the Cadwell Spectrum
32 machine (cf. Fig. 2), for a single electrode pair placed over auditory cortex (T3
and T4 refer to Fig. I for location). Results for eleven different conditions are
shown (data collection required approximately 2 hours). [Lauter, 1988]

CmDPex sounds Power asymmetry in beta EEG:
S -Jdi Leater T3 vs. T4

C3 -C I C2 <coArols

SML SMR (reunaurals

TML TMR

SOL SDR
edicha tics

TDL TDR

5'0 40 30 20 I' 10 20 30 40

< RHA LHA >

C = Control l = monaural
T = three-tone patterns D = dichotic
S = sUnthettc sgIohles bdgptk *a
R = right ear (attended ear In dichotic)

L = left oar ()

order of test:
CI
all syllables (m then d)
C2
all tones (m then d)
C3

' LI I I
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Figure 4 Similar plot as In Fig. 3, showing results for a different electrode pair

(F7/8--cr. Fig. I for location), during six motor actLvation conditions: control,
hand movement (Hand Right, Left, Both), tongue moved up and down, and "silent

speech- respiration, In which the subject produced respiratory patterns appropriate
to a learned prose passage without activating the larynx or upper vocal tract. [Lauter,
19881

Molor ontrol Power asymmetry in beta EEG:

S = Judy, tauter F7 vs. FS

C3
(9)

HI. OH-HR
(-17) (6) (8)

Rep Toeque

(0) (24)

50 40 30 20 1 0 10 20 30 40

(RHA LHA >

Order of test.

C3
HR. HL, HO
Tongue up down, Respiration for speech (no sound)
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MAGNETOENCEPHALOGRAPHY (MEG)

"Biomagnetic" fields generated by body organs were first described for the heart by
Baule and McFee (1963), and later for the brain by Cohen (1968). These fields are
produced as a result of electrical activity in tissue (cf. Fig. 1), and although extremely
small (weaker than the earth's gavitational pull on a human body), can be detected by a
device called a SQUID [(Superconducting QUantum Interference Device)1 Current design
of the superconducting detectors requires that they be encased In a liquid-helium-filled
cylinder known as a "dewar." This makes the monitoring Interface rather bulky, and
limits most SQUIDS to a single detector, though some multi-detector SQUIDS, with array
sizes up to 7 detectors, have been built.

Figure I. Schematic showing the different orientation
of EEG currents and MEG fields, and the MEG detectors
in the external dewar.

wow
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The name or MEG suggests parallels with EEG; these are most obvious In the way MEG data
are collected, as averaged evoked fields (EFs), analogous to EPs.

Figure 2. Evoked-fleid waveforms obtained at each of 7 detectors In a 7-channel
SQUID, In response to sequences of 6 syllables presented one syllable every 250
msec. with the sequence repeated once every 2 sec. [Unpublished results from a
series collected by Lauter In 19871
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MEG does not suffer from the volume-conduction artifacts that hamper localization or EEG
sources, and thus EF sources can be Identified within I mm. This high spatial resolution
has Its disadvantages, however, In that the small detector arrays of current SQUIDS
require multiple placements of the dewar In order to map responses over even a small
area. Rapid developments In superconductor technology may within a few years radically
change the shape of SQUIDS and the nature or MEG testing. Newer multi-detector arrays
may be encased In helmets, allowing high-resolution topographic mapping of the entire

I
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cortex during a single stimulation.
Subject preparation is minimal. No electrodes are used, not even to monitor eye

movements, since eye movement artifacts do not affect the MEG. Some laboratories flit a
flexible plastic cap on the subject's head before testing In order to record the position on
the head of different placements of the dewar. Recording responses must be done with the
subject and dewar In a magnetically-shielded room, where, as In MRI, no ferrous metals
are tolerated. As a result, for auditory stimulation studies, transducers must be placed
outside the test room, and sounds are delivered to the subject via plastic tubing For
testing, the subject lies on a table, with the dewar pressed firmly against the head over
the brain region being monitored. A headrest with foam supports Is used to ensure that
the subject's head Is kept in the same position during testing The room Is quiet and
darkened. Response to one stimulus at one dewar location can be collected in 2 min.
Subject preparation and data collection can be accomplished by one person, but two are
preferable, one to monitor the subject and one to operate the SOUID's host computer
Analysis routines for SQUID machines are In a developmental stage, requiring the host
computer, and no true "Imaging" versions are available; those topographic maps that are
produced are quite primitive (cf. Fig. 2). MEG testing Is still at a research stage. and
expenses cannot be charged to patients.

Over the past two decades, SQUID systems have been used to study brain activity In
response to a variety of activation paradigms, Involving both motor anc sensory
stimulation (for a midpoint review, cf Williamson & Kaufman 1981). For example,
Okada et al (1982) demonstrated that left Index finger flexion evoked EFs exactly over
the appropriate region of motor cortex.

Figure 2 Graphs from an experiment on MEG and finger movement (Okada et 31
1982). Panel A schematic showing multiple dewar placements used to do the
mapping for movement of a finger on the left hand, Panel B: EF plots demonstrating
the focus of activation during left Index finger flexion. The dimensions of the graph
show the focus Is at a point approximately 20 cm along the midline posterior to the
naslon (abscissa) and 13 cm above the ear canal (ordinate) [cf homunculus on p. 131
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Using auditory signals, a number of characteristics or responses in human subjects have
been described, including localization of the 1 00-ms-post-stImulus-onset portion of the
(EF) response at the SyIvian rissure (e.g., Bak et al 1981), distribution of responses to
different types of sounds (Reite et al 1982), nonlinear changes in EF amplitude as a
function or stimulus Intensity (e.g., Elberl ing et al 1982), and tonotopic organization
(e.g., Romani et al 1982).

Figure 3. Procedures and results for experiments using MEG to study auditory
activation Panel A: schematic showing multiple dewar placements required to map
auditory EFs (Elberling et al 1982). Panel B: EF plot showing a focus of respc.ses
to binaural, 32/sec clicks at approximately 1 cm anterior to the ear canal (")" on
the abscissa) and 7 cm above it (from Romani et al 1982).
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As the spatial resolution scale In the Introduction suggested, MEG promises to provide
the most localizable responses of any technique now available for human subjects,
approaching the level of brain organization represented by cort'cal columns However,
since the efficiency of SOUID testing is hampered by the limitations imposed by current
superconductor technology on detector-array size, the best way to use MEG In the near
future may be In conjunction with another imaging method. For example, subjects might
be pre-tested with PET (see next section), to determine the brain area showing maximal
response to a stimulation condition, and then this region would be mapped in detail by
successive SOUID dewar placements.
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POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY (PET)

Both PET and SPECT (single photon emission computerized tomography). represent
special Instances of a method called autoradlography, or "taking your own X-ray." All
autoradlography Involves the use of Isotopes introduced Into a subject's cardiovascular
system--so that the source of radiation Is within the subject, Instead of external, as In
X-rays or CT--and can be used to study any part of the body. Depending on the Isotope
and the compound It Is used to "label' (e.g., glucose labelled with an isotope of carbon),
autoradlography can used to study metabolism (e.g., uptake of dopamIne In areas or the
brain related to Parkinson's Disease), blood supply (e g., volume and movement of blood
within the heart), and/or function (e.g., using blood flow as a measure of differential
activity in separate areas or the brain).

Methods such as PET and SPECT grew out of experiments In Invasive autoradlograohy,
where Isotopes with radiation products too weak to penetrate bone are used to study
nonhuman animals. In these experiments, when the goal is to study the brain, the animal
must be killed at the end or the experiment, and the brain removed from the skull In
order to study distribution or the Isotope. The development of noninvasive
autoradlography for use In humans, depended on the Introduction of Isotopes which gave
rise to photons, which are powerful enough to penetrate the skull. Both PET and SPECT
are ways to externally monitor photons released from Isotopes within the body; Isotopes
that can be used Include radioactive forms or flourine, iodine, carbon, and oxygen.

Positron-emitting Isotopes such as oxygen-15 give off positrons, which collide with
electrons In their Immedite vicinity In 'annihilation events," yielding pairs of gamma
rays radiated at 180 degrees to each other. Thus a circle of detectors, such as that
comprising the PETT VI device (Ter-Pogossian et al 1982) can detect these
"coincidences" of radiated photon pairs, and the detections are signalled to a computer
which keeps track or the distribution of the events so monitored (cf. Figs. 1 and 2).

Figure 1. The -annihilation event" that Is at the heart of the PET-scan, which makes
It a nonInvasive autoradlography tool Ideal for use with human subjects.

I
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Figure 2. Design of the PETT-VI, a cylinder of detectors that can provide a three-
dimensional view of the entire cranial CNS In one 40-sec scan.

The distribution of decay events can be used to generate color-coded tomographic maps,
showing regions of greater or lesser Isotope concentration, Interpreted as regions of
greater or lesser blood flow, Implying (because neuronal function requires an ongoing
supply of glucose and oxygen) regions of greater or lesser brain activity (cf. Raichle et al
1976).

The usefulness of the different methods for studying brain activity Is determined by-
1) the type of machine used, 2) the means of administering the isotope, and 3) the half-
life of the Isotope. Some machines can only monitor a smal I area of brain during a single
scan, while others can produce for each scan a complete three-dimensional series of
images representing the whole brain. How the Isotope is administered Is important with
regard to the invasiveness of the procedure. In older PET studies, Isotopes were often
Injected Into a carotid artery. Administration method also affects the reliability of the
measurement: e.g., the initial amount of radioactivity In an isotope Injected as a bolus
Into an arm vein can be measured more reliably than that In an icotope which is Inhaled.

Perhaps most Important Is the half-life of the isotope. Half-life determines the
dosage of radioactivity given to the subject while the isotope Is in the body, and this
directly Influences the type of experiments that can be done as well as the
interpretability of results. Isotopes with long half-lives (e.g., several hours) deliver a
larger dosage of radioactivity to the subject. As a result, each subject can be tested only
once, thus making it impossible to do experiments where responses to several conditions
can be compared In the same subject. In addition, these Isotopesand require quite long

/
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scan times, e.g., 45 mlnutes, and It is difficult to believe that the brain Is "doing the same
thing- during the entire time of the scan. Many o the PET experiments that have been
published regarding speech and hearing applications are based on use of a type of glucose
called fluoro-deoxyglucose (FDG), labelled with an Isotope of carbon with a long half-
life. The reported results regarding loci of greatest activation during speaking, or
asymmetries In reponses to certain types of sounds must be considered In the context of
these problems associated with PET testing based on long half-life isotopes, and
Interpreted with great caution.

The most useful approach to date for studying human brain function is represented by
a cylindrical, multi-detector device (such as the PETT VI, or the SuperPet), combined
with use of a short-half-life Isotope such as oxygen-15, with a half-life of
approximately 2 min. This combination makes it possible to take whole-brain scans in
as little as 40 seconds, and the dosage to the subject is so low that B scans can be run in a
single test session, and three such test sessions can be given to the same subject In the
same year.

Programs for data reduction provide a nunber of approaches to studying functional
responses as they appear on PET images. For example, one can: 1) obtain quantitative
estimates of rCBF within a selected region, at any point In the horizontal or vertical
plane; 2) compare a slice from a scan taken under control conditions with the same slice
from a scan taken under stimulation conditions, and generate a new map showing regions
of greater or lesser change from control to stimulation; 3) compare the two hemispheres
of a single slice, and generate a third type of map showing regions In one hemisphere th3t
are more or less different from mirror-image regions on the opposite side. Images can
also be reconstructed In the sagittal or coronal planes, and the same types of analysis
applied Routines are also available for combining measurements taken from lateral
skull radiographs of each subject, and the PET Images, In order to estimate the anatomical
localization of regions of Interest (Fox et al 1985).

Procedures include insertion of an Intravenous cathether into an arm vein, fitting the
subject with a face mask to hold the head In place during testing, and, for each scan,
injection of a bolus of oxygen- 15-labelled water. Subject preparation requires 30-60
min, and each scan requires 40 sec. for data collection, with Intervening periods of
approximately 15 mi. to allow residual activity to diminish before injection of another
bolus for testing the next condition. Testing is done in a quiet, darkened room, with the
subject reclining with head Inside the cylinder of detectors. PET testing Is personnel-
Intensive, requiring at least five Individuals' participation during scanning two
cyclotron operators working In a nearby area, a person in the test room to monitor the
subject and administer test conditions, a second In the test room to Inject the Isotope, and
one to operate the PET machine. Each PET system has its own unique arrangements for
data analysis; some require use of the data-collection system, while others make use of
minicomputer-based systems for satellite analysis. One laboratory has developed
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analysis routines for satellite Mac II microcomputers. At 'his date, all PET testing Is
done on a research basis; there are no third-party reimbursements for this type of
brain analysis.

The first attempt to measure changes In regional cerebral blood flow or metabolism
(rCBF/M) in human brains In response to a behavioral stimulus was reported by
Sokoloff et al (1955). In these experiments, subjects were asked to solve a set of
arithmetic problems while being monitored for arterlo-venous differences In the level of
Inhaled nitrous oxide gas. Since this time, a number of methods for monitoring rCBF/M
have been developed, involving more or less noninvasive procedures, and exploited for
studying both normal and abnormal human brains, Including brain responses when tested
under a variety of activation conditions, ranging from single-finger movement to visual
pattern recognition (for a review, cf. Ralchle, 1987). We have reported controlled
studies using auditory stimulation that demonstrate: 1) changes in auditory-cortical
response to parameters such as rate, level, and ear-of-presentation (Lauter et al 1983:
Fig. 3); 2) tonotopic organization in human primary auditory cortex (Lauter et al
1985a- Fig 4); and 3) simultaneous activation of cortical and subcortical auditory
centers during a single stimulation (Lauter et al 19B5b).

Although a number of papers have been published describing brain responses
monitored with PET during activation conditions related to speech and hearing (eg., while
subjects are speaking, or listening to stories or hearing different types of music), the
results of almost all these experiments are qualified by the methods used to do the scans.
such as long scan times, lack of within-subject comparisons, and poor control over
activation details such as phonemes produced or the levels of test sounds. As with any
device, the potential of PET for exploring communication disorders will not be realized
unless studies involving rigorous control of all test variables are done; lacking such
control, the 'pretty pictures' produced by PET remain unInterpretable.

'1
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FIgure 3. Quantitative results of controlled parametric studies using PETT VI and
oxygen-t5. All graphsare based on an index of brain activity consisting of percent
change In blood flow from control to test condition. Panels A, B, and C show blood-
flow changes In selected motor, visual, and auditory areas, respectively, as a function
or rate of activation. Panels D and E Illustrate two other parameters studied with
auditory stimulation, lad and ear-or-oresentatlon. Graph B Is from a study
with 6 subJects; the other panels represent single-subject data. (From Lauter et al
1983; visual data from Fox and Ralchle 19841
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Figure 4 Data demonstrating tonotooic organization in human primary auditory
cortex, collected using PETT Vi and oxygen-15. Panel A Is a schematic showing
the relative location In PET Images of regions responding best to each of two
frequencies of pulsed pure tones presented monaurally to the right ear: these regions
were located In left-hemisphere primary auditory cortex for each of the five
subjects. Regions responding best to the 500-Hz tone are indicated by the ftilled
symbols, regions responding best to the 4 kHz tone are Indicated by the open
symbols. Panel B provides a comparison or the orientation of responses (lower
frequencies represented more anteriorly and laterally, higher frequencies more
posteriorly and medially) to similar tones, collected from cells in primary auditory
cortex of rhesus monkeys [PET results based on data from Lauter et al 1985.
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CONCLUSION

The resolution scales reproduced in the Introduction, comparing the dIfferent
noninvasive devices currently available, illustrate that these devices already provide a
range of access to activity In the living human brain, with observation times stretching
from 40 sec to hours, and from a behavioral level of spatial detail to one approaching
macrounits or neuronal organization. It Is not at all clear at this time which of the
machines will be most useful for studying Issues related to human communication, either
in healthy subjects or In Individuals with different types of dysfunction. There are
trade-offs In spatial and temporal acuity of each machine, as well as possibilities for
using methods In conjunction to tailor testing to the characteristics of individual
subjects.

The Coordinated Nonlnvaslve Studies (CNS) Project at University of Arizona has been
designed to take the first steps toward establishing how these noninvasive devices might
most efficiently be used to study human brain function. Initial stages of the Project will
focus on brain asymmetries, including those related to speech production and auditory
perception. Asymmetries are easily studied with all the devices discussed above, and
represent expressions of basic principles of brain organization such as specialization of
function with regard to "side of space," as well as organization for controlling both
hierarchical and parallel processing. For this project, several subjects will be tested on
all the devices named above. First, each subject will be examined using psychophysical
methods to determine behavioral profiles of "relative asymmetries" for sets of stimuli
(such as ear advantages for speech vs. nonspeech sounds: cf. Lauter 1982. 1983,
1984) Next each subject will receive an MRI scan so that anatomical asymmetries can
be measured, and will then undergo successive tests on each of the physiological devices
while being presented with the same stimulI used In the behavioral tests. The asymmetry
patterns yielded by each method will then be examined to determine their correlations
with each other, and with the behavioral data.

With regard to clinical applications, results can most immediately provide guidelines
for studying a variety of neurogenic communciation disorders, ranging from 'central
auditory disorders" associated with subcortical pathology, to stuttering and aphasia.
Future adaptations in test selection and methodology will allow us to study Individuals
with more ambiguously defined dysfunctions, Such as autism and dementia, and to obtain
detailed Information regarding brain function even In subjects who cannot actively
participate In testing. It Is to be expected that the new Insights provided by these
noninvasive devices and their successors will revolutionize our concepts of the human
brain, and how it works to achieve communication.
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Functional-actlvatlon asymmetries In normal humans studied with quantitative EEG
(qEE6M first tests in the CNS Project. Judith L. Lauter (University or Arizona, Tucson
AZ 85721) Presented to ASA, Honolulu, November 1988. Abstract: J Acoust SOC Amer

84 557.

ABSTRACT
Our work with behaviorally-defined asymmetries such as relative ear advantages has

led to the CNS Project, designed to apply nonInvasive tech- niques such as psychophyslcs,
EPS, qEEG, MEG, MRI, and PET to study human brain responses during functional
activation Preliminary results of a qEEG test series involving bath auditory and hand-
movement conditions indicate that qEEG power asymmetry patterns reflect at least two
types of asymme- try organization 1) "side of space," eg., right-hand movement
elicits a power asymmetry favoring the left hemisphere, and v.v; and 2) asymmetries
based on "hlgher-level" principles of organization, e.g., coordination durlN' bilateral
hand movement, or differential activation based on the physical characterlstics or test
sounds. As with behavioral patterns of relative ear advantages, qEEG shows individual
differences in detail but group agree- merits in overall patterns of response. To our
knowledge, this Is the first report of qEEG used In this way for studying functional
activation In healthy human subjects, and illustrates its potential usefulness for studying
human neurophysiology [Supported in part by AFOSR]

INTRODUCTION
For more than a century, electroencephalography (EEG) has been employed for

studying the human brain, by means of both real-time and averaged forms or scalp-
recorded potentials Spectral analysis of ongoing EEG (quantitative EEG, or qEEG) has
provided detailed Information supporting research on "cognitive processing," Including
questions related to cerebral asymmetries (for reviews, cf. Gevins & Schaffer 1980,
Gevins 1984, Glass 1984).

However, surprisingly little is known about the contribution made by "other-than-
cognitive" (cl. Gevins 1980) processes to the patterns of EEG activity. Careful study of
the effects of relatively simple variables such as rate and level of stimulation; or basic
factors related to cerebral asymmetries, such as contralateral vs. Ipsilateral
representation and Influence of stimulus characteristics, may provide primary
Information regarding brain organization and function, and may even help account for
results observed in experiments focused on more "mental" operations.

TESTING
We referred to our research on dIchotic listening (Lauter 1982, 1983, 1984) to

design an experimental paradigm for use with qEEG. Subjects are pre-tested using
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behavioral methods, to familiarize them with monaural and dichotic Identification of two
sound sets: I) sIx synthetic stop consonant-vowel syllables (coded as "S' in the figures
below), and 2) six three-note patterns made with three pure tones set at 1440, 1480,
and 1520 Hz, with the 25-msec tones set at 200 ms between onsets (coded as "T-).
Broad-band spectrograms of the syllables and schematics of the tone patterns are

presented In Fig I. Identification responses on a total of six 36-trial blocks per sound
per subject are collected with ear-of-report alternating from block to block;
experimental blocks are approximately 5 min In lengtl

Fig. I. Two sets of test sounds: synthetic nonsense stop- consonant-vowel syllables, and
three-tone patterns

ba do pa ta ka

Testing for both sound sets requires a total of four hourly sessions per trained subject;
different sounds are tested on different days For two of our subjects, who were trained
listeners, complete test series were collected for both sound sets (Subjects JL and CB).
The other two subjects (DW and JI) found dichotlc identificatlon of the tone patterns
quite difficult, and were unable to remain in the experiment long enough to achieve
better-than-chance performance with dichotic presentation The ear advantages obtained
for all listeners are displayed In Fig 2.

/ .. . . ., ii I I II I II l
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Fig. 2 Ear advantages shown by eacn of the 4 subjects on the test sounds; JII and DW
were unable to Identify the tone patterns when presented dichotically.
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After behavioral testing was completed, Individuals were scheduled tor qEEG testing.
Preparation (Fig 3: color pictLre of a subject and a qEEG machine, not Included for this
IS) includes fitting of an electrode cap, with leads connected to a Cadwell Spectrum 32
qEEG system, with capabilities for multi-channel data collection and spectral analysis.
Electrodes are placed at 8 locations over each hemisphere, and 5 locations along midline,
according to the 10-20 system; potentials at all IlocatIons are referenced to IlInked
earlobes, When Impedance for each of the leads Is less than 8 ohms, testing Is begun.

The schedule of conditions is shown In Table I. A time base similar to that used In the
behavioral testing Is used, with 5 min of EEG collected "Iring each test condition. Note
that each test session concludes with a brief set of blocks Involving motor activation.
Throughout, the subject reclines In a comfortable chair In a quiet, darkened room. Test
sounds are played via a stereo cassette recorder through stereo earphones. During
monaural stimulus conditions, subjects are told to attend to the ear of Input; during
dichotic conditions, they are told to attend to the ear targeted for that condition in the
same way done for the behavioral tests previously. We do not ask for score-able
Identification performance during the EEG testing, In order to avoid movement artifacts.
Trained subjects report that It Is easy to perform this "mock" dichotic listening. The
qEEG results suggest that the two trained listeners here were In fact successfully
replicating processing patterns used In the behavioral testing.

d
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Table I. Conditions tested per session
1 Control (no activation)
2. Synthetic syllables In left ear
3. Synthetic syllables In right ear
4 Synthetic syllables dichotically, attend to right ear
5. Syllables dIchotIcally, attend to left ear
6. Control
7. Tone patterns in right ear
8. Tone patterns In left ear
9. Tone patterns dichotically, attend to left ear
10. Tone patterns dichotically, attend to right ear
II. Control
12. Preferred hand flexlon, I/sec
13. Opposite hand flexion, I /sec
14. Bilateral hand flexion, 1/sec
15. Control

DATA ANALYSIS
Data were analyzed off-line. From each 5-min EEG record, 36 2.5-sec artifact-free

epochs were selected by eye (cf. Fig. 4- a color figure, snowing the EEG waveform display;
not Included In this MS). The Cadwell Spectrum 32 then averaged the selected epochs,
performs spectral analysis according to 4 EEG bandwidths (see Table II), and displayed
the results In terms of the parameters shown In Table II. From each table representing
each subject tested on each condition, a single number is chosen: I ) for the auditory
conditions, the value used Is the beta power asymmetry comparing temporal-lobe
electrode locations T3 and T4; 2) for the hand-movement conditions, beta power
asymmetry comparing F7 vs. F8 Is used.

I
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Table I. Sample data table calculated for each test condition, showing values for 4 QEEG
parameters by electrode location and bandwidth. (Bandwidth ranges shown at bottom).

low: Leetep. JiAdth 0ot: e6S,,e/,,e 10 4'Y lc

te: 44.6 V" 0 E1..ht: 40 TIO: I1:11:11 i

neflopolar Raw Heasues

rpl rpz "1 r6 r3 r4 C3 C4 rp: rz Cz

Rbsolute A 6.2 5.8 4.4 3.1 7.6 6.5 6.1 5.8 6.1 ?.6 7.6
Power 0 5.1 6.6 4.3 3.5 7.7 7.1 7.6 6.3 6.9 8.4 $.Z
(uU') 8 3.6 8.Z 6.6 6.3 16.3 16.1 16.2 12.0 8.6 11.S 11.4

6.6 6.0 6.2 4.6 11.6 10.2 9.2 8.7 8.4 11.7 1.4
T Z9.4 27.7 21.6 17.5 36.7 34.0 38.1 33.6 21.1 31.4 36.8

Relative & 21.1 21.6 26.3 22.6 19.2 11.2 16.6 17.5 21.1 11.1 20.6
Power 0 26.3 26.4 26.1 23.2 23.9 26.8 19.7 20.4 26.3 21.3 22.3
(V) i 21.2 21.7 36.7 36.6 Z.1 29.6 39.9 35.9 21.5 21.3 31.2

6 29.2 23.3 28.8 26.3 31.6 36.2 24.3 26.1 Z.9 21. 2S.5

Power A 3.1 4.9 3.5 1.8
AsjpMetrV a 2.6 13.1 4.6 4.4

(Z) M 2.6 16.5 1.1 11.4
CL-#I a 3.6 14.8 6.0 2.6

Coherence & 15.1 46.1 89 6.3
(M-) 0 92.8 37.3 -8" 77.3

c is.@ 42.2 86.S 42.6
6 91.5 48.4 1.5 IM

T3 T4 TS TS P3 P4 01 02 P: Oz

Rbsolute A 2.1 2.8 3.1 2.6 6.2 4.9 3.8 2.7 6.1 2.7
Power a 3.5 3.0 3.8 2.7 6.8 5.6 3.2 2.8 6.6 2.1
(utU) a 8.4 7.0 16.0 S.9 13.3 16.6 6.5 6.5 11.8 S.6

B 4.? 9.? 7.4 4.6 8.4 7.1 7.4 6.1 8.2 S.8
T 11.6 22.7 24.4 15.8 33.6 23.2 21.1 18.3 32.8 17.3

Relative A 14.8 12.6 12.7 16.4 IS.8 17.S 18.3 14.8 18.7 15.6
Power & 18.1 13.4 1S.6 17.3 18.1 11.6 15.3 15.7 29.1 16.7
(Z) c 42.1 31.6 41.6 37.1 40.4 37.5 31.0 35.1 35.1 33.6

a 24.1 42.8 36.5 28.9 25.5 2S.6 35.1 33.4 2S.6 34.6

Power A 6.4 8.8 2.7 I=
AsW*trerj 0 7.S 16.1 3.3 

(Z) a 8.9 25.1 11.3 -6.1
CL-f3 5 -34.4 23.6 8.6 1.6

Coherence a 35.3 63.3 10. 83.3
( 0. 0 12.9 44.9 83.4 87.6

a 16.4 15.3 66.3 7S.6
a 12.2 66.4 67.3

• , 1.5 -3.53
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RESULTS
Results for the auditory conditions are presented In Fig. 5, using a format adapted

from the EA graph of Fig. 2. The four panels of Fig. 5 present T3/T4 beta-asymmetry
values for 4 Individual subjects tested on 3 control and 8 auditory conditions Data ror
control, monaural, and dichotic conditions are plotted on separate rows Behavioral ear
advantages for each subject for the 2 sound sets are indicated at the too of each qEEG p lot.
The qEEG results Indicate evidence or 2 types of asymmetry- i) one based on "side of
spae' In that attention to right vs. left ear results In opposite asymmetries; and 2) an
asymmetry based on type of sound, In that attention to syllables vs. tones results In
opposite asymmetries. There are also Interactions between the two types of asymmetry,
such that right-ear syllables tend to evoke one extreme of asymmetry and left-ear tones
the opposite extreme.

Fig. 5 qEEG asymmetries: Complex sounds
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Based on the results for the subjects shown In Fig. 5, It cannot be said that the observed
asymmetries always reflect predominantly contralateral activation, although this would

be the predicted result Only Subject JL shows a trend toward the expected "contralateral

effect,' with greater rlght-hemisphere asymmetries (RHA) for left-ear input/attention,
and vice versa Notice, however, that even for JL, the patterns of asymmetry are
articulated In terms of modulations of RHA-- none oftie adltry CO /oidt/os M/ows

a7actual left-/emlsioemsymmetiy for th s subject This observation is In

contrast to the behavioral results shown in Fig. 2, where the syllables evoked a 20%
right-ear advantage, and the tones evoked a 20% left-ear advantage. The qEEG
asymmetries suggest that JL.'s behavioral results may Indeed reflect changes In
relative hemisphereactivatlon, but these are changes which occur in the context of a

continuing processing predominance favoring the right hemisphere
All of the other subjects show what must be interpreted as "Ipsilateral" patterns of

activation, with rignt-ear Input/attention and syllables evoking a greater RHA than left-
ear Input/attention and tones. No known characteristic of these subjects accounts for this
finding; JL, CB, and JM are all female and both personally and familial right-handed;
DW Is a personally left-handed, familial right-handed male. Note also that these
"Ispllateral" qEEG patterns are not always In agreement with the behavioral EA results
shown In Fig. 2 CB's behavioral EAs are REA for syllables and LEA for tones, yet her qEEG
patterns show greater RHA with right-ear attention to both types of dIchotic
presentation.

Given this puzzling result, however, the Internal consistency of the asymmetry
patterns is quite good right ear vs. left ear input/attention, and syllables vs. tones tend
to show opposite asymmetries, and the interaction between ear and type of sound Is
similar to that seen for JL: syllables tend to evoke asymmetries in the same direction as
right-ear Input/attention, and tones evoke asymmetries in the same direction as left-ear
input/attention.

Fig. 6 presents qEEG results for the motor activation conditions for all 4 subjects, In
terms of beta power asymmery comparing electrode locations F7/FS. Note that JL shows

a clear contralateral activation pattern, while the other three are consistent In their
"lspilateral" pattern. JL and CB showed resemblances between bilateral hand movement
and movement of one of the other hands (R for JL, L for CS). Failure of the other two Ss
to show such a match may be due to the high levels of artIf act present throughout their
records during these conditions, which were tested late in each session. In the future, we
plan to test the somewhat fatiguing hand-flexion conditions first, while the subjects are
fresh.

.. . 1 II
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Fig. 6 qEEG asymmetries:, M-otor control
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CONCLUSIONS
Although a number of questions are generated by these data, we believe that as

preliminary findings, the results are encouraging regarding the potential usefulness of
qEEG as a tool for studying cerebral responses to fairly simple stimulus and task
combinations, and Indicate that 'cognitive" processes are not the only phenomena that
might be usefully studied using qEEG.

Comparisons between the EAs tested behaviorally and 'hemisphere advantages" (HAs)
calculated for the qEEG results, for each subject, are shown In Fig. 7 An example of the
procedure used to calculate the qEEG HAS Is given below the figure

Fig. 7. Comparisons between behaviorally-determined ear advantages (lower abscissa:
non-italics) and qEEG hemisphere advantages (uper abscissa: italics)
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The degree of individual differences seen in all of these results suggests that more
subjects need to be tested, particularly If we are to understand the significance of the
"Ipsilateral" pattern of activation shown by 3 of the 4 subJects. Future designs will also
require all subjects to complete behavioral testing on all sounds before testing with qEEC

We expect that some of these puzzles will be resolved as future subjects undergo in-
depth testing In our Coordinated Noninvasive Studies (CNS) Project In this Project,
subjects will first be tested behaviorally to establish each Individual's ear advantages or

-- L=== " "nn~ilI[]I II
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3 types of sounads, and then wild be tested on a variety of noninvasive devices in or(er to
observe anatomical and physiological brain asymmetries (Fig 8: a color figure not
included In this MS). Tests will Include: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Evoked
Potentials (EPs--speciflcally, Auditory Brainstem Responses ABRs), qEEG,
Magnetoencephalography (MEG), and Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Procedures
will be based on our previous work with some of these devices (EPS Lauter & Loomis
1986; In press; PET: Lauter et al 1985; 1988). During testing with each physiological

device, subjects wIl) be stimulated on separate test runs with each of the 3 sound sets-
Patterns of asymmetries In measurements with the different noninvasive devices will be
compared with each other, and with the behavioral 2'ymmetries shown by the same
subject (Fig. 9: a color figure not In this MS).

It is expected that the "view" of the brain available with each of the approaches will
be most interpretable when considered In the context of the results on all the devices.
The Immediate goal of the CNS Project Is to determine the degree of match between
patterns of asymmetry tested behaviorally and patterns of asymmetry with regard to the
same stimuli when tested using physiological methods. The ultimate goal of the Project 1!
to take the first steps toward articulating a bridge between brain and behavior based on
the new noninvasive methods, demonstrating the value of these new approaches for
studying the brain by illustrating at least one way In which they may serve as the tools
in a 'new neurosclence," based on noninvasive methods and focused on study of the human
brain.
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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN AUDITORY ELECTRIC RESPONSES:

COMPARISONS OF BETWEEN-SUBJECT AND WITHIN-SUBJECT VARIABILITY

II. Amplitude of Brainstem Vertex-positive Peaks

Judith L. Lauterl and Robert L. Loomis
2

From the ICentral Institute for the Deaf, and the 'Department of Otolaryngology,
Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO 63110, USA

ABSTRACT varying degree of individual differences to be oh

Individual differences in auditory electric response: compari- served in behavioral measures of sensory perform

son of between-subject and within-subject variabiliy. 11. ance (e.g., Lauter, 1982, 1983) led us to examine tht
Amplitude of brainstem vertex-positive peaks. Lauter. J. L. degree of within-subject (WS) variation in evokec
and Loomis. R. L. (Central Institute for the Deaf and De- potentials. It has long been observed that: 1) AE-
partment of Otolaryngology, Washington University School
of Medicine. St. Louis. MO.. USA). waveforms for different subjects. even in ABRs. art

Scand Audiol 1988, 17 (87-92). not alike; and 2) at the same time, responses showr
Recently, we (Lauter & Loomis, 1986) reported variability by individuals are quite replicable over time.

measures of the latency of five vertex-positive auditory In our earlier report (Lauter & Loomis. 1986), wt

brainstem response (ABR) peaks collected under a re- described latency data for a repeated-measure!
peated-measures experimental design, Seven subjects were series of auditory brainstem response recordings. foi
tested, each on eight separate sessions, for brainstem audi- 7 subjects each tested weekly for a total of 8 weeks
tory evoked response to monaural right, monaural left. and
binaural stimulus presentation. This paper presents variabil-
ity measures for amplitudes of the same series of responses. ability measures of latency. with a ratio of latenc'

Three types of variability measurement were made: 1) mean and standard deviation used to express latenc
amplitude of each peak of the response to monaural right, variability of each of the five A3R peaks. Results in
monaural left, and binaural stimulation; 2) amplitude differ- dicated that, while absolute values showed the ex
ence for each peak comparing binaural with right, and
binaural with left; and 3) amplitude difference comparing pected increase in latency with peak, but no differ

binaural with the sum of the amplitudes of the two mon- ences due either to ear of presentation or to grouf
aural responses. As in the previous report, between-subject comparisons. the variability measure proved to bc
variability and within-subject variability were expressed sensitive to both peak and ear, as well as to BS vs
using a ratio of mean divided by standard deviation (this is
the reciprocal of Pearson's Coefficient of Variation. and will W3 comparisons. We also noted in that report tha

here be referred to as the Coefficient of Stability, or Cs). these ABR latency-variability 'profiles' could dis
For all amplitude comparisons. Cs profiles indicate that: tinguish between subjects. and that the profile,
1) within-subject stability (i.e.. consistency) is significantly could be replicated over time. For the current report
greater than between-subject stability. 2) both within- and
between-subject stability measures are sensitive to both
peak and ear of presentation, and 3) stability profiles for in- lysis for amplitude variability for each of the fivo

dividual subjects show individual differences and simi- peaks.
larities, and are replicable over time The variability meas-
ure also provides evidence of an ear asymmetry at peak Ill
which has been noted in other ABR studies. MAERIALS AND METHODS

Auditory brainstem responses were recorded from 7 norm.
young adult subjects. 4 females and 3 males. Each subie.

INTRODUCTION was tested in eight separate weekly sessions. All sessior

Recent interest in the variability of auditory evoked for each subject were scheduled for the same time of day o
the same day of the week. Each subject was screened fc

potentials (AEPs) has been limited primarily to be- thsaedyotewekEchubctascrndf
normal hearing threshold for pure tones (better than 20 d

tween-subject (BS) comparisons (cf. review in HL) preceding each test session; on one occasion, a sul
Lauter & Loomis, 1986). Our interest in the widely ject's threshold was elevated due to a mild middle-ear infe
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ABR mean amplitude ABR amplitude stability
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Fig. L (A) Actual amplitude in 4iV for five peaks of ABR. (B) Amplitude stability for five ABR peaks. comparing
to rih-alf-aadbnua lcs(ahpoint repre- within-subject and between-subject calculations. B
sents the average of 56 values: 7 Ssx 8 sessions per subject). binaural; R -right; L = left.

lion, and the session was rescheduled for the following we will refer to as the Coefficient of Stability (Cs), was cal.
week. culated for the different subject and session combinations.

Each session included monaural right, monaural left, and
binaural stimulation. Silver disk recording electrodes (9
mm) were placed at Cz, Al. and A2. A ground was placed RESULTS
at Fpz. For monaural presentations, Cz was referenced to
the ipsilateral ear; for binaural, Cz was referenced to linked Amplitude comparisons of binaural, right-ear,
earlobes. Stimuli were 100 lAs condensation clicks, pre- and left-ear conditions
sented at 80 dB nHL through Telex 1470 earphones with
MX-41/AR cushions. ABRs were processed using a Nicolet Absolute amplitude, together with amplitude stabil-
CA-1000 system sampling once every 20 p; records were ity comparisons for both BS and WS calculations. are
stored on magnetic disk and analyzed off-line. Subjects re- shown in Fig. 1. In panel A on the left, absolute val-
dined with eyes closed. Stimuli were presented at a rate of ues are plotted as a function of ABR peak. An ana-
11.1 clicks per second; 2000 responses were averaged using lvsis of variance for these data indicated a significant
a time window of 10 ms post-stimulus onset, and a filter -
setting of 150 to 3000 Hz (-3 dB) with a 6 dB/octave roll- interaction between peak and ear of stimulation
off. The artifact rejection criterion was 20 liV peak-to-peak. (F=9.3: p<0.01), with significant main effects for

Amplitude for each of the five peaks of the ABR wave- both peak (F=33.11: p<0.01) and ear (F=240:
form was defined as the range in wiV between the amplitude p<0.01).
of each vertex-positive peak and the amplitude of the fol-
lowing vertex-negative valley. This value was obtalned for In panel B on the right are shown variability values
each ABR peak for each presentation mode for each sub- in terms of the coefficient of stability (Cs). compar-
ject in each session. In addition, measures were derived ing between-subject calculations (lower three
from these original data, for: 1) the difference between the curves) with within-subject calculations (upper three
amplitude for binaural versus right-ear stimulation (B-R), curves).There is a significant difference between the
and the difference between the amplitude for binaural ver-
sus left-ear stimulation (B-L), for each peak; and 2) the dif- two groups of values (F=6.77: p<0.05), and there
ference between the amplitude for binaural stimulation ver- are significant interaction and main effects due to
sus the summed amplitudes for right-ear and left-ear stimu- peak and ear within each set of comparisons: 1) for
lation (B-[R L]), for each peak. Note that these meas- between-subjects, peak x ear interaction (F=3.93:
ures were derived peak by peak, and thus do not represent
the same operation as the addition and subtraction of whole p<O.Ol), peak main effect (F=26.9: p<0.01), ear
waveforms as reported by Berlin and others (e.g., Berlin et main effect (F- 11.04: p<O.Ol); 2) for within-sub
al., 1984). jects, there are main effects for both peak (F=6.7:

Amplitude values from each of these sets of data were p<0.01) and ear (F=7.7: p<0.01).
then averaged across subjects across sessions to obtain an
overall between-subject (BS) mean and standard deviation
for the amplitude of each peak under all three comparisons. Amplitude differences: binaural minus
The amplitude values were also averaged within each sub- either monaural
ject across sessions to obtain a within-subject (WS) mean The second amplitude comparison done for thest
and standard deviation of the amplitude of each peak for data was the calculation of peak-by-peak difference!
each subject. To compare the relative variability of peak
amplitudes, the ratio of mean divided by standard deviation between peak amplitude for binaural and peak am
(the reciprocal of Pearson's Coefficient of Variation), which plitude for each monaural condition. Fig. 2 comparei
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ABR amplitude difference ABR amp-difT stability
.4. (Binaural - monaural) " 8-L

.- Within subjects

UB-n.
0.-

-0.2-I- -

a - R Between subjects

VI I III IV V

peak of AR a of A

Fig. 2. (A) Actual amplitude difference in IN, comparing stability for the difference in pV between responses to
response to binaural vs. each monaural condition (averages binaural vs. each monaural condition, comparing within.
of 56 values: 7 SSx8 sessions per subject). (B) Amplitude subject and between-subject calculations.

absolute values (left panel) with Cs values (right Individual differences
panel). For absolute values, the interaction between As demonstrated in our first report (Lauter &
comparison (B-R vs. B-L) and peak is significant Loomis, 1986), stability profiles calculated for indi-
(F=23.5: p<0.01), as are main effects for both com- viduals tend to replicate over time, or depart from re-
parison (F=8.6: p<0.01), and peak (F=92.86: plication because of increased stability of the re-

p<0,01). sponse at one or more peaks. Fig. 4 presents a selec-
There is a single significant effect in the variability tion of Cs curves from different individuals for a var-

values shown in the right panel: the WS comparisons iety of amplitude measures. These illustrate charac-
are more stable than the BS comparisons (F=72.65: teristics of individual Cs profiles which we have ob-

p<0.01). served for stability measures of both latency and

amplitude: 1) good replicability from the first four
Amplitude differences: binaural minus weeks to thc second four weeks of sessions 2) pat-

sum of monaurals tern enhancement over time, which often takes the

Fig. 3 shows the results of calculating the differences form of 3) patterns for one individual coming to re-
between the amplitude of each peak for the binaural semble those of another subject.

condition versus the sum of that peak's amplitude for Each curve in Fig. 4 represents the stability of the
the two monaural conditions (i.e., B-[R+L]). The indicated measure (e.g. left-ear amplitude) for
absolute values (on the left) show a significant effect each subject calculated over four test sessions. Each
of peak (F=70.35: p<0o.01), while the variability pair of curves shown here represents. good replica
values show significant main effects for both peak tion (i.e., there are no significant differences wher

(F=2.83: p<0.05) and group (i.e., WS vs. BS: tested with paired t-tests). These curves also demon

F=47.94: p<0.01). strate two other characteristics of Cs profiles: I

ABR amplitude difference ABR amp-dirt stabiliLy
0-2- (Binaural - sum monaurals) -

0.1 within subjects

.0.4.

S4.2-O(i*

44B Setween suN alcts

post of AOA peak of ABR

Fig. 3. (A) Actual amplitude difference in pV. comparing sponses to binaural vs. sum of responses to monaural coi
response to binaural vs. sum of monaural conditions (aver- ditions. comparing within-subject and between-subject ca
ages of 56 values: 7 Ssx8 sessions per subject). (B) culations.
Amplitude stability for the difference in IV between re-
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Replication of ABR amplitude
stability profiles
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Fig. 4. Replication of ABR amplitude stability profiles for binaural vs right-ear clicks, and difference between re-
5 subjects and four measures: response to left-ear clicks, re- sponse to binaural vs. sum of responses to monaural clicks.
sponse to binaural clicks, difference between response to

changes in profile shape are most often due to in- related to the feature described by Levine & McGaf-
creased stability at one or more peaks (cf. CR Bin- figan (1983). For example. in Fig. 1. panel A. the ab-
aural peak V, JY Binaural peak III, SA Binaural- solute amplitude of the right-ear response at peak III
Right peak V. and KP Binaural - Right peaks II and is clearly dominant over that of the left-ear response:
V): and 2) one subject's profile may require the sec- the direction and magnitude of this difference for our
ond month to assume the shape that another indi- group of subjects (all right-handed), amounting to a
vidual's profile showed even in the first month (com- right-ear preference of approximately 0.11 AV. com-
pare SA's Binaural-Right profile, well-replicated pares well with that reported by Levine & McGaf-
over 2 months, with KP's Binaural-Right, which is figan (1983) for their subset of right-handed sub)ects.
flat for month one, but during the second test whose data showed a group average of about 0.08 AV
month, acquires a similar shape to the SA. profile. difference between right and left amplitude.' Panel

B shows a similar advantage at peak III for right-ear
Amplitude asymmetries stimulation, however, in this case, in terms of greater
Several reports have documented asymmetries in the stability of the amplitude of the right-ear versus the

ABR. Berlin et al. (1984) and others have used wave- left-ear response. Note that for both the absolute
form addition and subtraction methods to demon- and the stability measure, the 'advantage ot the
strafe an ABR asymmetry, the Binaural Interaction right-ear response amounts to its approaching the
Component, which in some subjects comprises a dif- corresponding value for the binaural response-
ference component occurring at approximately 6 ms whether in absolute amplitude (panel A) or in sta-
post-stimulus onset. Levine & McGaffigan (1983) bility (panel B).
have described an asymmetry in peak amplitude, dis- --Levine & McGaffigan (1983) measured amplitude as
tinguishing the absolute amplitude of responses to baseline-to-positive peak. The right-left difference in this
left- vs. right-ear stimulation, which was especially amplitude merasure at peak I11. read from Fig. 1 B of their
prominent at ABR peak I1. paper, and averaged over their right-handed subjects, was

Examination of our data for both the absolute val- about 0.04 pV For comparison with our data. we have
ues and the stability of ABR peak amplitudes (cf. doubled this value as a rough approximation to our peak.

to-valley definition of amplitude, to yield a right-left differ.
Figs. 1, 2, and 3) suggests that our findings also are ence in peak II amplitude for their right-handed subjects
sensitive to response asymmetries, perhaps directly of about 0.08 pV
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This similarity between binaural and right-ear re- havioral results from the same subjects, may lead to
sponse at peak II for this group of subjects is further an understanding of the mechanisms underlying Cs
corroborated by the comparisons shown in Fig. 2. In patterns. These types of comparisons should be of
panel A, the difference between actual amplitudes of particular interest for studying correlations between
binaural versus monaural responses shows a greater asymmetries of response demonstrated electro-
separation between binaural and left-ear responses physiologically, with those that can be observed with
at peak III than between binaural and right-ear re- behavioral tests such as dichotic listening (e.g..
sponses: the gap between binaural and left-ear peak Lauter, 1982, 1983).
III amplitudes for these subjects is almost twice that Consideration of individual patterns in terms of
separating binaural and right-ear: 21 ' V for (B-L) group characteristics of these stability profiles may
versus 10 gV for (B-R). Related pattem are seen in provide additional insights. As described above, re-
the stability data in panel B. For the betwf.en-subject semblances in Cs patterns can be observed between
profiles, the peak III difference between (B-R) and subjects; in our data, such resemblances were some-
(B-L) is clear, with the B-R difference the more times visible in the first month of testing, and in
stable of the two. Differences in stability of the two other cases, were not apparent until the second test
binaural/monaural comparisons for within-subject month. Extended testing of the same subjects.
calculations are more complex, with stability asym- perhaps comparing EP waveforms collected accord-
metry this time favoring the B-L difference at peaks ing to different time schedules (four waveforms per
IV and V as well as III. day versus four per week versus four per month.

In Fig. 3, the absolute values in panel A point to etc.), should clarify the patterns of individual re-
the importance of right vs. left differences at peak sponse. including the degree to which individuals dif-
III, where the B-(R+Lj values show a dramatic fer in their stability profiles, the groupings that are
drop. This is related to the difference between the possible based on profile types. and the time course
absolute-value curves in Fig. 2. panel A, and reflects required for each subject to reveal his/her charac-
the similarity of right-car and binaural amplitude at teristic profile for a given ABR parameter.
peak III in these subjects. Stability of this calculation We expect that further consideration of the pat-
(panel B) shows no differences for peak III. terns of EP response stability, including extended

time of testing, examination of changes in stability
patterns with age, and comparisons between the re-

DISCUSSION suits of electrophysiological and behavioral testing in

In general, these results on ABR amplitude stability the same subjects, will provide new insights into the
are in keeping with the findings on the stability of organization of the human auditory system, as well
ABR peak latencies reported in Lauter & Loomis as guidelines for clinical applications of repeated-
(1986). Both analyses illustrate the dramatic increase measures evoked-potential testing.
in information regarding the ABR waveform to be
gained by: 1) conducting evoked-potential testing
under a repeated-measures design. and then 2) ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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HUMAN AUDITORY PHYSIOLOGY STUDIED WITH POSITRON MISSION TOMOGRAPHY
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Although the past 40 years have seen significant progress in our
understanding of the organization of sensory nervous systems in a number

of animals, access to the details of human sensory CNS structure and func-

tion has been hampered by the lack of noninvasive, high-resolution
technology. However, within the last decade, a number of new devices have
appeared that provide relatively noninvasive access to the human brain:
e.g. CT and MR1 for anatomical imaging. and MEG, BEAM, and PET for topo-
graphic physiological studies.

METHODS

PET

Positron emission tomography represents a modification of tissue auto-
radiography techniques, and depends on the ability of radiation products
of positron-emitting isotopes to penetrate the human skull, and thus
become externally detectable. When a bolus of water labelled with oxygen-
fifteen is injected into a subject's arm vein, a ring of detectors surround-
ing the subject's head can generate a data az:ay that can be used to
reconstruct an image showing a topography of greater and lesser concentra-
tions of isotope. The resulting images represent the brain as a series of
slices ranging from the top of the brain down into cerebellum. A color
scale indicates regions of greater and lesser isotope concentration, or,

if blood samples are taken during scanning to monitor actual isotope
levels, regions of greater and lesser blood flow. Using appropriate
software, such images can also be combined to produce difference images,
showing derived maps of areas undergoing greater or lesser change in blood
flow/isotope concentration from control scan to a scan taken under stimula-
tion conditions.

For these studies, positron emission tomography was performed using
a PETT VI system (Ter-Pogossian et al., 1982; Yamamoto et al., 1982).
Data are recorded simultaneously for 7 slices with a center-to-center
separation of 14.4 mm; the in-plane (i.e., transverse) reconstructed
resolution is about 12.4 mm in the center of the field of view, and slice
(axial) thickness is about 13.9 mm at the center. Each scan is 40 sec in
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length, and is performed following the intravenous bolus injection of
about 10 ml of saline containing 55-80 mCi of 0-fifteen-labelled *ater
(half life: 123 sec). Cerebral blood flow (CBF: ml/(min x 100 g)) is
calculated using a PET adaptation of the Kety tissue autoradiographic
technique previously described and validated in our laboratory
(Herscovitch et al., 1983; Raichle et al.,, 1983).

For auditory studies, we have designed a sound-delivery system based
on insert receivers set in plastic tubing that snaps into standard
earmolds. This fits underneath the face mask (see below) , and allows
not only the shielding of text stimuli from ambient noise, but also the
isolation of sounds to the two ears, to distinguish monaural, binaural,
and dichotic presentations. The frequency response of this system has
been shaped to mimic the filter characteristics of the outer ear, so
that the signal presented at the eardrum is "ecologically valid" in its
acoustical makeup (see Lauter et al., 1985 for a complete description).

Subjects

Normal young adults with no history of neurological or hearing dis-
orders served as subjects; each was paid for his/her participation. Prior
to testing, each subject received an orientation visit to the laboratory,
when all procedures were explained, and a consent form was read and
signed.

Subject preparation preceding each session included the percutaneous
insertion of a radial arterial catheter, under local anesthesia, to permit
frequent sampling of arterial blood during scans, and the insertion of an
intravenous catheter in the opposite arm for isotope injection. The head
was positioned with a special head holder which utilized an individual
molded plastic face mask to prevent movement during the study. A laser
permanently attached to the wall projected a line onto the mask that
corresponded to the position of the lowest PET slice. A lateral skull
radiograph with this line marked by a radiopaque wire provided a record
of the subject's exact position in relation to the PET slices. The over-
lapping position of radiopaque markers placed in the external auditory
canals (the earmold rings) confirmed that the head was not rotated about
the anterior-posterior or vertical axes. After the head was in place,
a transmission scan used for individual attenuation correction was
performed with a ring source of activity containing germanium-68/gallium
-68. During scans the room was darkened and the subject's eyes were
covered with gauze pads. Ambient noise during each scan was limited to
the sound of cooling fans for the electronic equipment.

Stimuli

A variety of sounds has been used in our test series. Results to be
reviewed here will focus on experiments using pure tones and synthetic
syllables.

Pure tones. Pure tones were generated using a General Radio 1310A
oscillator, an electronic switch and pulse generator built at Central
Institute for the Deaf in St. Louis, and a Hewlett-Packard 350D attenuator.
Tones were monitored using a Monsanto 113A counter, Telequipment S54A
oscilloscope and Hewlett-Packard 400GL voltete.

Tones of 500 Hz and 4 kHz were used for testing. Tone were pulsed
with a duty cycle of 50%, approximately 500 msec on/off, with a rise/fall
time of 50 msec. The subject's threshold for each frequency tested was
determined just prior to scanning for that frequency. All tones were
presented at 50 d1 SL, monaurally to the right ear. For each experimental
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scan, the sound was turned on approximately 1 min prior to isotope injec-

tion, and was presented throughout the scan; thus total presentation time

was approximately 2 min.

Synthetic syllables. A tape recording of a set of synthetic nonsense
stop-consonant-vowel (stop CV) syllables used in our dichotic listening
experiments (e.g., Lauter, 1982) was presented to subjects via a Nagra
tape recorder. In preparing this recording, the original 250-msec version
of each syllable was edited to leave only the first 50 msec, including
acoustical information regarding both consonant and vowel. The tape
recording consisted of a constant cycling of the syllable string (ba-da-
ga-pa-ta-ka-ba-da-qa... etc.). The rate of syllable repetition, overall
level of the recording, and ear of presentation were manipulated in
separate experiments (see below). As with the tones, the subject's thresh-
old for the tape recording was obtained just prior to the text scan.

Anatomical Localization

In order to determined where in the three-dimensional data complex
to look for auditory responses, we used an anatomical localization scheme
developed in our laboratory (cf Fox et al., 1984) that is independent of
the appearance of the CBF images. This method yields both slice number
and transverse-plane coordinates for a predicted region of interest (ROI)
selected from a standard stereotaxic atlas of the human brain (Talairach
et al., 1967).

We identified two ROIs for the scans involving pure tones and
syllables: primary auditory cortex, and a region surrounding the angular
gyrus, often designated as "language cortex." Tomographic images from
each subject were then used to create "percent-difference images" (Fox
and Raichle, 1984), comparing control and experimental conditions. These
images are based on blood-flow values normalized to control for global
changes in blood flow occurring between scans, and to highlight areas of
maximum change from control to stimulated condition that occur independent
of any global changes in CBF.

RESULTS

Pure tones. Examination of activity changes within the estimated
region of primary auditory cortex for each hemi:iphere of each subject
revealed systematic shifts of the area of maximam change from condition
to condition. In each subject, maximum change always occurred in the
left-hemisphere Al region (i.e., contralateral to stimulation). Also, for
each subject, the contralateral region of greatest activity change during
stimulation with the 500 Hz tone was more lateral and anterior, and the
region that responded best to the 4 kHz tone was more medial and posterior.
The orientation of these regions for the five subjects tested in six
sessions agree well with those reported for tonotopic responses in monkey
auditory cortex using electrophysiological methods (e.g., Brugge and
Merzenich, 1973). (See Lauter et al., 1985 for a complete description
of these results.)

Synthetic syllables. Results are available to date for single-subject
examples of the eff.,cts of manipulating rate, level, and ear of presenta-
tion of the recorded syllables. Clear qualitative changes were observed
in the rCBF images in response to the syllables, occurring in the angular-
gyrus "language cortex" region previously defined for each subject.
Analysis of the quantitative changes in rCBF as a function of the
dimensional manipulations indicate that as rate and level are increased,
there is a corresponding increase in rCBF; as ear of presentation is
changed, related shifts in activation seem to reflect the predominance of
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Fig. 1. Schematic of nuclear levels within the human auditory CNS.
in these results, but since they are based on data from single subjects,
the suggestions cannot be taken as conclusive.

contralateral response. There are suggestions of asymmetrical responses

Multi-level activation of auditory nuclei. The human auditory CNS is
advantageously arranged for study with a tomographic device such as the
PETT VI (Fig. 1). This is in contrast, for example, with the visual
system, which lies essentially within the dimensions of a single PE7.'
slice. As a result, it might be possible to view, in a single 40-sec scan,
responses in more than one auditory center to a particular stimulus.

Fig. 2 presents a series of difference images taken in a single scan
of one of our test subjects, representing comparisons between a control
scan and a stimulation scan in which synthetic syllables were presented
binaurally at a rate of 20 per seccnd at a level of 50 dB SL. The regions
represented in the two most rostral slices (Panel A, upper two images)
contain no known auditory centers. The slice shown in the lower left of
Panel A, however, at the level of tie angular gyrus for this subject,
shows clear bilateral activation, and there is an apparent asymmetry of
substantial proportions--a 16% "lef: hemisphere advantage" in terms of
rCBF change. Further analysis will be required to determine whether this
difference is statistically significant. The lower-right slice is at the
level of primary auditory cortex; note again bilateral activation, more
symmetrical at this level. The top left slice of Panel B represents tl.e
level of the thalamus: the striking bilateral, symmetrical activation
seen here may be interpretable as response in posterior thalamus, perhaps
representing a combination of MGN and pulvinar. The top right slice is at
the level of the midbrain; the midline activation could indicate inferior
colliculus response, with separation of the two halves of the IC beyond
the resolution of PETT VI. The last slice may be through the cerebellum;
significance of the small response seen here is unknown.

DISCUSSION

This library of PET auditory activation studies in normal human brains
will be used to answer a variety of additional questions. Y 3wever, results
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Fig. 2. Simultaneous multi-level activation of human auditory CNS. Series
of 7 slices (Panel A, SL 1 most rostral, Panel B, SL 7 most
caudal) from a single 40-sec scan on one subject. Slices are shown
as "difference images", comparing control with stimulation by
synthetic syllables presented binaurally at a rate of 20 per
second at a level of 50 dB SL. (See text for details.)



to date already suggest that positron emission tomography holds enormous
potential as a revolutionary tool for the study of normal human sensory
physiology. In the auditory system, responses to both simple and complex
sounds can be observed, at a number of auditory CNS levels, with brain
activity integrated over as little as 40 sec. The new generation of PET
machines (e.g., "SuperPet") will provide improved spatial resolution and
much better temporal resolution, sufficient for "evoked rCBF response"
studies.

We believe that our results with auditory stimulation, combined with
parallel findings in other modalities, point to the possibility of a new
physiology, pursued via noninvasive techniques, and designed to emphasize
human nervous systems and the complex interactions between stimulus,
presentation, and subject variables that are the hallmark of everyday
behavior.

Preparation of this paper supported by U.S. Air Force Office of
Scientific Research, Life Sciences Directorate.
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